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. It is, however, 
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to not be accorded a 

In this 
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(b) sexuality and spirituality are 

Abstract 
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that sexuality in it's relationship is 

of and discourse; seems 

position in the problematic landscape of human affairs. 

(the the two), 

and spirituality are shown to be generally confused and need of 

and re-integration into a coherent 

is invoked as a metaphysical embodiment of 

plays a animating Attention is 

to ground consciousness 

p<OTPrn developmental 

n"""''''''Prl mythopoiesis 

constantly 

extended to 

sexuality 

spirituality as hidden but components his theory of the Cycle, and, 

by Finally, one of the of the 

yogasutras evaluated. It is shown that the 

contrary to popular and 

it is a praxis arguments. 

complementary Additionally, it demonstrated that both Erikson and ali 

paradigms: 

viable 

viewed through 

to 

provides a modern developmental theoretical base and ali a 

method support. is especially noticeable when are 

conclusion brings 

that this is fact a 

but provides a basis for a sexuality and spirituality in the context 

of human functioning including as 
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tidhibhautika 

tidhidaivika 

asana 

obstruction to spiritual 

') obstruction to 

Glossary 

practice 

obstruction to spiritual practice 

; situated in the of the between 

of ali; relates to 

physical control 

eyes 

a§ ramadharma life - brahmacaryasrama*, 

avidya ignorance; lack 

ahamkara Ego-principle; 

differentiation 

Ity 

ahamkara ego-princi related to ' 

to illusion 

(mind) that 

non-violence; sub-element (fi 

of inauthenticity 

of yama* anga * 

alabdhabhilmikatva m misunderstand 

anavasthi inability to 

in region the 

(fifth) 

ascesis d 

asteya (third) wiga* 

avirati sense gratification 

* 

incl ahamkara*, alchemical 

elements fire, rether), and physical 

sound, pressure, 1 liquid solidity 

wigamejayatva tremors; physical unstead 

ei basic' limbs' or of the yogasutras* of 
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Bei that of the individual 

in the Divine 

nl toSoul*, f*, or 

bhagavadgWi text in modern ism; part of epic 

known as the mahabharata 

bhrantidar.sana I iv i of USIOIl 

brahmacarya truthfu sub-element (fourth) atiga* 

brahmacarylisrama being a student, which ludes submiss to the 

teacher and celibacy 

buddhi intelligence; a faculty of 

discrimination; also creates 

with 

cakra wheel, disk; a contain levels or 

forms consciousness; see muladhara svadi.'ithana *, 

malJ.ipura *, anahata *, *, lijiia* 

citta rei to puru''ia* 

cittapraslidanam favourable d ition 

cittavrttinirodhal; 'restraining fluctuations of consciousness'; a pivotal point in 

the yogasutras* ofPatafijali 

coitus normally reserved sexual intercourse, but here to 

denote intimacy, ie. all activities that could to 

orgasm or have orgasm as an 

ali; relates to Opt 

dhyana element 

developing 

diaphragmatic barrier constriction 

art 

ofPatafijal i; relates to 

meditation 

the spiritual path as a result ego-

differentiation; the nexus 

located in the 

(Eri 

(Pataiijali) 

ng 

stence and Be 

(Maslow), 

principle pri that claims that physi intel abil 

emerge when the ism is physically and mentally to 

act with or lIpon 
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eros life-affirming principle; works creative tension with thanatos* 

part individual which asaresult part 

world; that that with differentiation from the 

environment; the 

mascul Inter-personal interactions; Iy 

Ie but is extended 

to same-sex 

of marriage chi Idren 

by Rocco 

as that thought which is appl to other thought, ie. 

thought 

isvara pranidhana surrender self to Divine; sub-element of niyama* anga * 

kaivalya emancipation; state of aloneness; fourth pada of yogasutras 

Patafijali 

kJe!ja affliction 

(in classical tantric*theory) feminine principle lying in 

cakra head blocks the central, su.,?umfJa*, 

nadi causing diffusion energy. 

kson's theory of psychosocial 

epigenetic principle * 

opment, incl 

manas Mind; contains buddhi* and ahamkara* 

mafJipura ird in the of the 

liberation or from cakra* worldly life 

of neum 

namaste ian stence of in 

niyama second element * ofPatafijali; com five sub-

elements - *, santo.'ia *, tapas *, svadhyaya *, lsvara 

pada 'foot' or chapter Patafijali 

prakrti Nature 

pramada 

prafJayama fourth element Patafijali; to breath 

and 
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fifth e Patafija1i; to 

of senses from env 

puru~a I; original con 

sadhaka oneindu 

sadhana set of ofPatafljali 

in the 

now more and more not recogni 

of the crown the head; 

se 

samadhi eighth ofyogasiltras* ofPatafljali; relates to pure 

contemplation or of Ill; first 

ali 

a branch ofIndian philosophy 

samsaya lingering indeci 

samskara sublim I traces of activity in consciousness; 

spiritual preparation for 

santo$a contentment; lement * 
sub-element wiga* 

.fauca cleanl wiga* 

Sex ity; also 

related to 

ion behaviours ly but not Iy 

Sexual An integral individual that arises as a 

result of to em culture, socialisation, and 

ethical opment 

siddhi spiritual power (clairvoyance, cl ience, and 

styana lack of sluggishness 

study of and sub-element niyama* * 
cakra*; in the region the genital 

vik.Jepa lar breathing 

tantra branch oflnd phi losophy and practice (vajrayana) 

fervour or zeal; (third) niyama* * 
thanatos pfinCI works in tension with eros* 
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powers or properties of yoga; thi 

viksepa distraction 

vise$a defined states 

vishudda cakra*; situated in 

; includes senses 

of the 

ily (when il 

of 

ten sensory 

been period of detachment 

educated and are to set out on their own) 

fluctuations in 

vrttisamskar 'wheel or vrttis* *, 

physical sease 

yam a element ofyogasiltras* Patanjali; comprises five 

elements - * *, asteya*, brahmacarya*, 

, relates to attitudes 

concerning yoga phi 

yogin yogic 

on the use of Sanskrit 

As dissertation delves a portion ofIndian philosophy will 

transliteration of words from Sanskrit. In it has decided that: 

As there is a variation in transliteration in boh the popular and 

lings in quoted text will be 

as possible to my nascent of 

Sir Monier-Williams 

Sanskrit does not employ will 

not capitals in the transl unless, 

to a such as the siva which complements the 

use of some 

from 

it 

principle. 

are 
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Introduction 2 

The background to this dissertation has a long history and is based on interactions 

with abused women who were searching for redemption. What started out as routine 

therapy ended up in something quite different on a number of fronts. Firstly, there 

was a demand to facilitate an exploration of the psychotherapeutic paradigm in terms 

of spirituality; much of this being prompted by many of the New Age exhortations 

being bandied around at that time. A second requirement was that these 'spiritual' 

exhortations be suitably psychologised in order that they may be better understood. 

And, thirdly, both trends had to be applied to the reason for the interaction, a bruised 

sexuality. Hence, this dissertation, an outcome ofthese long ago interactions, is to be 

located in the field of psychology of religion, with the focus being sexuality and 

spirituality. Furthermore, the three elements will be conveyed on a vehicle of 

'transcendence' or 'raising consciousness'. In other words, an urge to 'raising 

consciousness', as opposed to simply coping with sexual abuse, is a motivation for 

exploring these elements. 

Raising consciousness is situated as a gel permeating through the discussion, but it is 

found that it is not altogether a happy term as it carries a measure of nirvana-ic 

promise, and, what is more, much seems to be projected into a rather leaky basket. 

Many lay-people working with the idea appear to hold a hypothesis that raising some 

kind of consciousness will remove the ills of their worlds. Not at all clear in their 

minds are such issues as : What is it that is being raised? Why is it being raised? If 

consciousness is in need of raising how did it get to where it is in the first place? and 

so on. Surely these and other questions can eventually be answered by each 

individual but it is interesting to note that the most fundamental question - what is 

consciousness? - is still being debated from a wide variety of perspectives, within the 

levels of laity, as well as amongst the scientists; people like Francis Crick now claim 

to hold great promise for 'taming' the 'problem of consciousness' when he claims 

that it can be approached through the visual system (Crick, 1997). This is not a 
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p13uonn for discourse as it is actually a ubiquitous 

is overlooking 

theret()re. be accoUI1lted 

dissertation. 

V(:t' .. -ll."'..., .... U concern 

popular philosophy this wolman 

to guide the 

in a 

3 

oralcncal and 

..".""~ ........ sense is province 'common' oeJrson who has little COlUaIC( or 

even understanding the thrills of science. 

this one finds that vu~ ... ~.,,, is " ... notoriously difficult to 

.... "'J" .. ,~, first v"''"'''''' ..... ,~ phenomena, sec;ona ....,.~"'au...,..., it is 

difficult to measure objectively." .""" .. .,,, .. , et al:372), and yet awareness 

phenomenon is a '"'v,., ..... , concern with many people who are intent on improving an 

even community) life. In the it would 

that, at the level of that wolman, it is the 

between a the body, instance, or a 

some 'pure/r' perhaps self-reflexive, includes often 

a nebulous called 'intuition' of various of 

intuition will the on Patafijali). a 

spiritual sense, consciousness seems to be an of awareness a 

of the mundane to a being-in-some-state of apperception that is possibly 

broader in contrast to the problems being 'V",''',.,,,,, in cognitive "''''.v""", 

in finding a COJnc(~orUal 

improving a ...,_~" .. , of life do not 

involved in the 

too much .... """"",1",'"'," 

amorphous 

connection 

, which is associated with a 

to them, " .... ,'"""'"' sense of existence. 

It looks as people who are H.I,",""''''",- to pne:n01neIlon for 

symptoms of an inauthentic life two common +?>",tnl"><;' - a nplr""'ll 

the rational and a to bring a notion intuition away 

to some 

the 

periphery Tnu"" .... '"'' a centre-stage mind-full-ness. pervasive ""'<;'1"\PI't",P for them 

is that ratlonam IS to better 
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Introduction 

access 'intuition' would be a healing manoeuvre of achieving a balance of intuition 

and rationality. Further, it does appiear that is a differentiation to be made 

between intuition and former was seen and valued in terms 

expressed by Lisa 

"The mark of intuition or not one accepts this as a legitimate 

phenomenon) is not that it involves unconscious but that it provides some form of 

that is irreducible and unjustifiable (as 

expressed in 

(Osbeck:244, "1i11,"""''' in 

It is an 'immediate' 

adopt a vision of 

than consumers), but with the 

hermeneutical circle 

transpersonal research 

To explain all this a little 
, 

'experiments in truth' 

" 

that allows some to 

(ie. producers of self-theory, 

primacy is to be given to a 

tenJrelCanon, as Rosemarie Anderson understands 

perhaps anticipates their 

a HOT (higher-order thought) theory of 

4 

consciousness. consciousness, or being-conscious/aware 

-of, 

that 

ona 

consciousness Ou'eclteO 

appearing on 

hierarchy HOT's 

oneself. 

dissertation, 

to 

world-directed state ... "(Gennaro: 1 08), 

then notes that when 

this paper') there is a 

vV'"'',"'lV'''''''v''''' of 

computer (ibid: 1 09). In the end, 

brought to bear on the level at 

people who have provided 

is felt to be some impediment or 

that could lead them out of 

is 

a 

some handicap precluded access to a valued hierarchy by 

implication, would on action. 

to add to because it is commonly believed that 
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Introduction 5 

contact with Divine (or, to the ... u;"' .......... ,' access to the collective unconscious), 

the is a gf(::at{~r access to an or increasing levels which 

lead p"~'nn'''' to an immediate Divine in PUP'nf{1 concerns. It is 

noted that 1"1131'''''13 this access can to be a 

impediment/impedimenta, which, it is L..., .... "VU..." .... , then allows for more "' ..... ,,,,...,.. 

nn,>r.£>Tfl,f3" thinking in terms of a predicated by pvi'" ...... ' '' which 

would U"VUH~'_ the inclusion of thought (a more inward-looking activity) , 

So must be to a methodology that will 

negotiate routes brambles of the end, 

""'1'''''''''''''"''.:) IS seen as a 

How to this was a major constituent of the exploration, A F."Al"'l'<'+l consensus is 

that pathological roots is 

of the patriarchy and so 

in the 'f'lprf'pr.h 

theoretical r'.,.""Tr. 

While nowadays 

New Age 

impetus to explore 

that mayor may not 

(perhaps is 

and, again, in the 

fraught with 

common wolman, 

then leads to a 

'""""'UF. such authors as 

being 

being off 

of 

existing 

Wilber, 

and other 'enlightened' "',,"',"j:Z,.:o, there is a 

r~ligious traditions, not so much for the 

there, but for the mere 

a smattering of the 

combining 

conducting a 

meandering 

'1Tn,p .. ~'r"r becomes an OVj~r-lt'lalmQ LU'-":U..." that other 

"' ..... "' .. >, the original reason stepplmg out of the ,",V'CA"'''' zone, so to speak, 

which being an exploration a "_L"'~"" that is usually pm'l:-l::raumanc. So in the end 

is a range of determinants, spirituality, and 

"'''''"'''''''J it was noted that a course on Ayurveda (Indian that is registerable in the 
same vein as medical and was various notably some common 
:>VU1UU"", of the cakra the students were unable to relate the with 

1"\1'<>"TlI'''' of Ayurveda. 
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Introduction 6 

consciousness, that are to be brought TA"'''''Tn,,,,,. by individual into varying of 

a 

In sum, 

meaning 

Included 

prejudices 

that 

outcome of raised ""V""...,'lVU"U"'.", 

consciousness is seen more and more people as invested a 

and as such is an to how it is to 

is a 'realisation' that a re-evaluation of Itn'n1"P'CCI 

the domains of sexuality and becomes 

the present dissertation, and although consciousness is not more 

"'''''',An"''''~ it will stand in the background, with an omnipresent 'common 

discussion. discussion is predicated by a nUT"" r, .. 

that in 

one's "",,,,"'Q.'UY in 

are with (d) 

what is the task ahead, is set out 

as 

'"'HaUL"" one ("Intra-personal nature sexuality") approaches a difficulty of 

and looks at a which may address the problem. the 

outset is a perceived speaks of a confusion roles of 

sex (such as identification with the body), ,,"'A ... Ut expression 

physical and mental), gender discourse), 

is on the interplay of these 

with power in a sense of Mary Daly, 

in identity formation and 

instance. In this work then, to 

to contradictions, it that sexuality, as a core concept, 

as an ~"""n."'" all four of the above an intra-

not be symbolically and, 

which is difficult to access . 

...... """,, .. significance, for indicate functional 

and constraints to meaningful access abuse in the unsuspecting. It is 

with this re-definition sexuality will released from a to a 
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Introduction 7 

in this sense of influence. 

however, crPl1iPr~ ,,, ..... " .. 0>".5 the depths of 

which to the next 

,"-,"'","UL'''' two ("Sexuality and the tackles a for 

from the and it rn",·1"a ... ,h into the body. so doing it is 

su~~gestea that development of more effective functioning benefit from a 

sequential 'feeling' .. '-'''' .... f;,''' at times being 

actual phenomena encountered a therapeutic session. At times 

(ie. during the consultations) is often an opportunity to in physical 

terms unsettling _,..,.,~ .. v as a corollary 

of the a manoeuvre it is 

often rpr,r.rtpn ultimately 

proposed here is referred to 

as cakras, or, the Interesting the 

introduction the cakras is there are two clearly roads - the disciplined 

and mystical classical practice antiquity and, more recently, a Western 

'psychological' fabrication. Curiosity is further that there is 

a measure of distortion Western interpretation classical.u'", ..... , •. 

Despite however, some New Age can be seen to bringing a 

mythopoiesis to on the mythopoiesis that seems to encourage a 

and said 

there is a to differentiate between of ""y,.,.,.v .. « cakra theory and that 

a Western formulation, to be clear that in both the themselves are 

although, as there is a in the 

personal "'""' .... PT·'pr' .. " 

Ultimately, on any form impulse, 

or 

" ..... ,,"vvu .... vu,"". TTrnl'P"" into sornermnlg as tangible as the body. Moreover, is 

another of situating """' .... a,u in a of ; a that 
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out of the air plants it firmly in the and 

to be assembled more throughout the As with the 

of sexuality, an of cakra part way to 

a theory transcendence. to begin to 

valences at play a lifeline that 

in the next chapter 

three ("Erik Erikson, sexuality, and the cakras") is an outline of how 

development can be profitably through one 

Erikson found to be 

to immersed in 

to 'misogynistic' Freud, than 

Furthermore, some are able to plan their routes out 

woods in which live by 'remembering' childhood 

of the polarities Cycle. It is that the 

to translation cakras. 

work and a of the Life cakras 

means for grounding psycho-spiritual work. Additionally, although seen by 

as a secular psychologist (and a Freudian, to 

can be 

and 

work. It is argued 

it is further ~,..~_'~, u",.., •• ..,"',,,"',,,. 

a medium of 

respectable. 

come someway the hypothesis 

- what does one do with this knowledge, 

that will provide a 

is still to be forged. 

out of the woods. 

is the subject of 

and 

strong threads 

"'-'''0 a correlation 

is relatively u","v." 

there is one 

can it be translated 

is adequate lighting 

section of the n,,,-,,,,, n 

a strong 

8 

is 

seen 

with 

is 

a 

for beginning journey. The yogasutras to Patafijali are seen to be 

a useful guide to a wholesome devoid of "'AV',,","'" 
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It will be 

(fuelled in part who 

is some misunderstanding in 

to proselytising 

as to quite what yogasiltras represent dissertation is COlt1Ce:rm:a 

with advancing a foundation a spiritual life, and so cakras, Erikson, 

now the yogasiltras it is elements that are heart of the work. It 

any solid 5,v'uU'\,.uU,5 development attempts at higher 

are pointless. complain 

at through Eastern meditation too often disappointment, it can 

be found on closer that lack of grounding is often at the root 

So referring once again to the "' ... "'IJ.v .• v rationality (mainstream 

the of ahirhsa or 

to a people 

even spiritual turbulence. It is that this 

of the gurus with their meditative 

s text. In other words, the yogasiUras 

n<>Tlnn is part a and not an 

formulation 

v • ., ... "' .... (the first of s 

a life of .,... I"""C 1('<:1 

spiritual contra 

is the strength 

instill a realisation that 

sui generis, as it were. In 

"' ... , .... " ..... some two 

u ......... ..,,"',," ago) dovetails with a 'HV'"",,,,, and 

Erikson, well explicated by the cakras. 

............... '''' .... '''' practical adjunct to the preceding 

enough theory in the yogasiltras to 

having out 

this then Patafijali rorn",,, an 

there is Actually, as will 

mind busy. 

("Summary: " .... a, ......... and 

spirituality") intends to 

whole of theoria and 

these into what is seen as a cogent 

In doing this it must be made plain is no real 

"ff'~"""''''T at a finality a conclusion. The 

contested, and that can be 

more other 

covered are ImlneltlSe convoluted, 

at a conclusion that 

is actually a 

now is to 

it will be found 

work-in-progress, it is hoped, '"'v" ........ ., to be so for many 

9 
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Introduction 

in this 

release a principle 

10 

is to a 

creativity or 

In summation, the 

genitalic view 

eros. By of the cakras, Erikson and can seen to 

bring the relationship between eros and thanatos, between death, into 

involved. In the 

the individual, 

another light; being kinder to Existence 

end it will that as this can be seen to 

and,so a of 

of AU'-"I-'''_':> can be applied 

the broader 

as communities are made up 

,n ..... 'u",,", new political (in 
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Introduction 

"'u," .... "'. provides a aspect of achieving 

<.Ul';''''''''LJ'''',",,,''''''', that of own sexuality. Here argument will 
I 

"'., ..... 1" ......... for a clarification of the and sexuality by that 

(a) is a generalised confusion around the terms and that (b) this 

to an entrenchment of a Western denial of the body, the thereby, 

it is a psychic imbalance. it will be proposed that a 

one's own sexuality is an and 

In proposing a clarification it is understood 

boundary will be taken to counter with an 

they, in fact, form an ftt"''''''''C.'''':''ll,,,,,",,,", .... whole, in which sexuality is 

encased by the other has the effect of filtering the 

.... """."'''''.:1 of society and the environment >""JW,,",Al sexual expression 

and gender. Sexuality then oecomles specifically an 

influence that ,is not easily to society (except through 

inference from behaviour at a 

IS largely inaccessible to himlherself until slhe 

the dynamics involved. will be attended to in later 

it is a question of laying a 

The next will be to show that the situation with 

from that a similar cognitive clutter as the 

concept of spirituality 

some clarification will 

thinking to invest sought In addition, there is a tendency 

are 

hedonism 

"''''''1.)1''';;:' spirituality and """,U,.,HH 

attempt at 

extent sexuality without 

in it's widest sense, 

the two, in 

acedism of both 

l't"'I",,,, .. <.T,,,,, into 

without sexuality is a 
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of a patriarchal bias away integrity, hence the need 

as that promulgated qy the 

psychology, both of which still hold 

,","'''VI''-... ...,,!:U thought and praxis (but which can 

Jungian 

on a littoral of 

"'H~;"'HU"'J. a of 

when talking of psychotherapy or 

I will that the UiH"'vU;:UVJ,ii:> 

into a whole which is 

This particular 

to 

IS 

as I will be using the unique constitution 

removing sexuality or spirituality from any 

even at 

to the rest 

r·nlI~,.n'" to 

ltc()m,e, an oft-encountered issue in l1!ainstream psychology; it is a 

a 'flawed' 

which 

too often uncritically adopted by mainstream seen 

."u ....... '" or fundamentalist religion, especially but not "''''',.,H1.,''. of 

Finally, I 

zone 

found 

detail in 

orgasm, I 

the 

particular 

praxis it is 

next chapter I will show how are a iv ... c>V"'"V' 

spirituality and how a 

this thinking to a 

once again, there are a number 

of private life into a rather 

nature 

In 

l,-,.l\;'U.:l\Ai to. a spiritually functional locality it can 

an important, indeed an essential, transcendental 

and the dyadic life, in particular. The importance 

of alienation. I will refer to the Biblical myth 

from the Garden to show that it involves two 

the Divine, and that of separation into a 

""" ... ,a .. "'tu"..,,,, are equally consequential but 

unsatisfactory manner. 
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it can be seen to 

served. I 

A lack ofa to 

adjustments must 

serves to remove stress 

so 

14 

although, in some cases, 

of the capitalist economy are 

can r;:>t""'I"'rI",rI as a failure, and 

sexuality a context 

attitude is offensive. It is altogether too easy 

its for human life to oblivion, It can be assumed that it will 

the work of many to be taken by official science as 

well as by the laity, In all probability, it will not be taken until life and death 

problems compel society itself to consent to the ~ntnnt'"h'3n<: of the sexual 

process and to furnish its not only to those who are these tasks but to the 

undertaking itself. Such a life and death for example, cancer; another is the psychic 

IJ""'''''IJ'''' which has made "(Wilhelm Reich:xxv) 

Whenever talking about the nature of 

gender or explicit sexual activity or a 

emerging now, it is difficult to find .u'"""'."' .... 

that each person is essentially OJ.-" ............ '" 

person, a flexibility to move between 

continuum, even that of embodiment, aCiCOlrOlng 

Note, for instance, Paul Maier 

masculinity and femininity .. ",n, .. "'';'''''''! U"'-"UVA 

bisexuality is inherent in all ~_ ....... 'v. 

bi~sexual nature of UU,lUU,H is 

tend to .... ~E>'''.- either 

two. Although it is 

"'''1"'':''''~'''' the possibility 

mature 

psychological components of 

a 

IS a 

I submit that an indicator of alienation from the Divine is demonstrated an almost 
universal proclivity for anthropomorphism. I would argue that an to view the divine in human 
terms a 'divine-as-other', hence to be translated in a version of 
classical theism vis-A-vis or j-Io,lllOl1IllllOJl.>IU 
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researchers and 

said, a fuzzy 

more tangible area 

affinity for both to be 

investigation.2 

Not only this. 

sectors. 

that IS 

continuum in "''''<''''1'.1''1 

of the 

continue to 

some steady 

to themselves to sex or gel[la(~r 

two, presumably because this is an 

"""".'F""",,,,H. Moreover, despite the 

as imperfectly circumscribed areas of 

Reich reported above in 1948 seems to 

in many religious and secular 

is so imbued with the 

diffusion, or even 

"".dH<.U""" from external 

is such that eros, or 

favour of some eschatology 

the present. 3 

as I 

is an 

in various 

a 

must 

to ensure 

As an illustration I would offer the following as a random ..,~ ...... ,'~ the sort of 

thinking I-'''''I','''''~'U today amongst researchers, 

a serious tongue in VUVVJ,'\.. 

delivers a diatribe "F,''''''''''' 

JJI".<;;"'''.H<Y also appears in the writings of CG 

and laity alike. 

the southern 

place in the 

with his anima/animus 

15 

June (1973:203ff) for an It is also 
('('\rnn,,\,,p,,t of the Indian philosophy of tantra with it's Prronh,.< 

within the individuaL It would appear, that this 
with Western which values difference and CP"",.""mn 

It is worth noting that Reich lead a chequered career as a result of his approach to sex 
""h"""t",rl to media abuse in Norway in the late I arrest by American police in 
and generalised rejection and derision the community after his 

from Freud's inner circle. Another point to be made here is that Reich could be seen to be a 
midpoint in a dynamic to better understand the of sex. Before him Lester Ward (1900's) and 
Havelock Ellis (1920's) had begun to question the of the Western world; Reich 
was to continue this but added a physiological dimension that was to be successfully brought to some 

by Alexander Lowen and William Masters & Johnson in the 1960's. The critical 
work neo-feminists, like Paula Cooey, can be seen to be a continuation of the work started 

Ward and Ellis. For notes on Lester Ward see (1973:109) and Ursula King 
(1 
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shouted ... "(Pintchman:61 ), one 

by 

'primitive' in his inclusion and 

during church Ramsey continues a 

asking if we know our children are. His IS 

both 

towards ''''''''''''1'','-' sex amongst white, 

Dutch parents found that the Americans 

relations with their children on the question of adolescent 

confirm that the Dutch generally do not 

uu,v,..,,,,..,,.H.children as a problem they must controL. 

generally oppose want to sex ...... "'v,,F,"'. 

added - note to make 

interchangeable use 

attitudes of American 

'sex' and 'sexuality'). 

is raised by Germaine 

informs that first-sex was a bore, much to the mother's 

the wonders and event. Later on 

sex-educators of day to save children 

sex."."(Greer:21 

Potts, from another surveyed 37 male and 

although it is difficult to any firm conclusion 

similar finding on the 

a 14 year-old female 

" 

who is trying to portray, 

Greer derides the 

haphazard 

of the orgasmic tharspoke of some notion 

Zealanders 

to bring out a 

transcendence and 

in this circumscribed categl)fY of human experience. ."" •• .,,,,,,,, ......... ,, and unity 

can be seen as an integral Erikson's concept DO!~t-,laO'les:cel[n Intimacy 

in life in Wilhelm work, 

so holds end, though, to 
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u'"'I"'-"' •• "''' ...... " into the phenomenon of orgasm, as opposed to 

phenomenonology o[J2;as:ml.c expenence. does, a contrast 

when an mtlerpret:atl(m of tl}.e 'hydraulic model in which says 

" sexuality is >1,1"""'>1'"1 as "a biologically rVU7J1fl need or instinct..," 

will be seen a hypothesis is 

possibly be seen to be a 'biologically 

other PPlropna1[ea here, is a 

which 

an Ilcanon which is T",rnn."""'·" not 

while sex 

need or 

(be it vV •• ..,VJLV 

biological 

sexpression can 

, sexuality, on the 

or subconscious) 

regulation', It is 

but 

factors as ethnicity soon. Simon & 

out a hypothesis is being ('InnTP'('I here: 

"In Freud's view, libido - the generation of psychosexual - should be viewed as a 

fundamental element of human at least with birth and before 

that. Libido, is essential, a biological constant to be coped with at all levels of 

individual, and cultural "(1 emphasis 

It would libido 

as an animates eros, 

can read Simon Gagnon, 

priori pn,""Tn" that is 

unchecked will introduce dimensions 

which us back to 

sexuality is offensive. 

this matter. 

has, in the been a 

is more, 

call 

interpreted as 'ascetism' or of the AV".,·,,,, 

is viewed 

........ ·:>nl'.n of human 

passage, as informing an a 

that if 

and stability, to nation and 

opening quote, 

reasons West is not m 

brahmacharya (commonly 

by Indian 

Alter and it will aDlDei.:lr agam 

in chapter on 

followers. 

that this is actually inherent in the of the 

4 This is a hotly contested subject in the ",,..,,,.,pnOl'" so in discourse 
where bodily configuration a major role in the course and of gender relations. 
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Chapter I : The Intra-personal Nature of Sexuality 

Vedanta, but more of a recent reaction!o colonialism. He portrays the use of the 

practice of ascetism by some more militant nineteenth century Indians in developing 

the strong and virile body (therefore, by extension, mind) which can withstand the 

ravages of the colonial presence. Something similar can be seen in Mohandas 

Gandhi's 'experiments with truth' which could be regarded as a result of (a) an 

ambivalence towards his own sexuality, and which (b) eventuated in a denial of his 

wife's sexual needs, in favour of broader political gains. Much has been written 

about Gandhi and his ascetic views but little is being said about the possibility that 

this great man may not have been as 'spiritual' as many would like to believe (I touch 

on this again later in the chapter on Patafijali). It would seem that in this post-colonial 

time there is a new colonialism which includes something of a reversal of roles with 

the presence ofIndian 'sage' missionaries at the centre (America and Europe). These 

sages can be regarded as having adopted a marketing strategy for their spiritual 

products which caters well for a Western confusion around sexuality.s 

Taking another line, in the Islamic world, As'ad AbuKhalil and Abdelwahab 

Bouhdiba attempt to specifically discuss Muslim 'sexuality'. The former laments the 

loss to Islam, vis-a-vis Muslim, caused by the exclusion of women in an androcentric 

bias of early days of the religion/state, which is repeated by an apparent resurrection 

and perhaps intensification of misogyny in modem fundamentalism.6 This 

'unfortunate' state of affairs is again brbught out by Jacqueline Greatbatch when 

discussing the reversals in Muslim feminism brought by the Iranian Revolution in 

1978. (Greatbatch:520; see also Alison Graves 1996, and Tamilla Ghodsi 1994) It is 

easy to read a feminist view of a negation of eros into the Iranian 'repressions', but 

this would be a dangerous exercise as it would discount the experiences and choices 

See Pravrajika Vrajaprana (2000) in her critique of Western appropriation ofIndian 
spirituality and, I argue, sexuality; she is supported by Hugh Urban's (2000) critique of Western New 
Age 'consumer capitalistic' attitudes towards Tantrism. 

It is worth noting that Islamic sexual identity is, I believe, multi-layered enough to defy any 
Western bid for essentialisation. It is possible that seen through the peculiar spectacles of the West 
Islamic sexuality can easily be constructed as something less than what it is. 
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of women. up to illustrate how, although AbuKhalil 

skates close to the idea of does to veer away back to 

shores of !lelrIO(~r and "'",,,,"nr,"" leaving with a idea of 

Muslim gell0e:r relations, especially some post-colonial Muslim societies, but In 

the end one little explicit of what it is to be a 

other one is not able easily to discern 

on sexuality from his 

Abdelwahab Bouhdiba, on the 

saying that : 

hapd, to Islamic 

their 

by 

19 

is the reference and its content is a full Islamic life becomes an alteration 

With 

and complementarity of the invocation of the divine Word and the exercise of physical love. 

The with and the dialogue of the sexes our daily lives. The social 

becomes a permanent 

emphasis added) 

it appears 

to integrate the religious and the sexuaf' 

Bouhdiba is another .... at'"'!';' .... for that is a 

of attempting to integrate the religious (culture) the sexual (sexpression), 

as is being attempted But this turns out to not the case. understanding 

· of would therefore not with the internal demands felt 

individual and the community. It would start from the will of God as revealed in 

added) In then we another 

similar to that must impinge on individual does 

not of revelation. Although scholars 

Bouhdiba would a special 

preferred 

how 

to include it under a cultural '"'''''1,,",1<.''''. 

""",uvu holds any obligation 

transpires from a reading Bouhdiba is 

v'aUVll" with the individual and 

to revelation, it would 

on "pvnrp 

sexuality. 

now to what women to say, Horst continues a line to 

notes critique criticism " ... as 
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and (1982) have argued, that uniqueness women's fades as 

opportunity increases their "'H"lHI;" to men."(Horst:online) 

of contributions ... " and " ... similarity to 

men ... " up Margaret reaction to misogynist 

socialisation I contend, can be seen in degrees today's 

woman: 

delicate detail of the female body may of course be reinterpreted by the culture. The 

vulva may be stressed as an immediate pleasure giving of the and no be 

.... "'v!", .. ,,, ........ as the of a new life. The breasts may be labelled as erotic zones, to be 

trained and cherished only because are valuable supplements to love-making, not because 

they will someday feed children."(Mead:216) 

This ""'«'"''''''J;;''' can in two ways. it is as if in 1949, was 

of a female adoption of an little 

thought to a societal 

on the one hand, 

for comparative role the next O'P1'1lpr~ltl 

is a for women to take a !:!re:atc~r public role in but, 

on other, is evidence that reason for of the private 

realms their adopting an 'alpha-bias' so not 11115"115 with 

them qualities, whatever may Sizoo quotes a 

respondent <.unJL ... ,",' direction: "We are indeed 

witnessing fulfilment of Marcuse's 1968: the obvious 

hyper-sexualisation 

'de-eroticisation' of the 

.:>V\"",I,l",,,, (publicity, media, etc.) creates facto a 

men and women." (2000:online) 

Hardy brings out another of a potential in 

when, pornography and feminism, quotes R W 

Connel who" ... sees the ""lHPll~'"'''' on pornography, became the 

1980's, as having widened theory and the pragmatic 

'Alpha-bias' in this context is taken for a masculine trait of dominance, assertion, and/or 
When exhibited the female, it can be seen as an to the patriarchy on it's 

own tenns, without a utilisation of feminine traits. In this sense there is a loss of 'woman' in the 
process. 
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objective of [gender] equality."(2000:80, I-'''', .... ,,'-'u added) Secondly, is the 

obvious conclusion the feminine and parts becomes A ... ""'''.''' for use 

a U.;lJ' .... -' ... VJlHiJlIW.U culture. though, it can be found that these parts or 

forms are <:>f'r·"" ... ·.t> as by some women and used to manipulate 

relationships in sense of power-• sharing' or 

the denigration material/feminine that seems to buoy 

confusion noted above it is not impossible to conclude, that one real reason 

that sexuality is still ommSl is that it in the deep been npl,PPH1F'n to contain 

the seeds destruction for a masculine rationality; rationality being deemed a vital 

a (this even "',:>t-.nrp 

of misogyny body denial 

early Christian 

Western brought their 

propagation seeds (some they are now in most cultures) must 

continue is to '"'v,uu.u ... ' .... , is to be sustained. the 

today of all(~lellt attitudes domination towards Woman and the material 

world.8 The next question, of course, is not so what it is 

evokes powerful inMan but is any way 

that it can be reformulated in the mtt~rests a between eros and thanatos. 

Towards a clarification of terms 

It is useful to with a dialogue around terms, gellm:r sexuality, 

spirituality, in order to arrive at a distinction of how they will be here. step 

as is in the a wide variety nuances 

to them. addition, the ..... ""u ... ,"' .... 'v .. such as tend to be contested 

One could wonder if this patriarchal is not well the 
relentless campaign Western medicine to 'eradicate disease'. The fact that this campaign is 
way at the seams in present times seems not to diminish the fervour; the medical armamentarium 
simply becomes more and more sophisticated and the bottom line 'elitism', Note 
Oudshoorn's ( argument around the introduction of the market to medical hormonal research 

contributing to ensuring control female body. See & Parker (l995:7) for a 
short discussion on the sex-civilisation and masculine-feminine dichotomies. 
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at nrl"(1Pl-.t so on their use here is an 'n'l1'I",",r<lf1u"," 

Sex and Gender: The two, sex gender, strictest senses are not 

a this dissertation, paradoxically are in the overall 

conception This comment is made the context of their regarded 

as closely with biological Sex, with sexpression, is 

taken to related to both biological as coital pelrIOrman(~e 

activities surrounding subject, "''''Tn,.,,,,,,,, result 

some it pleasure, procreation, or, as we will see later, some 

transcendental state. On the one hand, sex is a that allows 

scientists to classifY people; an activity is useful to the 

scientist argued, interest in mature adult the narrow 

domains the sexually associated 

as prostatitis, vaginitis, oligorrhoea). other is that coition 

which is a activity associated physical This observation is 

made a belief, developed in a psychotherapeutic milieu, that sexpression is 

than just sex and/or coition; it includes cues in situations which 

not lead to coition still have or sexual qualities. then, 

physical sexpression is a part of a Cnp,..t.., linking sex and gellot:r In this sense, for 

ex~mU)le. in the mature emotionally immature because 

obviousness and an accompanied instrumental focus on genitalia, sex can be 

gIven in a relation dominance and submission 

A prominence, that due to unsophisticated tendencies 

can lead to disparities. 

Although are fuzzy, on hand, is 

,-,,,,eu,,e",,·'" here to broader politics 

inter-personal relationships women, a It is 

well to mind that this hypothesis applies equally well to the homosexual or 

same-sex domain in physical IS part of This 
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of embodiment, but rather to ensure that gender qua 

relationship t""1"',uP~>n is not subsumed under embodiment. A 

link: between 

cannot equated with Western .vut::.Lvubut with Wendy Doniger 

O'Flaherty's formulation that penis is not complemented in the female by 

vulva or, more specifically, the vagina, but the breasts is noteworthy this 

arg'UInc:!nt. O'Flaherty holds " ... that milk (rather 

equivalent of seed, milk is a directly " .. """,1-",1'> 

uterine blood) is the female 

well as a fluid) in 

the mythology." (O'Flaherty:43~ a see Lowen 1965 

import of this Copernican l";"''''~'''L qua a straight cornoan of the 

is misplaced probably on 

potential of complementarity between the sexes is made possible by 

O'Flaherty's apples with apples - semen with milk.9 The allows gellQf~r 

to to more abstract .",,,'uu.,,, 

Until distinction is more fully investigated, comprehended and ac(;eotea within 

context of dyad the V'.H<U\.<'I.U 

biological sex of 

between sex and gellQf:r must fuzzy 

and incomplete; must still, to some extent, be a 

culturally imposed determining own- or other-sex It seems that, 

until cultural paradigms are overcome or modified by individual, 

some am;;cenwenc;e above the present simplistic discourse, 

girls will be girls will other 

view contributes to way a ~~-'-'J reacts to a ..... "" .. ",nn 

will be boys 

the 

is 

I 

would AU,"',U.~'U that the presence of a certain configuration of genitalia the child 

will prompt (initially the ",,,, .. ,0.,,,1-,,, to act out certain so that while 

child a is not to give sexes it 

, 9 It is worth that also entails a relationship with own-body. Part of the 
situatedness along the various continua is how one sees or feels one's body, however, is outside 
the scope of this work, and so must be recognised and prominently pigeon-holed. 
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eventually incorporates culturally~induced mtc~r-l)er:son 

behaviours are largely se}!~-a(~telrmlnejl. It is these behaviours, and more 

importantly reactions of child to contribute to the 

of a sense of sexuality the individual. 

Sexuality: edition of the Oxford English Dictionary enlightens thus: "1. 

The quality of being .,"'.n ......... or having sex. Possession sexual powers, or 

capability sexual feelings. 3. Recognition or preoccupation with what is ,,"""'.1.<<<1 

pI (nonce-use), allusions to sexual matters. 4. 

sex."(IX:582) Collins 

follows a line, 

"1 The state or quality 

Preoccupation with or involvement 

matters. 3. The possession sexual 

potency. "(2000: 1 Noticeable is that the 

(1982) of Concise Oxford 

Dictionary the term altogether. With a 

restricted ideation surrounding the term there 

are two principle routes could be vv,",,,, .... ,,. 

sexuality - create some ne(l1O~!1srn, 

distinctive of 

1 : Relationship between 
sexpression, gender and .,"","YUH 

when with the subject of 

adding to terms 

introduced to ... ", ... ,u." .... " or simply adopt on a particular interpretation 

latter course that will be taken now for the purposes of of an "'Vl',,1'll"1 term. It is 

dissertation. 

In order to counter the 

attempt some stability to the 

CTPT'OITln,n evident in 

this text for 

present discourse 

Christine 
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Downing concepts sex, gender and sexuality 

into an ''''LA.'''''''''''''' whole. about 

lesbian experience, write: 

"The results of this study demonstrate that in a cultural context where heterosexuality is still 

the norm, the of feelings towards another woman as sexual desire is a complex 

process which has to be understood at a discursive and an intra-psychic level ... We 

cannot separate out one of these levels of analysis from the others; are all interrelated ... " 

and nH'Vll.\oY'·oJVlll 

I believe that these authors are speaking for a similar situation to what is 

argued • with an 

male 

feminine 

female 

Figure 2: Configuration of the 

there is considerable 

Sexuality, innermost and accessible of 

four continua, 

within 'borders' of genaer both of which 

have external borders ","VUL"H'''' the world that are 

measurable to some extent. The internal arrows of the 

figure denote the interactions between the three, 

the influence sexuality to gender, and to sex. It 

is the "'VL'''''.''"V unconscious interaction between 

sex and f',"' ....... VL that 

myriad forms. The larger arrows serve to remind that 

from the material and cultural environments. In 

the inaccessibility of sexuality is reflected on two fronts: the realisation the 

individual as to 

to immediately 

concern. 

what hislher sexuality repiresent:s, thus the ability of society 

individuaL It is this that is ..... r",·rnv·". with 

sake some clarity, is translated as an intra-personal 

10 )nurn.",o argues that "The gender system differences and fails to create stable 
t'!>t.",onT'f'<: .• The two-column model tliat being assertive and rational go 
wgem~;:r that being self-confident and being vulnerable are necessarily incompatible. At most the 

would allow that we might be on conSCiously, the other "(Downing:30, 
"'lIljJ"'."'" added) I would differ on the role of the differences, and is a dilemma of sexuality to be 
explored shortly with that of the conscious and unconscious. 
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matrix which an individual to his/her 

Weeks alludes to 

"I am suggesting that what we define as 'sexuality' is an historical 

together a host of different biological and mental possibilities -

rf\nrnp'nt Jeffrey 

differences, reproductive capacities, desires and fantasies - which need not be linked 

together, and in other cultures have not been... in Karin 

26 

As a definition can be seen to something of a confusion of attributes; what is 

more, it is difficult to see why not be . .' It is _,,.., __ _ that 

sexuality is need some simplification, without, however, loss of Weeks 

'possibilities' . such, the subject is taken to cornpI1se 

(a) a sexed embodiment, (b) ma culture, 

and (c) .. v ...... ,", .. certain moral or ethical Put into a tentative 

is seen as an intra-personal set ofbi-polar continua "'VJ"U'~""."L'" embodiment 

with "' ..... " • ...,. of traits a.:>.:l'V'wJlaL".U with attributes of masculine or feminine 

Fig. 2 - the moral-ethical will 

pHllHaL:! construction there are two dimensions: 

other words, in this 

personal embodiment and 

interpersonal gendered poles 

a .u""~"u"" which creates an identity, a from which to 

ml:mlJtestect as n" ..... "1" I-pila(~en[1el1t m 

matrix be predicated by a number of events, such as indiscriminate acceptance 

of socialisation am a man, therefore, I rugby and drink beer like my !Ha."", 

like dad and his dad'), •. ,,~'u ... '''' some r"C1"\f\1n"", to a core 

is found a number of people a homosexual orientation who 

'naturally' that way), or a conscious decision to certain 

characteristics, as some personality-modelling involving 

11 The attributes of masculine and feminine are usually in two-column lists of 
antitheses. While some would see these as being fixed that is not the intention here, Rather it is a 
situation these attributes as guidelines in the logical sense ('I cannot be and 

at the same In other words, being male does not ensure 
female does not necessarily with being "' .... ,·v." ... vH 
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Individual " .... ,(l.""' .. qua vu .• ,...,""u .... , .. along to lie at base 

of an unlhealthy self-concept, at that of a self-/gratifying between 

partners, unlhealthy relationships between men and women general (in this I 

maintain that same-sex relationships can also included, in which case it may be 

useful to enclose male/female quotes - more investigation required), and, to follow 

the transpersonal environmentalists (and, for that 1"YI<l'H"t>,. the Erikson), the 

quality relationship between the individual and herlhis environment (by simple 

this basis eWillnJnrnelll can, in the 

sexually maladroit, be as an Other much same way asa This 

foundationalism be enlarged somewhat in the "' ....... 'uv' .. ~~~ .... f5 with cakras. 

the moment, though, the ethos 

the poetics rather than politics ofthe subjects 

Downing, to explore 

gender, and sexuality: " .. .in 

exploring the ways we humans imagine sexual difference and what longings and 

these various images "(Downing:34 ) 

Illustrating the paradigm: To to ease this more to the fore I the 

following as illustration. in intention; 

of asymmetry, nor underpin or propagate 

forms of They are simply theoretical constructs that point towards ways 

of viewing the is a person, a influence of theories of 

enculturation, socialisation and other factors. Referring 

the comments 

Introduction and 

where much this 

male 

1 
female 

male 

• 

female 

Figure 3: heterosexual socialisation 

is derived, creating these 

diagrams in individual cases a clinical 

."'H ... "" .... to exhibit an individual 

flexibility that arises from an availability of 

human choice, both conscious 

a 

result an idiosyncratic 
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the world, is unique to the pel:SOltl, and, what is more, a point on a space/time-line. 

,,"r\r"',"'''''' as with a position propagated by Symbolic Interactionism, there is a 

constant change to this identity as a series of personal 'life-experiments' yield more 

28 

and more 'UL'VU''''''',LVU see also Laumann & Gagnon (: 1 a 

cultural and 

intrapsychic scripts); "'''''''''6'_'' include how the body is viewed. 12 

This not mean there is little continuity. A core n"'''''''''r'''' is to 

In but is constantly u,Yjo;UJ,vU'vY or refined over time as scripts are 

and/or modified in kee:pU1lg with situation. The 

scripts that interact with the core indicates level flexibility the personal 

style. less range of appropriate scripting the ,.. .. "'·,t"'". inflexibility, which 

there will an increased number times when behaviour is 

inappropriate to the situation. This point will be covered in ",,,.,o,,,'!",'" detail later in 

In the diagram two dimensions are represented on a horizontal but, 

for moment, the vertical represents embodiment of male or ""vA .. ",,"",, 

along a continuum, and the horizontal geltld~~r continuum masculine and 

feminine The tonner is a relatively dimension that tends, to some 

to biologically nptp .. rn, The question of physical determination is not as 

,"VI"!',t .... ,,,_ as generally Nelly Oudshoom (1 and Carol 

(1 show that, even though are differences and medical """VLH.,,,, 

would argue for honnonal situation is in fact fluid. So 

so that there can be movement towards or from a genitallhormonal 

interpretation of male/female continuum. It is accordingly not unusual to find 

some ""VjA, ..... ,.>.> are hirsute with some males a 

12 The 'body is viewed' factor is by the transsexual who has a view of the 
body in relation to a desired see also the discussion on 'Yvonne 
Cook', a male trans-dresser who dates a female Tr"""_flr""":f"r by 
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'natural' breast (gynaecomastia) and little beard development. 

even at a 'natural' level there is movement along 

Oudshoorn, particular, points out that much of 

the confusion around sex and "'vr .......... due to 

genitalia being the focus of early"''''.,'"' ........... 

conceptions of sex categorisation; vulva = .1."''',,<.1.'''', 

the two cannot "''''''''F','-' Later, 

with introduction it was 

found that sex cannot quite so 

(Oudshoorn:6ff, 145). Now with mVleStl:!!atlons 

into trans sexuality the situation on sexual 

categorisation is becoming increasingly blurred. 

physical continuum. 

male 

i 
.l 

masculine\ '. female 

Figure 4: some choices 

With the notion of 'natural' nplrp1"'ITf 

Imresng:aWJns into determination are 

is being given to culture while 

pursued. 

male 

• 

female 

29 

feminine • 

This now leads to the ..,,,,,,,'VAl,,,, continuum - the gerlClereCl clusters of traits attributed to 

masculine/feminine poles. In this dissertation, gender is seen as arising from a 

combination of biologic and the cultural but is skewed towards cultural factors 

around vn;nJ .... "' ...... consequently is well-documented table of 

.1.<"""'''''' under the bifurcation of masculine and ... ",uuw ... ". however, 

is flexibility, although this dimension flexibility is more marked in 

a extent than with sex, flexibility is a matter 

either conscious or unconscious, on the part of the individual in the mores of the 

group can be rejected or modified in individual ore:ter'en(;e is not 

to realm of HVJlllV",,,,,,,,UU,H even heterosexual male 

... ...,1,11<.1..,..., 'abstraction' can be seen to be appropriate alternative .I. v "'1"',-,,,,,",,.,,, 

It is to restated that flexibility along this continuum is a sign of a mature adult. 

Inflexibility is a ofa at a level of psychic development of child or 

adolescent where the poles the continua are seen as enduring ideological absolutes, 
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the mindset enters the realms Erikson's notion of pathological to 

ideologies of adolescence. 

of sexuality it is H"'''''''',,",,"'''' to one 

sexuality? as an intra-personal dimension, in the 

Spirituality: to muddled confusion of 

sex, seems to be a proclivity to using 

terms, sexuality, 

conjointly 

30 

a variety other related Stuart one, states that the term 

seems to be a « ... neat catch a "V',U,""UHJ,,,,- without 

much about what it contains."(Rose: 1 (1998) 

(1989:6) on this ambivalence) Although one could sceptical about his use 

'religiosity' confirm present hypothesis that is considerable 

U''''J'',",,,, ... o,.,." .. rl,nn- the meaning of spirituality. King, in adds to this by 

pointing out how spirituality is too linked 

the world (1989:5). how~ver, as a result of of 

a of traditions, did '"~U''''F,''' at three {'ri'tpr:.", 

determining what may mean (certainly context of American society 

at research): firstly, is no need for affiliation there 

is some form of experience encompassing the 'numinous or matters of ultimate 

; secondly, there is some required; there is a 

diffusion of altruism (or In activities (Rose:204) on 

this but also provides ground contradiction: whereas conclusion, 

point one, be by and King 

maintains " .. .it is something which all human and 

than being additional to them."(King:5). She then on to say 

that quality is to it individual or 

implying some correlation with Freudian libido, a point which 

""',",lJl1"''''' by Rose's Western subjects. Threading through both ..... "'~'v'u is 
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elevation of spirituality to poorly-oxygenated abstraction, reminiscent of 

body-denial practices of yore which gave exclusive rights to something called 

It is that concerns us here as it is argued that there 

is a and the and the 

spirit and body. This will during the discussion 

cakras so for the moment it is to a step Rose approach King 

by both terms closer to the individual. Contended is that it is pointless to 

talk of the subject outside of individual As with 

King, it is to mark as a attribute Being, theret,ore 

independent, yet interpenetrating, of social world. If IS a thing as 'soul' 

spirituality would be those emanations that from soul's 

state Being, In other words, although empirically mediated through 

agency of the body, spirituality has a dimension of it's own that is not predicated 

by mundane interests, as religious or other (adherence to a 

does not indicate - it be result a compulsive 

neurosis of religiosity). this finding Rose there is some 

measure of altruism connotes a measure rational input 

theology) by respondents. In Rose's act of reducing the responses to three 

statements is problematic as it removes vital evidence, as libido, 

were there, his more on 

V"U':>''-''lL'''''' than on Being (this bi-polarity will come to light 

Erikson). In ways, as is being argued through the 

chapter of 

of Jungian and 

contra any altruistic is 

a paradox of opposition, a Man's rationality. 

Paradoxically, appears in strangest places. for Foltz' 

on goddess 

reports a pre-rational 

dictates the Alcoholic 

immediate objection on part of some women to the 

movement. Although 
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is a risky business, it paradox appears these unexplained 

of the andpraxis of AAas it applied to them. spirituality, 

contra rationality, the generally source 

substance abuse 'healing', demanding another approach which included securing 

sexuality. In their case exploration embraced a 'women-only' "'-v' .... \.L,.i:l 

an speaks not only (the 

Woman, of the to 

is some indication article these 

women was they 'chose' a route that is not 

and yet for need. And these women seem to been 

to that option. Again, a study on a recent sri Ramakrishna of Calcutta, 

see Ann Raab (1 who provides a broad bibliography with 

this enigmatic man who, as Kripal (1995) maintains, had 'saintly' 

'homosexual' tendencies. While Helen like argues interdependence 

and social almost as 'pre-conditions' (Lee:470), this not 

have to the case. In the enVIrons is also a at 

for spirituality to be as a to fulfilment. 

In terms of the philosophy of the Indian bhagavadgUCi, instance, this IS 

perfectly The principle actor, Arjuna, has 'social concerns' for 

impending slaughter his by hand, an action would by 

in to a cause of breakdown ofIndian His mentor, 

Kr~r,ta, that the sentiment is counter-spiritual. In case the dictum, can 

cruel to be kind', is justified (spiritual) terms dharma (duty), 

specifically own as a k$aitriya (member the class), not quite 

the (in classical Vedic sense of 

personal society. It would appear that the factors of mt(~ra,epema,enc:e 

social concerns attract are at a more level than she (and, for that 

matter, 
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Ethical 
(spiritual) 

(Physical) 

feminine 

.-----
female 

It is in that link 

with begins to take 

argued is that just as 

sexuality is a positioning by the 

individual on the continua of 

embodiment and cultural traits, so 

it would also be suggested this is 
Figure 5: adding the spiritual plane 

shot Ull'J .... ;:;.H with a weave a 

sense the numinous, spirit of spirituality Another to view 

is to the polarities as moral-ethical (an argument this spectrum is pn~sentea 

In discussion on Erikson). This spectrum is an ethical spirit that urges a mutuality 

(detachment) in intimacy, a moral principle allows (discourages) a giving and 

receiving in a dyad, an acceptance (rejection) ofthe other promoting a unique climate 

for and so on . .....,'-'''' ..... .l'''" it is deeply inherent in the 

(life-affirmation), acc~eP1:am;e of the other is not dyad, it is 

extended to cater any situation in w~ich two people or groups 1-''''''1.1'''' are 

interaction. 

From here a position is that, as with sexuality, spirituality is a personal, 

un-communicable to which individual "'"u..""',,,""',, is an contrapuntal 

appurtenance. It is one of the Jungian set of factors, arc:ne[YCle which contributes 

to a contrasexual element within the psyche (Singer:205).13 As such, psychologists 

and at can only a state spirituality from behavioural and 

13 As an "AUU'V'" ""r.""",'c of kw:ujalfnf and cakra 
will note occurrences in all manner One unexpected source, the Muslim 

writer, Alifa Rifaat, tells a story of a young Middle Eastern wife who enters a period of 
with a 2000). There is little to say whether the 'cijinn' is human or Either way the 

can be read as a spiritual or primal The way the story is told, in fact, is not very 
different to that which Lee could report from his Kundalini Institute. 

,rlh",rmlw", there is nothing to indicate that Rifaat is cogniscent of the or any other such 
structure. If this is the case then her on the may of this type of 
experience. 
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script eXI)re:SSH)flS and most inferences input can be misinterpreted. 

Additionally, it is not "'HAVY, although tend towards some constancy 

persistence would be a better choice of word) until dialectical, meaningful ,,","' ... HE,""' 

place. In this paradoxicality Christine Downing provides a description 

sexuality that could applied equally to spirituality: 

"My sense is that discovering our own [spirituality] not only listening to our 

bodies but to our dreams and fantasies. And these may reveal a sexuality 

in its polyvalence and its "tW''''''''c\1 its inclusion of rage and violence." 

(Downing:96, interpolations added) 

Chapter 11 of the bhagavadgftii, exposition his O:v'-'-" ..... H is an 

the aspect spirituality, transpersonal psychotherapy is with 

of the terrors encountered an integrative ""1'r,t>""'''' One wonders if 

Biblical Revelation is not a sanitised version of experience 

something like 11 of the bhagavadgftii. I dare that the interpolations 

added to Downing above are valid that description can be applied to both 

sexuality and spirituality. Taking a lead from psychiatrist, Alexander Lowen, who 

states that 

"The sexual approach is oriented towards pleasure rather than satisfaction. Satisfaction implies 

a effort ... In the absence of a total cOmri1itment to the sexual act and to the person 

who is one's partner, a satisfactory pvnprlf'·nrp cannot be expiectea."(Lowen:228, emphasis 

added) 

I would that without spirituality, which is ",,,1"111',,,/1 to introduce erotic 

attitudes of Other-affirmation, into relationships sexuality, so creativity, so eros, is 

In this aIIl,rm;atlCIfl of the Lowen's coital 

and relations, spirituality can be captured by ethical-moral polarities. In line 

with Erikson's argument (see later) that morality is ""',,'v,",,," the child and the 

super-conscious ethicality aDlJroaCJleS cognitive maturity, it can said 

spectrum. It is only when terrors of spirituality is best "''''''ltf'llC"Y'1 

super-conscious (with it's social proscriptions) are tempered by an ability to 

view a situation it's essence that true spirituality is order to 
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experience pleasure with an other one 

the one needs to position 

moral spectrum. As will seen the 

with an ethical stance one needs to affirm 

to 

35 

other; similarly, in order to 

an ethical end an ,","""""A-

chapters, in order to position oneself 

sexuality. A argument that is 

shot through with paradox, but a circularity that will be justified in the near future. 

ethical 
male 

masculine 

Figure 6 : ethical female a propensity 

feminine 

summary, sexuality has 

to apply to that 

n''''l''n ... which a 

choice along 

contrasexual traits (masculine

feminine) and spirituality 

moral). 

includes 

structure of 

continua: 

now 

.. male-female indicating emlOOQll1nern and performance 

(physical 

.. that relationships (relational 

sexpression), they same-sex or between the and 

.. ethical-moral, level spiritual development of the individuaL 

It is at a point in that individual relating to an 

ethical 
encountered environment. Once it is 

is little the to 
feminine 

nrp'<:!Pl"lt power debates 

female conducted by some it is an is 

moral a relationship. here is on the 

Figure 7 : moralistic female with continua as being merely - continua-

not reified dichotomous polarities. 
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IS, or unconscious choices in 

VnJlL u ..... the identity along three spectra is an 

indicator H1\.U"',Clt'" two same Y\""'~"''',rI 

It can as a hypothesis, that there 

is any fixity any the dimensions, life be(!onaes narrow so stressful. a 

possible scenario - if the configuration of 7 was to ~"''''VH'''' in a 'naturally' 

heterosexual female, she be to submissive which would a 

source of and a was attempted towards the L"'''.UU'U,", (in a 

'raising consciousness', for u." ....... ,,'-' is taken a case study a 

old ... "'u., ..... '" wanted to submission on a sexual had brow-

beaten her husband 'too ; the situation created a tension that required 

creative approaches towards mutuality: 

chapter, then, is concerned with creating a workable hypothesis on sexuality that 

could contribute to psychospiritual well-being of the individual who is prepared 

to make the am~ml)t to an interplay dimensions. I would now 

one of eros - - in the above, 

particularly, I will associate it with of psychospiritual alienation, 

The eudemonics coitus in psychospiritual alienation 

Potts article raises an can 

predicament being expl9red: is the merely a release of 

libidinal tension, as many mainstream and popular psychologists would have it, or is 

more to fTI<lttp1'" In one Potts a discussion point 

female interviewees which introduces another ua"""", ... ",,.,",a into 

this 

"While traditional and discourse orgasm as 

the target of a sexual or the end of a 'natural' sexual rhythm or cycle, existential 

humanist and New Age discourses'maintain a (mystical) orgasmic focus. The of 

orgasm, to these philosophies, is associated with its potential to alter or enhance 

C(JflSCi'UWI'nr::,ss to offer a and self-transcendence," (Potts:62, 
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added) 

is some indication what is .. ""+.",,,..,.,>fi to as self-transcendence is further 

explained, but also contradicted, by Marilyn her opus on the New 

is prized for shared psychic intensity and transformative possibilities, 

which sex is only part - and often a latent 

one hand, Potts interviewee in New Age 

emphasis added) 

to the transcendental 

37 

On 

and potential of ~~,.,_~ .. ~ within a context of sexual intimacy, albeit usually, 

............ 'vu.nulfJ' whereas Ferguson's ,",,,,,.'UJ. ,"'u seems to 

indicate of a JeSS-orgalsm to 

both necessity an Other, VBU,,",". tum, .... ,tJ .. H.~ an 

negotiated dimension to the phenomenon. Potts respondent's 

IS provides hard-hitting prose in attacking the 

which dominates the relationship: 

"The state sonletllmes rl"'''''r.h,>n as out with oneself, a 

I""v,,,allll'" phrase, for it away the basic self-centred ness of the whole cult, or not into 

which in turn reveals the away of the individual's attention from the 

external world of politics and social activity, "( Greer:20 1, own emphasis) 

the midst of to-ing and fro-ing there is still a actual 

into a transcendental nature of orgasm, perhaps the problem is more 

in the in the phenomenon of transcendence. There is still another 

difficulty , 

In a pragmatic vein and harking back to comments in the Introduction, one 

to ask or even enhanced 

consciousness. There is a factors to the 

phenomenon, which being that it can now become an source of escape 

from material reality, with a concomitant diminution negotiation; an 

as IS by this situation, then De(:onles focus 

whole affair and so becomes demeaned as there is a ... ",,,,,,'U'u to be placed on the 

oneself) De(:onrles by implication means. The (or, in the case 
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devalued by becoming an in the process. there is a potential for 

promiscuous behaviour; justification being the interests some 

nebulous of empowerment, transcendence, or, at least, the apprehending 

"'.n.I""'~'''''''V'''''' as been implied in sexual 'gurus' like the late 

the route being now ",.u"""F" • ..:J to one of questioning the purpose of 

or seem to 

it implies a ..,"'u."' .. for an escape mechanism the 

be a pointless 

body is ;:)!LIU.CUIWU., 

contingencies embodied life. other there does seem to a trend 

towards a conception a transcendence facilitates an evasion of the 

responsibilities that m "' .. " .......... ..,."'. the space. 

Downing dismisses the 

an ass.unlea p.,. ...... F, ... ,,'" 

is saying if one is gerlaerea 

state to 

meaningfully, to mention transcend something it seems one 

to ensure some means maintaining a state transembodiment, which at 

times still tends to interrupted what some timorously to as a 

of nature'; a will a 

return to material course, confounded by a meaningful 

transcendental being generally associated with a partner, which 

a measure of an other. 

of embodied nexus, then, casts a shadow on the applicability 

the to transcendence, or, even, 

'Returning to sceptical tone above is only of the and is 

intended to a scepticism a popular (and uncritical) perception of 

transcendental potential the In the is not in phenomenon 
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of the quality in which Or!l[aSITI IS It 

IS U,,;;,.Glo..,,:;,.;; negotiation is deemed an "'..,~."'u ..... component orgastic 

behaviour, that confining orgasm to F>""U~'H] IS metna.totlc; it concluded 

until it can be released this imposition transcendence is a mirage. Thus, a 

promiscuous search orgasmic transcendence scepticism is justified. 

sense ofa receiving loving orgasm has a distinct that 

transcendental .... ,.,,, .... ,'rl, 

Associating orgasm alienation: an attempt to reconstitute the trans(~en 

figure orgasm the notion is re-interpreted to move beyond, u .... • ...... "'UF" the 

towards IJ""UU.~/" the world ideal. If, for msl~an(~e to 

psychically would say spiritually) <.U."'""", ..... gendered difference, then one can 

is 1"P,Pt'1rPll or something If so what is 'else'. Looking 

further a clue is offered by Wilhelm 

"Schizophrenia shows, in a a condition which characterizes man of 

today generally; the average human a/today has lost contact with his real nature, 

with his biological core, and it as hostile and alien. He must of hate 

anybody who tries to bring him into contact with it." (Reich:24, emphasis added) 

then it is not the body, or even a situation, that is being transcended but one 

or more alienations; with Reich the ali~nation is from 'his real , Erich 

further to problem another TlP'r<;:t",Pt'TlVP' 

"Just as Freud's concept oflove is a of the experience of the patriarchal male in 

terms of nineteenth-century capitalism, Sullivan's description refers to the experience of the 

~~ ... ~ ... J of the twentieth It is a description of an a 
deux', of two people pooling their common and together a hosti Ie 

and alienated world."(Fromm:80 and 74ff) 

have others who have expounded on this 

Fromm, have """"~""A'-''''''''' the disorder of alienation as 

expUlsion from of 

some of whom, 

analogical to Biblical 

can be 

the Adamic myth: the expulsion incorporates a "pr."'r~It1,.."n from or a 

loss communion the Divine, secondly, takes the of an It''11"rl'\r111f''t1f'1,t''I 
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of dimorphism. '-'",-IJUt,HUll in)'-'''''''''' of two areas ofme:larmvsl 

of a state of "", ... "" .. ".h the as a embodiment 

other a state separation from or 

wholeness as a of gendered embodiment, being in a male or female body is 

only being also Downing:3 . note Jane Smith & Yvonne Haddad (l 

argument around an Islamic 'Eve' which tones ofl".'-'AJ.u.v. can 

be 

Taking the hypothesis - separation from the - it will postulated in 

section on Cycle that is a certain of Being-ness 

nTP''1Pl1T in the neonate that is gradually and perhaps systematically cramped by 

eXIgencIes existence jour-?ey through infancy, childhood and 

aOIDleSc(mc:e". The of to a part material existence, of being 

"'v ... ,,"'.,"'''' .... into living 'harmoniously' with entails some a denial Self. 

The becomes uetrec:onsUl to a and of 

alHmateO '-''''J.'' .... 11 ........... Moreover, more ominously, throughout 

and childhood the task is to learn to manipulate tools, starting with mouth, hands and 

legs, spoons, and so on. But in infantile mind other humans are also 

Unfortunately, if perception is not modified (a of a UH.", "' ...... ,'ur:, 

Benjamin Spock, for example) this infantility will continue as a 

or background to future lntl"Tnif>T'1t 

the order of the day. 

interactions in which manipulation is 

'I' began journey, '1' is comfortable with hislher 

gradually 

environment and stands alone. Aloneness per se has no as it is 

and content It however, take on worth, usually the 

by or disregard (the is the 

14 See also John Nelson especially the section on the muladhara cakra. 
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significant amounts of by forcibly 

"t"' ......... ·"t,,.r! as a characterised by an ; when the 

sensory world or that markedly precedence 

over the internal world of feeling and intuition. What is 

compulsions to 'be control' (normally rationally) of the situation. other words, 

precedes essence. 

Again, it is held to oec:orrle when it is embroiled in 

the <opp,r. ... n aIH~nauon, that of being body. An nnC'PT"'Hl 

this gerlOereo is non-whole, to be this 

of ..... -u .... ,'" however, is not a factor in 

towards androgyny. It gradually into the 

becomes problematic when gelloe:r identification is reified to 

shun movement continua; ie. when is h<,,,,m,,.'; by cultural 

taboos and proscriptions. In keeping with the camp, it is 

not the sexed body alone that creates the LV,,"'UU,,", of half-ness but the existential 

body. In other words, being 

gendered is to be placed into an area that 

mode estrangement lines 

underpinned by physical and cultural configurations. 

This is not to depreciate biological it has some bearing on matter. The 

joys for 111".'UJ'''' .... , as is of being 

afforded most males. Being penetrated and "I""PTr"rln 

are distinct experiences that are not easily interchangeable between the sexes. Hence 

are contribute to an aura of 

15 See Francis Terrell et al (2000) children being forced to mistrust to counter the 
abused. 
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exclusion the Other to create difference,16 It is an aura will 

'ethical'), but will uu..,..,,,.u in the unsophisticated 

T-Dt'OmOtI(m (the 17 

alienation is a o-P11,P1"<'I u",_.w"vu, Responses to embodiment 

qua the Divine qua gendered are highly 

case both "",,, ..... ,,, .. ,,tir,n must be encountered resolved 

or wholeness is to be at 

Gendered embodiment is most keenly upon puberty when the child-like 

are challenged by newly hypotheses on sexual 

The procreative faculties nn"1"Pl1T m new and happenings are generally 

understood, however imperfectly, by adolescent. Daunting is how-to-go-about 

achieving a situation in which is appropriately situated, The lack-of-

interest-in-procreation, "UUV,,,,, between the sexes was part 

of childhood is now challenged an eruption of h1"P,,,,,,,t,,, and lack 

wholeness IS 

felt; it can 

raising of sexual 

lesceIlce then 

a result of a 

now begins to make most 

that part aaIJleSC(~nc:e is a simultaneous 

gendered consciousness into realms sexpression, 

a new challenge form an alienation that is initially 

felt Hidden OJ,""U.>",", this, is 

or denied «Ul~U"'UU'H froI11 Divine, which with dimorphism can be 

adolescent existential angst or anxiety; a non- resolution of which lies 

16 I am trying hard here to be aware of the male homosexual experience of anal penetration. 
The situation is different for the female homosexual who lacks a penetrative organ with which to 

so has to resort to other: measures, if penetration is necessary. This is a 
This can, be put to one side for the moment as it 

17 In a way, this is shown Freud's difficulty in that the young girl had any 
erotiCism from the clitoris. One wonders if this dictate doesn't emanate from his inabil to be 

involved with his wife from about 1897 13-4, hence being unable to 
empathise with his female 
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at of many of our present societal as psychotherapists are at pains to 

inform. It is but one step to note that the of consciousness, the 

a negotiated orgasm is a towards UU"vvUUJ'UI:'. the losses dimorphism. 

Genitality and alienation: Now "' ..... ,.1'1",.". of genitality. As I said earlier 

the question of procreation in the <LV'CAU .... course events is not an issue, even people 

.. v •• "' ... .., are able to pro-create remarkable facility. the 

.. "".v .. now moves to the use one's genitality to overcome the raised by 

Arvind sums one of transcendence via 

"The mental world possesses a quality, that of immateriality, which it does not share with the 

physical world. This raises the possibility that the world may also possess some as 

undetermined quality which it may not share with the mental world. Nevertheless, in order to 

exr~erlen(~e it one may have to start with the mental as one had to start with the 

physical world to experience mental world."(1998:online, emphasis added) 

This experiential route of the physical before spiritual be 

re-visited dealing with the cakras Patai\iali. this juncture I wish to tease 

greemem with Annie out a possibility, in some 

narcissistic orgastic behaviour 

integration. 

New Age respondent, that non-

bea 

Assuming of 

of a pleasurable 

to find in 

process 

in theory this 

can lead to personal 

as 

partner 

Or, to work less 

a position 

the rnp'~T1n in much 

partners 

same way as the 

together that create a new on 

in both 

facticity the creation of the child, and in the UH'.''''''''" this facti city 

encourages 

return to the 

parents. IS 

scepticism, 

18 See Ursula King 
and women need children as a source 

fact, n"i'",u'~r it is not usually as "'''JCL,_''.''' a 

brings with it the uu."'.,,;z, ... noise 

Penelope Washboum's assertion on the way men 
,,,,,,,uV". a step genitality. 
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each noise an erotic mutuality to flush. 

behaviour, on it's own, the lucky 

a series moments) is a poor for rn"" .. ,..,......,,., angst. 

is not to say people will not attempt this route. 

they are the £1CAr,',.""", 

experienced, wrapped as a in what the philosophers call miiya of 

illusion or confusion) or avidya (spirimal ignorance). For the moment I am not 

cOIlcerne~o with the sexual behaviour but with the ideal 

coitus and thus orgasm as 

and a Divine. 

a powerful potential for ""'''t'''"l1 umon oneself 

For this we now have to turn to set out by Fromm short work, 

Art Fromm another ''''''"'''''5 alienation. 

AUU'U .. "'U, ..... that the 

"The unity achieved in productive work is not interpersonal; the unity achieved in orgiastic 

fusion is the achieved by only Hence are only 

partial answers to the problem of existence. The full answer lies in the achievement of 

of fusion with another person, in love. 

His assertion of " ... fusion with another f"lP-r"",r\ in love ... " with 

Intimacy the reaches a limit at 

lesi:;eu,cc. after it needs to As Fromm 

II .. Jove is union under condition nrt>«prlnna one IS integrity, 

individuality."(24, emphasis original) this is not quite the same sense as 

my hypothesis it amounts to a similar argument. seems to 

saying there is a for 'union' inherent in human condition. He 

union loss Adding to where warn, though, 

is such a but perpetuation ofthe alienation, probably in the 

form child-like dependency. orgastic behaviour in circumstance is 

narcissistic self- and ",1'I',,,,,. •• /1,,,,,1',,,,{'1', 
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In adolescence it is suddenly found that new biological churn urges 

deny shelter of the family, create a feeling aloneness, and consequently _~'UfJ'''''' 

personal And a to-be-with-another is intuitively. A quandary, of 

course, IS a of as a or peak 

that pervades to the quotation Germaine 

Greer, stronger the is to 

at times at cost to an other. 19 With all in the one is to 

deconstruct primacy to as a tool for transcendence it must be 

replaced with something of import. It is suggested that this is epJ.acl::ment is not too 

away, in the quality dyadic relationship. With a see-saw the 

quality the be decoded to read a 

diminished incitement to 

the alienation, which can 

orgastic behaviour. 

a rer(;!aamg what may start out as experimentation in 

an aaIDie:scl;:nc~e can m a v,~."''', .. conclude in 

,-,a, .. , .. """"" alienation (requiring intervention). But, a spirit 

understanding of an can transformed into a 

and wholeness. In the an indicator of wholeness, ''''+<>O''r,h maturity 

three .,n"''''+'F<l of sexuality as can a pliability attitudinal movement along 

partners movements to and less 

in the relationship. 

Finally, a word from Erikson: 

" ... the total fact of finding, via the climactic tunnoil of the orgasm, a supreme of 

the mutual regulation of two in some way takes the offthe hostilities and potential 

rages, caused by the oppositeness of male and of fact and fancy, of love and hate. 

;:)alltSIaClOlry sex relations thus make sex less "IJ~,"'''''IV overcompensation less necessary, 

sadistic controls superfluous. 

19 This is graphically illustrated in Larry Clark's film, Kids (1995), in which the AIDS problem 
is explored through adolescent sexuality of pure pathological 
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In words, hidden here is a between spirituality and Quite how 

the link works is to conjecture ill a measure fantasy. The 

important point is that it exists and is available to acted upon and a unifying 

is the More on ill following chapters. 

Conclusion 

I have and shown there is some measure of vv .......... , .. 

around the use such terms as sex, geltlQ(~r spirituality. I to 

bring some clarity to the by "pr."'r~rt' the terms certain ailltlenlSlOins. 

I brought them together a model which sexuality was .... "'" .... "' .... to be an 

intra-personal set of three dimensions which influences wayan individual views 

life environment. As such influences and is influenced by the 

that an individual makes with regards s/he stands in to an 

embodied world. 

To this 

to an innate 

of been in a ofa 

Contra some nr",,,"pn u .. 'c.....,.'u/S, spirituality 

OelnQ-m~ss. ';,.<;4U ... ,'UI". in opposition to 

"''''',.''' .. " ... ''' ..... This ..... l'> ............... will be _~_._.,., __ in subsequent chapters as a baseline in 

chapter spirituality has brought a relation with sexuality. 

It been underscoring this consanguinity, to have of 

the or, other words, of bringing away from some 

oppositional realm into close and beneficial approximation with the sacred. 

sexuality sex is to a of genitality, 

sought to to an all-round life-affirming 

eroticism. Adding to this 

was introduced as an "''V'''''''~ 

....... w ... , the peculiar state of 

of how a 

as a for transcendence. 

phenomenon of 

and spirituality can be 
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Until though, relatively 

apply to the world to correct this I.Jv~ .. ,nu,,,, 

""'F.""U'"'''' so far, a step another direction is 11,",\,U,",'U. 

of embodied spirituality found in philosophy, the 

this model the picture will the effect, it is 

gestalt an ~rn{\rr'h 

own-body. More especially, the will help 

sexuality in the psychospiritual make-up of personality. 

47 

and difficult to 

In 

.... .... "F. .... " ... u of a 

of the 

of conveying the 

readily identified 

the 
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"" ... ''''''''n of topics 

"p{"nrr.p bogged down 

so in the 

In trod uction 

as sexuality and do, in some tend to 

a plethora of words with few tangible 1Ll .. """,-,",'''. This is 

or even academic situation where communication is 

uu~.,.., .... by ........ ·..,v ...... ,"'. In to address this bother the 

discussion 

viewing sexuality 

consciousness) 

brought body by a prospect 

spirituality as a of states of 

with parts of the body. The convention to be used is known as 

LHV.ULLL cakra ..,,,..,,PTn Adopting as a means for spirituality allows 

individual an nn .. ,,,",, to hislher own 

body) the roles components play in 

relation to the whole. Additionally, as the system is set out a tiered it 

mind to 'plan' spiritual unfoldment an easily acceptable 

nlt:n:m.;ny IS apt)roaC!lea is a fundamental 

tribulation in both rei ati onshigs especially in a setting 

assisting others what they want the spiritual 

further for investigating cakras (and an ...... "."'u cosmology) is to 

the reader to 

West: ideals 

'correcting the 

that a spirit 

protean native to 

serve to overcome the scission "'''''T'''''''''>'''' of 

hoped condition human being.' Once alerted it is 

of awe will evoked. as will be seen in and 

is only ...,"''-'<AU.,,,, it can be 

seen as an .u\J ..... "'.Vl of trust, one rudiments an ettectlve DOlem;s erotic 

and 
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" ... awe and wonder are alternate names for respect, ,,"'''U£VlI. In the context of 

this response to the world, our behaviour and reflect, naturally the 

of openness, of candor. There is an absence of contrivance or manipulation. In 

we act with non-attachment."(Paul Mundschenk 1987:23) 

act of 1'1""""""'" other .. ~,,~,.,.~u is seen to be 

minded. Moreover, a "' .. ·"...,"""IT be it spiritual or 

transforms specifically secular or an eclectic IJ"'~'U"U"'. if not lit by a sense of 

journey into work, in the ,uvUv'U pejorative sense, into an activity by 

"'''1',-,''''. devoid of " ... "''''1"''''~'' and V""'''''''f'>'''''' by an embroilment of 

conflicting subjective 

this is to note that 

objective (Gopalan 1987:4-5). way to 

are basically two "'U'~H~JU" to progress - awe or fear. 

former allows an attitude of challenge to be invoked an 

attitude if tempered with a judicious scepticism creates a 

the avoidance ... "" ....... ," IS tne:nc,al to 

improvement, or otherwise. latter, it is in some business also 

possibility in another view, or There is a 

challenge, it is argued in seeing unusual in usual. 

example an 'alerting' function can be seen in a of some of the 

symbols abound in various corners of human interaction. an instance, 

justification on the cakras as a model discourse 

a exercise. It is possible that model in one form or 

recesses thought. 

movement known as 

Masonic is transmitted to and ~u.v •. ''''''u 

of the 

the symbols 

Degree. 

stages 

to degree of 

are a number artistic 

one case 

which 

members. In the various 

there is --'--"'J one that 

moment. "'-"-1"p',T here is that 

in the 
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1.JV'YIo'."'" around the world but contains common 

author, 

is depicted 

are, 

cup). It is usual 

symbols as a 

or gives 

to the researches this 

on 

Faith, Hope Charity figure 1 

~'J.<J."V'U"'" circles to 

other words, 

to Charity, culminating in 

'improved man' (in figure 1, depicted the star). Historically, 

however, order not been case. tleTOI'e the 

turn were 'Rituals' (booklets 
Figure 1: Masonic pt 
symbols 

20th century 

J.V.l.ll.l" .. <J.<U'o the various England, The Text Book rreemas,onry, 1881 

London: Reeves and Turner 
pertaining to the order was 

.,.",r.r"",,,,n"t,,,(1 as Charity preceded which to Faith. is, 

fact, important what follows, especially in relation to of 

cakras. will be seen later, the New theorists and Patanjali 

redemption by """,uu,uU"o J.'"~<4',J.VJ.J.''HJ.I-''''' with Other, a sort of 

But Image ladder. 

some observers (like Kirk MacNulty, 1 ) the placement of these on a 

(generally as Ladder') rea~:;nIrlg from floor "."'''''~.,.. a 

star in , is the 

MacNulty, taking a Jungian n""',,,n,"I'1', using biblicallMasonic terminology, 

sides the masculine feminine 

the 'law of , which when together by the 

'interaction' facilitate a transcendence. other without the maintenance a 

-"v.'vu of HUl."''''.U ....... and feminine interaction individual must remain on 
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I The assumptions constructions ladder and the 

JJIU''''' .... thereon, as be seen be seen as an epitome of 

the ralrY'l"" synonymous with arranged by it would 

argued that Erikson a similar ethos insistence of ,~'t'~~"n'" between 

of his point-being here is that seem to be 

a similarity many parts 

alerted to awe. 

In of all this, 

framework 

it is helpful to 

case a cosmology, 

to be .... "" ... "''' by those who 

four tasks in the .... ".,."'" of 

venture. to better 

at a philosophical the system. 

<'n»1I/¥l'"n philosophy, that can 

discovered yogasutras U<UUI"CU and the This view 

cosmo genesis human individual will shown .later to a reverse order 

cakras and will be """1 a""", .... into Erik Erikson's 

consequently is promising mdlerstanClmg the condition from 

be 

standpoint of developmental 

a particular 

Secondly, 

the Indian 

tradition which will bring clarity to bi-polar nature human 

psyche (tantra is actually an enormous that could not 

forum). Thirdly, selected viewpoint it is 

POl:ne:HZ{:a that it is easy to understand the need transcendence 

qua developmentally rising a particular It is 

MacNulty (:18) uses the dualities of 'Moses and Solomon (the and'St 

John the (mid-Summer) and St John the Evangelist (mid-Winter), to describe what can be 

argued as the on a masculine and feminine continuum. Although he does not 

mention the 'in interaction' aspect mentioned here the omission does not seriously effect the 

that the must be balanced in order to experience benefit later in 
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to do with ... ., ... ,au,.!!):;. from 

embodied state. It is more of consciously 

of the psyche into a workable whole. 

the 

poles 

to correct 

limited condition human "(Chatterji:xxi). the traditional 

tantric praxis attached to 'raising kuSDal ... n ... ' through the in 

, ..... , .. .,0 transcendence, does not find a comfortable with Western cognitive 

resulting this is an array modifications when tantric practices are 

",,,,,,, .. ,.,,,, .. ,,,,1-&>,/1 by the West. The array is wide with some being scarcely 

contrast to the 

synthesis 

intention and being more faithful attempting a 

that some Western are 

in 

or of the methodology that 

accessible to a wider audience, both in the and 

chapter IS a to examining of some psychologists who have 

displayed an innate for this approach 

reason entering into 

an alternative to any""""'''''''''+ 

it is 

An overview of an Indian cosmology 

is that 1-.""+", .. ,,, metaphysical world of 

vu,~u~,~totrans(;enaellce Western 

alternative. It is in of the grounding 

and 

of a complementarity Western Scientific and religious theoretical constructs in 

this offering is 

Moreover, as will 

,,"'''''1 u: 111",1 ) natural 

Erikson's 

The used to illustrate 

it is spirit 

is 

the dissertation, it is contended is a 

compilation of derives an unpublished 
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construction acquired a devotee of Swami 

Ramakrishna Mission, Bulawayo, L.IJll1LI'UJ appendix 1).2 chart 

to constructions Prt!sente:Q (1993), both drawing 

from the Although are omissions3
, 

Swami's diagram is the in terms that IS an 

emanation from Divine and as will be as a basis following 

Elucidation is also provided with occasional extracts from text known as 

bhagavadgftii. document was constructed as a dialogue a Divine-

L""' ... U,L ..... "'U, known as Kr~l)a, and Arjuna.4 is 

particularly useful in this as it is to deal a siirhkhyan .., .... ',.,.,.r"',-. to 

the cosmology (Marcaurelle: 1 n9; Chatterji: 10,49), and in recent it has 

come to be as being a central guiding-force to Indian of dharma 

or ,,-HL'-'VL'" duty. Additionally, in the West bhagavadgUii is being 

increasingly adopted in some as a DlacerneIU for, and others as an 

adjunct to the structure Western investigation. 

cosmology, speculates on ftererltiaites between states of 

2 This has not, to my been 

late Swami's sessions. I have redrawn his all his elements .. 

The model offered i<::r,>v5I",,,,,,,mi,, is by no means He, for does not include 

an important element - citta or consciousness. The of the concept is portrayed in the 

satcitanand, which refers to the divine attributes attributes 

by the serious student of spiritual transcendence in many traditions. 

4 Note that there is little concern for the historical or Arjuna but with what is said in the 

texts and how this can be applied to a technologically orientated and alienated society 

the sales and New tranquillisers can be as an indication of alienation). 
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.1J"",U!>'" In a manner some to quantum but of 11'-"_'-''>'>1 its 

antiquity more Im;aglnary of the similarity is postulate that 

the of Being is p"F',.rHl 

'-'U<Ulj<,lUj<, in quality as it 

",,..,1'TI"T to 

Va'~HI.,'> or retreats from 

the 

of matter. 

In cosmological alchemy, energy is a 'lighter' character than water, which is 

5 

'lighter' than rock, this context so on (in 

schema nrn,U1f' 

indicates a frequency 

and/or an association with 

with matter the 

coarser the or as the to 

the Divine the finer the frequency/amplitude. import, though, is that it aPt)ears 

'living' organisms can have a Andre Padoux 

explains, the """AJ"'.'U body, ostensibly of matter6 therefore evidently 

in its -"-"r-u system, also has systems. an aspect 

is a subtle body that is of the physical body, and which 

root of and together and psychological 

nrc)ce:sses."(Padoux 1986:4). physical body is to sensory detection, but 

not so the subtle, here is an facility (some '''V'v''','!>', 

'intuition'); hence, it '-'''''''''''', a controversy has around the idea an 

of pn,"'ro"\, systems other available to measurement. 

bodies, however, are said to recorded in Kirlian photography could be 

I""'''''''''' forces such as those, instance, demonstrated 

magnetic I.l'-'U,'-''''''' on iron filings. It would app1ear that the system can be 

seen to cOIlaposea of layers energetic some obvious 

See Fritjof Capra (1975, 1976) for his views of the remarkable simi larities between modern physics 

and Eastern 

informs that " ... mass is 

its mass."(1976:25). 

but a form of energy, that every has energy stored in 
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hidden or more subtle. 

Participation in the Divine: now to a V~'~"".H HC<lll.VU of the cosmos 

in which the human finds himlherself. It is to state at this juncture that this 

is not an attempt to represent reality but more to 

construct with which the individual, including 

be able to work with their reality. To begin with, it is 

to propose a cognitive 

sophistication, would 

that the Indian 

philosophers differentiated between the - brahman (the 

Divine), puru$a (loosely defined as Spirit), and ", .. /Tv..-f, (Nature). There however, 

no real division between the three; it is two 

being ern,anaWJns of brahman. In which then 

to sutras 

And whatever there of the nature of or Tamas know them to 

nrr,,,,,,,rI from still I am not in them, 

Know that Prakriti and Purusha are both without 

and qualities (Gunas) are born ofPrakriti. (13:19)7 

and know that all modifications 

From it can be assumed that we are being told that 

(made up the qualities, or gunatattwas, of sattva, 

is a participation of 

tam as) the 

the pantheism and/or panentheism are am 

not they are in me" could support a hypothesis 

a series of emanations from the Divine. g J.!UHl'Ul\;ULl.:oUl with a touch of 

and torpor, respectively. This seems 

carry a wide a range of personal manifestations as do, in this context, those of masculine and 

feminine. 

The and panentheism is a great deal broader than can be discussed here. 

to 

are raised to note a loss of relevance classical theism has in this context and to alert the reader to the 

that with its of monism, and 

to the following discussion on Western and Eastern 
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transcendental potential; 'pods' emanating from an amoeba, beC:OITlll 

distinct from the participating in or being by that 

second clue to the nature of prakrti or Nature comes with 

second sutra - and Purusha are both without Vl.;j,,>U1H111a 

statement could is 

extended to the HU11l«,H-"1J1l 

that the timelessness of the 

condition; not an easy conception in the 

dominance of 

further 

defined states 

the 

the Divine. In 

after another 

augmentative; 

presupposing a 

'growing out 

be 

are not 

of time! space. The 

the and 

within other 

the worldly body in 

evolution of matter is not a one 

other away from some IS more 

growing out of a base of the nr"",,'r. 

linkage that permits the possibility a return. This 

can also seen to be a basis for Erikson's 

it slightly differently, 

entities. same 

self-expression .. 

" 

principle, to 

and purusha 

two 

the 

latter "(Chidbhavananda:698, mtl~rQ()latlon 

JHM another dimension by 

Firstly, between purU$a and 

, non active and spectator-like ... " and " .. 

to the situation. 

respectively" ... "pure 

producing power. .. ". Then 

he 

by 

"The Principle of "Development" or "Manifestation" (iivirbhiivii) 

'UU,HV",. (avyakta) causes pass into (vyakta) effects, and those 
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effects in tum pass in the unmanifest. .. "(Whiteman: 11 0),9 Later he notes (from the 

svetasvara upani$ad) an 

explains prakrti " ... as a name 

as creative outgoing" and 

original tendency or disposition in humanity to 

"lay hold" (by application, 

(gUlJas) are 

attachment 

supposed that there is some 

Perhaps this 

is speculative a 

especially when seen 

awe, the array of 

retention of 

The gUlJas: A 

spiritual psychology is 

theory holds that all 

experienced, so that attributes 

individual, and then must be released by non-

111U.111<U' 111). From this it is 

m,mrtestat1on of purU$a 

of life. 

seen the and aO()leE;Celtlt 

perspective, as slbe ",u,;."",;;;.",.,. 

awe which underpins a 

key to how this cosmology intersects with 

of the gUlJas, ie. sattva rajas, and tamas. 

(although the focus here is on the human 

or 

ma 

of 

1S ... "' ............ rv .. c.T"./I" of an infinite variety of blends of sattva, 

the 

manner 

Mookerjee 

"Sattva ( essence) 

unity and liberation. 

creative force. Tamas 

categories of all 

inter-relationship 

or centripetal tendency, a cohesive force directed towards 

(energy) is the revolving which to all 

is the descending or centripetal tpn,cjpn,,,,, the force which causes 

Of interest is that he does not include avyakta or vyakta in his list of important Sanskrit words. One 

must assume that there is a correlation with avi§e$a and vi§e.ya in relation to the un/manifest. 

See, for instance, how Marcaurelle (1987) for an example of how the uses the 

gu~s in his hermeneutics of the bhagavadgrta. 
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decomposition and annihilation." (Mookerjee & 17) 

Perhaps this explanation marks on eros 

and thanatos, the llIt~-a]Tmm 

UU ...... ,''-' path sativa - but then 

into an 'integration' achieved 

are particularly useful a 

(what is 

he could equivocally 

a successful psychoanalysis). 

spiritual development, as it is CTpn,,,,,.,, 

found that an unsophisticate tends to gravitate towards rajas (passion) or 

tamas (inertia), often alternation """T'tx,.,,>n the two presupposing a lack self-

cOlaWDlor accent Eastern spiritual development is to 

a more nerwef~n the two. and tamas are seen as a 

ofa and latter 

so to speak; dipolarity is .;>UJlHU;n to of the masculine-feminine of the "-'UJl .. '-'",-, 

continua. sativa, on other can be '-''''-<AkA y"" ... as being outside, or 

the dipolarity and an initial end spiritual practice; but the quality 

is still within gU"!JalC so must transcended true transcendence. 

As illustrates in table spiritual practice are heavily 

imbued with tamas but with 

,pr,>"''''' sativa From this it would be that 

the tamo-rajas "PfT,nn of a manifestation Divine the depths of 

materiality or towards an order sativa is 

to return to Divine or 'roots', so to speak. could 

""'.,,,'-'''' in Whiteman's cyclic premiss. return is a constant 

theme this as a metaphor 11 

Michel ,,-,1<4"'-I"4U of the of South Africa correctly points out that the return nltr,,'UflP'''' is 

not to be taken as a return to the same roots. In this sense, return to Divine roots must 

that have been collected on the journey through life. 
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Progression i-""".,o.-rl Hellne:: It is the classes are ." H '-'-:;A' In 

the Divine, brahman. It is only 

that they gradually Initially there is 'thought' in which 

is often translated as or Pure Being (atman). is often 

used in the as a single class, Fernando Tola & Cal:me:n L/IQ.IO:::Vlll;; point out 

maintains the that it should plural, " ... puru.$as as the 

number of puru~as, spirits, 

of brahman there are no 

"", •. nY',-'" tpe Jungian 

cmme:cte:Q to 'collective 

with the nous (in its purest sense) 

"(1987:xv, also 

is 'thought'. 

which is 

can be equated 

between God 

and World. It is alman, the unsullied 

When to appear prakrti I;;VQL1CO;:'IvCO;:' a state of equilibrium 

this level all of nature (stimarasya), a highly desirable state of return 

is as is, yet, no gWJaic imbalance, h",.·o+" .. o distinctiveness. Mark 

this stimarasya as being in a state of (see also 

inactive Self, the 

himself' is one 

(transcendence) 

a divided Self/self 

way to the mutations of 

and is a popular 

ULL<UH .... U U.U"'''Io::.'' an understanding 

IS 

on 

Prologue to individuality: Only when extended or 

__ .. _.,. 14) is there a change in 

used for 

which becomes 

so that his various body parts could be 

Sanderson Beck describes the 

nh,>nnmP>lnnn as" ., the embodied human 

life in heaven."(Beck:online) 

who is one-fourth creature and three-fourths eternal 
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is nrobably at the of prakrti, who is the 

active .rn,;,nC'p of the sets the the 

production world of Nature as we know and this sets conditions 

development prakrti. is not to say purU$a IS '"'''<'''''11";''''\.1 by prakrti. 

As the Pr'r'I,PN"Pn unfolds comes into moulding 

"~' .. UU'F> to rather than compromising or even leaving 

It is desirable to on as the ...,Vl.ltll!Y ... U 

and ... V/71r .. ~' is seminal to an argument 

instance. Furthermore, it 
. .. 
Imagmmg of procession and 

on, the hiranyagarbha, appendix 1) can be as either 

,;;,v ...... "'." womb' or "'"v ..... "' .. egg', both symbolizing womb 

a 'disturbed' purU$a is born a plurality of beings, associated with ' 

into a manifest world duality 

panentheism). Now Adamic as mentioned chapter 2, on another 

meaning as emanation continues away from the source towards an 

alienation. that myth, it is not who but 

a either 'God-willed', 'own-willed', or even just plain 

proceeds from hiranyagarbha can seen to be analogous to an 

expulsion, image of a 'birthing', a Garden of it is 

an alienation the Divine and a dimorphic (the double alienation 

chapter starts to be felt 

Individ nality: the sep1arate and to settle a personal 

individuality l''-'''',H!'' to (as mentioned earlier, to 

H ..... ' .. ~'U domain). the course of physical 1<1-''''''''.'' continues through the 
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14 

15 

of fire, etc. 13 to the senses hearing, touch, 

sight, etc. to servmg senses. These have 

of action (karmendriyas) and those of perception 

(jfianendriyas) . evolutionary of gross matter nears ,-,VlUU,'-'Lj,VU once 

organs an individual emerged and is complete these 

organs have "' .... ',11\.'''' a peak in function. the peak is IJUClCI\.U then is a 

decline or "recession unmanifest ... (tirobhava)."(Whiteman: 110). 

This is ona plane, only later is mental depreciation 

noticeable. 

during is the nl"'l,,, .. <l'tl 

of that "",,,,-Ul,",,UL In 

Issues ",,,vU;;:',,"U''-, albeit at a different to body, and is into - manas 

,----.----n buddhi (intelligence), aharhkara 14 Noteworthy both 

Nisreyasananada and manas and buddhi are U""vvJ:Ut\.,u with a 

manifest or distinguishable reality (vise$a), and aharhkara with a non-

distinguishable or deeper particular IS 

to Western (which that ego is some subset 

a""vvJ,ULI.,'-' with everyday affairs, and in this ,-."",1""".1" to some 

extent '"'''Ull,''''''' what quality of persona will be projected terms of placement 

the dill1;ensions of ""''''''''lJll, gender, etc. as chapter t 5 In 

Reference will be made to these elements in the discussion around the cakras and Erikson, 

Some would hold that consciousness (citta) is included here, There is some difficulty as citta is 

as broader in UIJ~"''''''''''-''' and is seen rather to represent a backdrop to the world-

functions of mind (manas), 

;''''AualllY is Tl'I"",f',.t"·"t h observation and laH5UG'5'"" 

the same way ahamkara with there is a "UE;,5"'O'"V' 

to sexuality in the profane state, 
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words, ego is intimately COlme~ctE~d. with process of 

for ptt,C'l"tnIP existence in a material world . 

.....,~uH"b on again, manas and buddhi are concerned with the of 

images into segments and a gestalt (buddhi), 

ahamkara with the task environment (actually 

it appears to a case of self Se~f as will be seen the discussion) and to 

a extent will conduct 

In this, Dyczkowski HI"""''''.;) a further ..... v ..... vu~, .. by 

He holds 

application of 

the individual begins to differentiate 

is to appropriate and personalise 

- to it together as this is a dicey business due to 

two 

potential of a personal or (ahamkara - note long' a'): ".. personal 

falsely the Self that which is not Self and versa ... 

... .;)u,",,,,, is of two kinds. One is pure and is the light 

reposing The is the of maya. pure ego rests on pure 

the impure on outer objective Jorms."(Dyczkowski:l 

is the murky world of maya, of control by 'false' a 

.... +"' ........ ·""+~>rI here as of the emanation. Although 

there are have this moot it serve a to be 

next. 

maya and false consciousness: In final part overview a that 

which meanders the rest work to addressed - that of 

can to and/or sustain ahamkara, or the of reality 

for mis-identification ct"',l1'-'IHlv Self. with much 

translation Sanskrit word can interpreted according to 
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context. most powerful these is mysterious power' IS 

associated the feminine, Kr~Q.a, the'bhagavadgltti, .... "',""...,.'" responsibility for 

of human "'''-'l':>L\.,H'''''', 

this divine illusion of Mine, made up ofthe is hard to 

those who take in Me alone, cross over this illusion. 7: I 4 

The Lord dwells in the hearts of all 

revolve as if mounted on a machine. 18:6 

o Arjuna, and by His M 

There is a practical ,",V1.HIJ.U,","uu'u with 

, Although the siUras the bhagavadgrtti 

causes all 

of 

mysterious no,,,pr for the rlP"O'l"P his/her meditation, it would be 

but 

argued they lack a grounding can towards a perhaps 

more sceptical section seeking population. In an attempt to a 

and modern psychology, instance, it would 

postulated that the more common ,nr''''rn"",Y·c.>Yu,n of or 'unreality' would 

to 

appropriate; it is linked with the and various 

back to emanation the " .... ,,\fT1',"""'<' from to various 

organs is part of journey, As 1'\""'l"h·"'I~.,.., .. ,,~, such as Maslow, and 

a phase in a production being is 

was demonstrated in ,-, .. ,",-u<,,-,, '"'VI","'.!". with embodiment is one 

thing, through rejection, or modification 

socialisation, is quite another and now ... ..,..,'VH edges Tr"" .. u·" the 

(with Jesus Muhammad concept of jihad al-akbar- Task'), 

that H1U"'" need to not society per se, as 

some would 

constantly 

but temporal therefore fruits 
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one further, detachment not involve fruits, but 

attached to their As Dyczkowski the dilemma 

the self identifies with non-self, when the individual succumbs to the 

of world and indiscriminately allows to become m 

by them. For happiness/pleasure is 

to $arhkhyan by of illusion 

by attachment to as a prelude to the Self which 

purU$a in the world. 16 

of a cosmology: for rendition of an 

is to create a of 

or lack thereof. It is contended that the 

an emanation, in terms, of some Divine Being can 

to those who an urge to effectively spiritual values. 

is seen in the an amoebic from a base of 

what eventually the world (prakrti). 

is no loss Divine as is one 

than replacement or as a individual Being can seen 

to an embodiment prakrti which has through purU$Q (the to a 

This is not the though, as while the physical aspects 

individual are formed to full pot~ntial the age 25-30 

is a gradual which an 

Mind is then seen to subjected, as to numerous 

16 It should be noted that 'attachment' is not to be restricted to the mundane, it is to be 

pathologically attached to for instance, as a mode of salvation; in this case the 

attachment problem could arise from a fear of Attachment to this fear is then a 

that particular need for ascetism. Attachment, to all 

and mundane. 
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one which line of to 

to a transcendental -Ll::,LLLI,,' It is in this sense of return on which a 

transcendence is hinged. it IS a 

distinction to between 

(participation in the world), and it is 

of (du~kha) 

assonance/ dissonance nF'I'l>'F','n the two that 

impel transcendence. 

sum then the TV"",,,,.,,nf chapter is to construct a model of spirituality 

that is 

critical role 

earlier, is 

More 

model. 

it is to bring out 

line of , as was 

the spiritual impressions to 

the and the motif sexuality, broad cosmological overview 

will now equated with the embodied spiritual ""C'''£>'~ known as cakras. 

The Indian cakra system - embodied spirituality 

The speculative nature the cakras: cakras can be described as an embodied 

hierarchical a schema can be implemented to 

growth. said this it is well to follow John Nelson when 

he that the IS an system of body, mind, and 

(Nelson:online). Additionally, there is evidence existence cakras 

they are, simply" ... metaphors as identifiable physical 

psychological stages development, both for individual humans for 

as a whole. see Silburn 1 Sannella, an article on 

this , ... u.-.vu "The terms "channel, ""blocks," and so on 

taken metaphorically. not to actual 

dimensions, and but be for understanding this 

model Dal. .. n... The is undoubtedly much more subtle 
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and complex."(Sannella: 1 see also he doubts 

to """V,",LU.'''' yogic elemems with bodily organs). Walter, for U"-''''.UL'''''' 

",-, . .,u,"",,, with some subtleties: 

(by 

Georg 

to some 

sense because the cakras are 

Bharati (1965), such speculations make no 

fictions" or "heuristic devices" to aid the 

process of meditation. While not denying the component of the cakra 

transpersonal Ken Wilber John White, 1979) notes that the cakras are real 

insofar as they are associated with sensations or states just as 

appear to be correlated with certain organs. 

In light arguments it is the varltaf~e 

the world of the that is 

the speculative nature m0del it been shown to be highly 

when for the purpose for which it is designed - a provision of imaginary 

waystations in the raising consciousness one mode to or as IS 

commonly from one "'''''''''P''17h·,,1" narrow life-view to that 

is or more inclusive, due to an 'elevated' 

many 

(certainly 

can be 

tantric 

(siva) and L~L>'U""'~ 

(equitable with the 

shadow). 

embodied 

breath 

to a 

classical attached to cakras 

is aimed at eventual merging masculine 

a goal Ifn ...... ";',... as liberation or mok$a 

individuation through 

"'''''>lv<." role of the cakras is seen to an 

complicated physical 

include mantra for sound, 

of a consciousness-

and asana touch, 

(Mookerjee Khanna: 150). here 

the rudiments of cosmological """,,-,u.,u. 

for the Each '-"'-'J'U",J;U of 

within overall rYI<.1"r,v any part is neglected the 

a purpose 

null and 
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void. 

The basic 

and in the context 

particular levels 

spinning or 

cakra is vnnul1'1 

to be a v(l.:.t;:>a,u 

describes the 

wheels neither 

accordingly 

strengthening 

The condition 

differentiation 

contribution to 

miiyii. 

In with 

of the 

""" ... "",..., is the cakra. The term is i:1U:Sll1lC;U as 'wheel oJ 7 

denoted 'embodied'stations (pitha) at 

are encountered. The 

or purpose are in evidence. 

both physical and 1HvJ'n,,u 

the 'ordinary' Ll,","O>V'U 

nor vibrate, they form inextricable La1J,~l",;:> 

because they 'knot' spirit 

"(Silbum:26; see also IV",'''''ICI 

will become clearer later when 

connotes 

a 

IS seen 

called 

i'UluHH<i.152). 

lack of 

and prakrti, which in this context is considered a 

a result of iividya or a component of 

L,u ... 'U,-,'H'" above to 

is seen to have pathways 

or simply a similar configuration which 

through a number of points or ganglia throughout the body which are 

the of these points (which link an ",,,,',Hn .... ,-,...., 72 000 nii(iis) are more 

Feuerstein notes that the term is applied in a wide range ~0t~M~O~ such as " ... the 

"wheel of (bhava-cakra), or "round of existence" .. "(1990:72) amongst 

others. Anindita Balslav also points that the word calera is also used to denote circularity of 

afflictions. samsktira ani§am cakram denotes a continual regress of the impingement of the 

fluctuations created by and the traces left behind in the subconscious as a result being 

or calera is often under the title of kle§a 

or affliction 
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relevant to healing 

spiritual however, focus is On a group 

specific points spine. These cakras have 

them, the pingala, and a central pathway, 

described by as a central vein of a leaf" ... to 

for it is that all functions spring forth, and 

to rest. feel of emanation 

In to 

granthis, that 

life improved. 18 

this it is now time to 

will be a very basic outline of 

the raising of the 

even ascetism, and is 

classical ",,,,,,.tpr, 

to be beyond the scope 

to 

flowing through 

this last being 

other ribs connect, 

within it that they come 

even of cyclicity). 

potential in the cakras 

energies 

'"'v, .. ,,,,.v .... :>J, .... ,,.'" is elevated or 

of the classical cakras 

outline of the model. 

appear in tantric or 

requires great devotion 

rituals. As Jung and 

kur.u;latinf 

moment, it is 

must "'.u,u,,",v to simply outline the basics, "''''., ... .., ... F> more on a Western utilisation 

later. 

it seems that the raising of the kur.u;lallnf consciousness requires 

and body, and meditation on 

18 Eliade describes the between the 

could say that the vital energy, in the form 

cosmic energy 

symbols, sounds, and actions 

the nii(iis and that the 
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appropriate to cakra. This is usually done the 

'H"'<4U',,-, of a master or tealcn«er who is an adept so 

the of exhibited by the 

aspirant. 

miiliidhiirii IS cakra said to 

situated in the the anus the 

genitalia. It is here that kw:u;lalfnf or sakti- IS 

Figure 2: common c1eplctl()fl of sri 
to reside kU1Jr;Jalfnf is held to synonymous with 

the of kU1Jr;Jalfnf is depicted as a 

coiled entrance (brahmadvara) of the principle 

channel, the su,yum1Ja. 'blocking' is to .-",,,T,.,,,'I' energy to the 

above, at a primitive level of matter and 

In the normal course events lies in the human frame and it is 

believed life is for the individual as blockage means uncontrolled 

"""",,"v,,,,",,",''' alchemical 

element is earth and the it is with 

" ... the cohesive power gross matter and the elements inertia, sense of 

etc." (Mookerjee & Khanna:l also -'-'" ... y' .... 1). 

In to assist the meditative focus of the III 

aspirants tantric tradition yantra or mystical drawing 

example) 

understand 

there are a number of <>""»V_rl 

surrounding a point or is to the 

to fully 

for continued 

whose has blocked the entrance (brahmadvara) to sU$um1Ja. 
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and on a more V'''''''''''',,"A plane although 

Indian medical the physical holding that the 

entails physical 'ignorance', or simply ill 

triangle metaphorically reversed, Ull'''''''''''' avLII"". to an apex-up 

triangle (Ll) knowledge, will, activity start to OeC;OIrLe evident, the 

dissipation of which has promoting an overt erratic life, is 

gainfully together. is the 

bondage ignorant, his body for true 

Self ... although she is supporting the life of man of the world, both 

notion of UVJ.A,..."jZO,v will be fallen into 

later in the discussion 

" (Silburn:27).19 

nn,'w<:!,r'lt'P (avidya). 

The sviidi~!hiina cakra: Once the practice has aWIOKem the kw:u;ialfnf 

'"''''"'''5'''-' and mantras and yantras in order to 'her' 

The at and has .LoU' ..... ,... to be 

something a 

Leadbetter, 

mind; the nlI1lete~enth century 

A.;)L'LAA,","", preferred to it in the (perhaps a 

some puritanism), and Silburn it in her explication Kasluniri 

saivism. IS alchemical element, the 

governs the sense oftaste. seems, 

in Hindu tantra, to little reference to sex or sexuality; it 

appear to simply a \U(l'u<,t·"tu", amongst albeit own 

attributes. 

malJipura cakra: is situated in the of the or 

19 As an one could wonder if the use ofthe two is nor reminiscent of or bears some 

relation to the Jewish 'Shield of David' or Magen David, which in this context could be interpreted 

as "' .... " .. no hannony between or int,>ar'lti of masculine and feminine principles. 
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Elements include the yellow and and it is in to the 

sense of 

aniihata cakra: in the and is known the 'heart' cakra. 

Ll."~U""LnJ here is eXIen<lea and touch. 

The viSuddha cakra: is with throat or medulla oblongata 

H",,","-"""'':> blue, (space), and hearing. 

The 

associated 

ofthe 

This is "pniP"« 

the brow, 

which require 

as cakras ... ,.,,"'''''... It is 

of the nose. It is often seen to be the 

realisation. It is now 

alchemical regions although the colour given is and it is with 

various and 'supernatural' or 'powers' (siddhis), such as 

telepathy, clairvoyance, Brahminical explication of a purpose this 

is that it is 

overcome a "''''''"'VU.L .... ''.VU 

siddhis 

being evenly 

as 

1'h", .. "1',I"\"',, untainted by 

"".:>un"",.u for mok$a, the test to 

of power linked to 

of the sattva, 

other two and tamas), is 

only a in the direction, so attainment of siddhis is as an 

invitation to reject them move on. 

Summary: What appears to be a natural impulse to improve situation is a 

thread running this of the 

within methods tradition transformation and each 

method purports to cater for needs of Some, however, are 

content with an archaic desire manipulation the mundane, the form 

magical powers (such, .,.,,,,,.h<>1""" as attributed to , Sai 

who is .. ", .. ,A".t",rl to 'holy dust' to satisfaction his devotees), worldly 
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(constituting HL~L_"'''''_''' u_,-"nu, wealth, or or "'P","'"",, perception 

fA""""''''''' and the like 

encountered in, but not 

contributes to power relationships - often 

to, Western tantric It seems that 

on 'spiritual n"UfF'r" can be seen to be a counter-spiritual or 

some of the new movements moment. 

classical 1"""''',,1' .... and use of the is one method 

transformation, It is a technique demanding and an ability to 

and manipulate intricate details which have come down through the in a 

that is in many foreign to the West. One of 

is now UIO'vU"'''.,U to Iv'''-''U''-' one challenges in a 

at the base of 

is so easily a 

system is a serious 

as David Kinsley 

alienated who 

The cakras initiation 

..... .au'"',,'" of transformation through 

content with the 

nn'lX''''"'' or benefits, but a F,,,, •. LUH.A'V desire to improve oneself within the culture or 

(Kinsley:51), It is in this that the use cakras can related to 

practice in uses images body, ", . .in 

of image] "( 'b'd ... 1 1 , 

the 

picturing of certain is a technique on the from the 

In this eventually achieving transcendence, 

A major bearing 

are 

process is that it 

some 'knowledge' 

seem to be for indiscriminate 

out to the ,..."'..,,,,, .. ,, 
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becomes of utmost in Tantricism: a special initiation is 

necessary for anyone who to enter the Tantric way. It is open to all without distinction 

of caste or sex, but even a Brahmin has to apply for it, otherwise he is not entitled to take 

in the Tantric "(Klostermaier, 1994:285, interpolation and emphasis added). 

It is worth here use of the U''"'Y'''CUH •. HU of 'initiation' into 

as a common initiation can much 

opposed in some vocal quarters; some saying, instance, 

thus contravening a right' to 20 It is unfortunately 

of the opposition to initiation and mystery support in a 

Western lack of .. """y,"" .... T for 'which precedes an offhand <:>rr.,,\O<l,1'l of 

cultural 

Whilst there in this rights' that 

deconstruction of some out ,"ny',",,,,.,,,, information, it is 

possible that a drive to by 

a situation mediocrity as proponents 'transparency' find themselves unable 

to beyond the superficial ""'''''Hl'-IU':> of barrier to deeper 

levels a 111111gn,ess to concomitant with initiation. 

a 'wisdom' seem to resist a 

up of their knowledge 

again that many of the seem 

to carry an wisdom which can only the individual, who, 

as places himlherself care and guidance a 

20 See David Lawrence how Lillian Silburn brought bits of her tantric 

of the Depths. 

21 It would seem that certain radical in new movements are either 

suspicious of traditions that do not conform with their vision of the Good (the Greek agathon), some 

charismatic Christians, for instance, or are searching for philosophies and/or that will 

their vision of the Good. Either way there is a menace of selective incorporation. 
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and is awe-fully prepared to accept consequences the discipline. 

u .. ''' ...... VH could a setting out on a journey of discovery, a commitment to a 

YYl:L'U"-'U psychic and so to an of a new "'<>,"c,",,", 

It is 

~H'VU'+'~, a point LA .. ,,,,, ... '" 

protagonists who too often one or the 

illustrated by a environment that assumes 

are not to so an 

individual who wears the spectacles avidya or 

of Other information can be found one of 

an ill-defined enigmatic 

the ; it is a to 

borrowing from cultures with regard to what are borrowing or how it 

is to be used Donaldson,l Rountree,2001, instances). It is this 

West that is to discussed in next 

section on the kw:ujalfnf and 

The cakras the West 

a of "H""'~U "A'"'''''''''' of system, 

one now to how it it has been, by 

spiritual practitioners and other nterested parties. could also how effective 

this incorporation Finally, anything been lost or gained in 

The first point is that the are generally with a 

tantric tradition, which, <>",,{'\,.,11 to Chintaharan Chakravarti (1930), has 
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roots, being seminal forms (generally 

as of the More cakra 

that found today of the 

CE was gradually various schools and over the 

centuries. it can be assumed the practices 

brought some over time, and that refinements of 

a value sustain over 
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now an by a '-'Ul .• ".UI.Jl people, mostly but not 

exclusively outside academe, who have a as 

reasons. By the same token, a broadening interest lead to a 

reading of more scholars kw:u;ialfnT. 

it would seem, at glance, appropriation is problematic. In the first 

a haphazard borrowing could amount to little 

enduring merit for seems to be a' culture of spirituality. in his 

.......... UH.~U, was sceptical about the ability of the mind to able to identifY 

effectively Eastern philosophy; with to spiritual development IS 

to have 

"Our lack direction borders on psychic anarchy" ... "There are many different kinds and 

often become by it, but it is essentially no had the 

necessary patience and it is not right for him." The more we yoga, the more we realize how far 

by this is of no real it is from us: a 

interest. 

and relatively fixed 

the incursions by the 

can only imitate it and what he 

and xxx, rf'<:"f'l'.1'i VI" 

would that the ""...", • ..., ... ,,;:, are 

would not necessarily the case truth. It is possible 

may be something new and value to brew; 

that the >LAV"',",' more ac(~eS:Sl to more people 

development. 

a 

even Western, matter of 

group, however, on or 

nteresteCl in the concept of embodied spirituality and seems to be 

incorporate some 

patriarchy, an 

attempted to 

/'fTvrr'" into world view combating 

that has some promise a relative functionality 

'A">"'TI~,.n terms, dip into some of th~ produced 

this reveals a pelrsonal1sea would contribute more 
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to than any enduring form 22 Having though, 

personal within this group that the 'urban may 

have some benefit. Thus this discourse to realm of 

it is 

New . One argument 

today has a to elevated of the 

laity to (after all, laity is the one area which many 

appear). such the popular theorist can seen to have a sway within 

in subtle ways more so the trained the 

at a of the movement. 

Issues associated with New theorists 

into the phenomenon of the New Age agree it is an 

amorphous, " ... extraordinary of ideas, a positive !erm~~nt beliefs 

obvious connection other."(Paul Peter 

23 There common which is 

to work - many 

22 made these points there is some wonderful scholarship from the West, a small 

selection is used here. A point must be though, that much of this is beyond the scope of 

of the laity, and, it might be said, of a not insignificant group of 'clerics' (pundits ~nd 

paradoxically, it seems those well-versed in the intricacies of ritual. More work 

needs to be done with this but there are indications that the 'clerics', especially those 

who work in the Western appear to be aligned with one or another an 

aug;nm.em that carries which stultifY research. 

23 Note that Wouter Hangraaf, ""'''JW''' Bochinger, out that there is less of a ITIt"lMPJTIPI1t 

and more of a syndrome: " .. observes (correctly) that the speech jargon ofthe 

"New Age" scene does not reflect a consistent intellectual he adds that his initial 

.. [was]. .. to investigate the processes which have led to the creation of the 'New Age" 

SIlYJlJrf.'YnP "(Hanegraaf, 1 emphasis in original). 
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Steyn,l Participants talk woman healing, healing, 

and so which has given rise to a methods for a sense of 

(ibid:286-293). through this enterprise is a premiss that 

[reflexology, visualised like] are 

all in the healing, true 

further spiritual are believed to 

added). This is where movement some promIse In 

the arena - their sensitivity to for transformation, accompanied by 

attempts to places them in what be a unique 

life. are not peculiar to Age. In 

with, African 

In terms to healing, are 

as these similarities and differences are, the question which remains unanswered is why 

these different movements should exhibit so many similarities. One has its in the 

Western esoteric tradition and the other is a hybrid with African traditional 

as its two constituent cornp<ments. With such divers it is remarkable that 

and Christianity 

show such 

close "(Steyn, I see also I 

analysis two one possible flaw apt)ea:rs 

that both cases the conditions for 'healing' are 

is little change to society-at-Iarge. By this is meant 

pa:rticipating individual to DeC:OITle passive, to 

'destiny': 

"Concomitantly the reintegration on terms dictated 

is not changed. It is thus clear that by individualising 

depoliticised."(Steyn, 1996:on1ine) 

says 

with in such a 

are also 

is a tendency 

ofa 

and therefore 
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Heelas .u""""~..., similar conclusions: 

"And instead of well-educated younger people to become leaders and so 

into positions where they can 

is ofa kind; a mere of 

make a the criticism is that their 

PynprlPM{,p "(Heelas:202) 

terms of African Churches one could offer a interpretation 

accusations; 

precisely to counter the helplessness 

population 

having resources for 

the 

developmental conditions ordain a 

for to the prophet/pastor is 

actors in the encourlteri~ct by 

frustration experienced as a 

a personal 

church. words, psychosocial 

than desirable psychospiritual space 

for individual are addressed some way by is African 

but, unfortunately, with a real of 

quietism from their approach to It seems a 

individual relation to environment, not, as many 

{""'I'''''' would on the environment in relation to the individuaL In other 

words, it seems that the individual is to accept his/her environment as a 

church. -<",""'LU,"" 1-'''''''''''''1''> through 

a perceived traditional 

'homeless mind' - from 

society] 

'conversion 

prone'... 143, interpolation added). Although to the 

African Initiated New 

Church. 

it is but a step to see a reference to 

Noteworthy though, is " 

of the poor ... " (Steyn, 1 

that in L'-'HUHJ'I<, to be VVJ,ll'\.''-'''''''U with lower ends 

place 

Initiated Churches cater to the 

a point that could be made is 

;-V"VIIVIU1'" strata 
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African uu ...... " ...... Churches are instrumental in a measure order 

within these of society. The healing the of the 

status can be seen to reducing of conflict political IS 

V""5""5 the individual into close proximity 

of OJ ... ", ....... " relationships (a rHL<ltUI:,;.rH-tf 

syndrome, as seen shortly). 

situation changes the New Age Practitioners and "mr,"nrr""rc in this 

sector cater to an " ... almost financially comfortable ... " 

socioeconomic (Steyn, 1 also Robert 1992). Now the 

are seems to be a In which 

a some to withdraw frorn own or 

into 'communities' oflike-minded OJ_'JI.H',"" others, a need to a to 

personal power, in a Nietzsche-ian sense. far there are possible 

the African Initiated Churches. But whereas it would seem that the latter cater 

to the nTI"(oPlnr and economic ......... LL .... ,' ..... Jlv"'" which engender impotence, 

to grow more out a reaction to _ ... _ .. ,-,_, more a 

to or be seen to contribute to 

24 to a common New aphorism, "all is as it 

should , and notes that " ... allows the individual to resign actively 

24 This can often be noted in the numbers who are seen to attend all manner of 

"'>lIVfJ", seminars, and other events, and interact very superficially with the others; ie. there does 

not appear to be any connection with the others. These appear, in fact, to live in a 

state withdrawal whilst exhibiting participation, an apparent OnIOICH!I(:a 

confusion. It is to note that increasing numbers of in the movement are showing 

reduced or guardedness when questioned on their belief 

a to exclude 'undesirable' elements from their although there could 

be a collective passivity, this is not the case at an individual level (own 

enquiry). 
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facing problems the world with·a clear ....... ""." .. ,"''' .. " (Steyn, 1994:31 

Heelas is a little more specific on motivation: 

1960s to about anew 

then, is that the 

helped fuel 1970s 

of 

that 

other that lies one cannot change at 

least one can ""'''''1','''' oneself." (Heelas: 1 

So it is to note indications that situation can also a 

quieting New Age phenomenon is the large 

nClreaSlTIlg numbers of men who are 

on participants. Noticeable 

women involved, as well as 

Issues, of the present, at 

women and other ..... "cn .. "'_ be a 

clue to 

for equality 

of peace-seeking v ........... """" behaviour, so UV.",,.'lH'-' ''',,'.'''''''T1n 

regards to '""v .... ","'..,"'. political parllCLpanOln. Also noticeable of the 

South Africa is a to 'responsibility' 

the-world to abstracted and universalised influences; such ill-defined attitudes as 

''''''1'.,,,,.,,,,,,, "u"u-"><o,' 'unconditional 'forgi veness' as 

'"'v •• u"' .... responsibility 25 The 

is captured by ~.L~."" • .., 

"A related reason, now in the words of Donald Stone (1976), is that 'Rather than direct action 

to the political structures or up an members of these 

groups seek to transcend the oppressiveness of culture transforming 

themselves as individuals. '" 

can further the ""L"" ....... 1 Such 

to another in one a possible 

It is worth noting that as New is not standardised this sort of comment can be 

challenged. One does, however, find a proclivity to accepting the deficiencies of the status 

quo whilst 'working from within.' 142). 
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spuming modernity on another a willingness to other 

of Being. dialogue a New author and one detractors 

could offered as an illustration 

Phil IS an ",,...,,'nT,,,... of the movement provides a mixed 

"' ... n"."..", ..... 1- _""_._ ... __ popular author, Caroline a 'medical . Mole 

contends Myss cannot be taken seriously as, " ... the 

of modem instruments ... ", there is no evidence to support 

sensitivity 

work 

(Mole:online). charge is as Myss asserts that the 

development 

medical . __ .. ~~.,." 

measurement, particularly so with 

to validate she claims to 

to the use 

intuitive 

~"'UV"'H"''' (Myss, 1 : 16-17, 1996: 10). argument 

abstract. to become a 

'intuitively' to find a", .. ",,, ... ,,,,, 

one hand, would 

and that 'energy' 

she is 

accessed 

to affordable instrumentation. On another to 

by Mole, 

studies' her books, 

au ... '..., .... 'Ju.u experience, as related 

would allow some merit to assertion. It is 

significant 

is 

it can 

little attempt 

lAVA."-lnH.lU trials) to opt,pr'>lTP some of AU<.tUv.u, In a sense, 

cost investigating 

that she is playing with 

paradigm is out of the reach of most, bu 

and naIvete. 

n""rt<l,~t issue raised Mole that can be directed at significant numbers 

of New and practitioners. Although the philosophies and 

techniques presented can said to (if one is to accept 

as on the to 

VAll"''''!','-' in a more investigation of their including perhaps ethical 

ramifications of being underwtitten so 
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questionable claims mqmry, see Heelas:208-9). There is a 

would contribute to a broader 

understanding pre:selltei1. Myss actually 

in some further down the road days of 

(1984), for HL"«U':"'''. Hay, >AIr"",",P book, You can heal your 

correlations between a 

The 

treatment nTTO .... ".,... form of affirmations 

followers, believes will either provide relief or But 

to ............ ,'"' these possibility following up on known 

to use the H1,",un .. '''' is regarded with disdain. and now 

1 """Vi " the possibility of scientific validation notions. 

seem to have in that and wholeheartedly but 

uncritically 26 

however, some to work more closely with the 

Df()!eSSIOn - "I cannot feeling medical will eventually become 

essential of health care teams, both this country around 

(Myss, 1996: 11, 8-9). But as there is little that she or her 

C Norman a medical practitioner, are dream 

(apart from organising costly workshops on how to realise an 

ability to decipher the symbolic of the 

Actually there is little new to this view on the use of affirmations for 
'philosophy' can be found in the of Franz Emmanuel ,,"Ui'prl,>n 

like William James 1992:online). Not forgetting, of course, the 

established religions. It would appear that 

post-modern society - a 

references to this history. 

lucrative 

was able to and extend them to cater for a 

it might be added. does not make any 

" 

a 
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is little to the ordinary client, let alone the sympathetic "''''''.11'' to understand 

process; it is possible healing is simply left to and replicate 

Fortunately for the client is white, middle upper-class well educated, 

a set possible open way for sort of self-indulgence; 

are also a set factors eliminate sections of uu ..... ,,""''' from any 

It is argued that in the of this mostly white and .LU .... UVUHL comfortable client, 

validation may not be already Age me!hodology, any 

an important factor, but in the of the sick and those caring for 

validation is essential 

this it said that 

a perpetuation 

of the 

improvement of technique. 

)Velnerlt. people like Judith, 

Sharamon Baginski, are delinquent not allowing less fortunate 

and vulnerable sectors of society access to their this 

discarding .... ao'VU.<4VJl .... scientific methodology in work and 

on or obfuscation that could contribute to a particular quietism of non-

confrontational -:,,,t',,,.,,,'tQl""'" 

Coming to 

seem to "' ...... v .. ,'" the 

experiential religion 

a little more than 

phenomenon in two coastal 

psychospiritual, at stake. 

of all movement could 

Steyn says " ... the this 

Weber and Troeltsch proposed that 

" (Steyn, 1996:online). Perhaps it could 

Age 

of women 

certain dynamics are involved, 

This has been on a participant observation basis for the past 8 years and will be 

reported in another forum. 
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I 
being to find to Lu«uUE,'" personal to the major ,",VJeAUJ'V 

in personal social life. Espousing or 'complementary' "."""''''u.''' as 

a healing thus spurning a perceived masculine-dominated medicine, 

IS one phenomenon. it can seen as a genuine attempt to 

principle of the person. From attempt to 

objections 

investigate any 

by Mole, 

is often met two common 

and "1-... ",,,,..,.. H."",U."'.H,, is '-'Vl'U-"'lH 

the patient's power to holistic medicine is and 

autonomy in the face of o.u"",-u'v..,.., " and" ... holistic .u"' ..... vu.'" has its own 

and standards, and not be subject to the appraisal afforded 

mallm;tream medicine." It would be that whilst 

disdain is a reasonable starting venture there does 

come a when culture and must meet a broader 

nae:rstlmamg may be syndrome shows 

becoming increasingly 

others, may, perhaps 

a way, it is possible that Hay, 

be contributing to a beginnings of a 

""'V''>''''F; the gap Age and more methodologies. 

when it comes to around the "n"po;,: propagated 

New theorists there is little indication as to have 

Examination of bibliographies in their a tendency to 

New Age writers who to similar, if not same writers in their 

text). Only 

literature. 

moment of an 

1 has no bibliography although she refers to 

AU""'"''''''"' some 

is some suggestion 

exclusive group, "f"n.""r,. 

to read outside 

own 

to 

at 
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The value of New Age movement 

Having some difficulties even the most svrnoatl1len of wills must 

are some movement 

in the light of a ,",~'A"bHVA" popular use of the 

system. 

Following the collapse of the mankind, 

to the 

of science as the 

atomic 1950s, as a response to 

vH'''l1''~,", 111 a 

movement to spiritual matters Hanegraaf, 

areas been in the form a religious 

can seen by the proliferation of Christian charismatic 

an 'Islamic' state, even a recent rise of a more hard-line Indian 

In other by a a Age movement 

nor has attJracteO some ", .. '",UtJlVl1 recent years. 

the movement is the perceived need for »""""HAio, generally of but 

this in the literature at 

Chrissie Steyn 

(Steyn, 1 

as intimacy 

It would appear, however, 

is directly related to a 

(or morality), 

In contrast to 

on "£"I"" .... 'HLA 

extended to the community and so the environment. 

effecti veness 

it may be 

may still 

counter-culture 

a higher profile 

claimed 'caring for 

are early days; 

to addressed 

New movement 

(or ethicality) contra 

is an important distinction in this context as will seen 

excesses of a 

movement seems to 

science, in terms 

more concerned 

SOlnejnO'N bringing a u(.u<tll\,,", which will counter an 'ecocide', as 
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of natural resources history Shermer 

mankind. of the ecocide is seen as being, amongst species, 

of the TPn'1,.Y.n children and the With this 

consciousness of .............. f; .... is to be one benefit 

Secondly, it would appear 

it is possible that an 

the activities of the 

some an .......... "J. 

appropriation 

mythopoiesis that purports to 

symbols (Donaldson:682), there is a 

some healing unfortunate to 

be involved. This myth-making is often involved at 

some areas, 

........ .,v .. v of the world. 

is both iconoclastic and 

woman-) 

degrees of intensity a 

that is gaining momentum 

Goddess movement 

'''''''''''''''6, for even to unseat ... u . .,"',,, ......... 

symbols, it is set on a course ofremythologising 

vV •• """'VU""",.,,, "(Lemieux, 1 While some are 

Western religions 

on " ... the slow 

Christ and Yahweh ... " (Naomi quoted in Lemieux:ibid), 

1"'IP1"I-I<l1"'" like are more interested ... "'"'''1' ..... ' ' ...... '6 existing 

within the field L"""H.U"'~, 111 a as to 

approaches to healing. A prevailing thrust ofthis is to circumvent a strict 

of a scientistic medicine is often implicated a promotion of and 

effect of this is that some 

like and homoeopathy, begun 

to on a new aura of of being to on 

fringes. A New philosophy seems to provided some these 

to begin to from having to their existence to 

in their own as a healing some kind. 

putting it does seem Age 
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29 

practitioners are to some extent D[c)aaenJlllg the individual vH'"'''''_''' of 

healing. Although at present 

groupings it is possible that 

activities are restricted to societal 

activities are uU~''''15 support ...... "' •• 15'" newer 

F''t1'F'I''r", are begitming to permeate 

to areas of society.28 Not a small of the promoted contain 

conceptions Indian ideation. It is 

Three presentations the cakras in New Age 

essence Age as a ph.enomenon is facilitating paradigm 

in the care Heelas 'self-spirituality,.29 many 

ways it seems to be an is shifts, as 

intuition is taken to be personalised, rather a nal:lOalzal:a i'>',-,,,",, .... ,,,.nn 

development. presentation cakras is one example 

appropriation cultural cultures 

by the nrnnnn of the New has come fire for an !'Int"l!'lr,F'nT lack of 

(see 2000; Donaldson, 1 Angelika 

1992) but it is the effects of appropriation that are to be '"'v ...... ,., ... "'. 

now. In next section will be in the light 

are being in the for 1UI. .... U111;;:. 

authors have chosen for discussion; the vB"'l"""" being on the 

In the Western of South Africa there are at least 7 general registered as 

doctors with the Medical and Dental Council, who regularly use homoeopathy and/or acupuncture. 

Some are even to and amongst other new therapies. 

It has been reported that clinical and counselling psychologists are suit. 

The term is .... t"'·"'ctm 

Heelas intends it, or 'do-it-yourself' 

of the Self, as 

a facet that is not uncommon in the New Age. 
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basis ease of availability books in 

with the cakra "'''<'Tatn in their own 

and university libraries. All 

of them, as will be seen, 

have definite views on cakras and are ,>.uvu\.,u 

Judith, Shalila Sharamon Bodo Baginski, and Myss. 

of some lines of thought from each author as reflected in 

is a brief 

books. 

come to 

(a) 

looking at 

and (b) 

.F>" ....... 'V. These 

charts that 

to make 

within the text across texts. 

Ul.:>t<Ullvv. Myss holds 

reading 

volume of 

how the details 

to some 

adrenals are cakra (Myss, 

1 see appendix 

mention 

rlnl'npl'p in the 

again. 

seemingly small point becomes problematic when one that Anodea 

U"'-'H"'-"'"'''' the adrenals 'glands' in of 'symbols and correspondences' 

the first " ... primarily with "(Judith, 1 

- some basic would allow 

between the ........ , " .. "'. oJ and the ffiUiUUriUf cakra; but, by 

anatomy shows the and miiltidhara cakra to be in 

same token, 

proximity so 

be is no small measure confusion 

matter, and answer to some 

to the author. It seem then that case the idea adding to 

is perhaps not important. One can hope that critical mass may playa part 

In short, there is 

consensus will be J.,",,,,,",U\..\.1 amongst the 

body of theory to pm,>yonp 

consulted that 

theorists 

and 

a 
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cakras, even in 

terms 

not serve any 

said this, one 

new approaches to 

forms, is not well-understood by the 

the understanding on to their readers. But then it does 

v,",".u,V'V'.u this point. 

remams - comments on 

life, and living. misappropriation 

be T1,,o'rY\"':>"'/1 as a use of an exotic set to better 

mythopoiesis 

the cakras 

a point or 

return again to thereof, ""~ ... ''"''"'.'''u context a 'hypnotised' mindset. 

comments, those of talks 

'hypnotised' by the kwu;lallnf, is often employed to a gap in 

consciousness for introduction of something new. In this case, hypnosis of 

West by an Other' could seen as enabling a permeation of reasonably 

attempts to DelleIlCl;al change. 

serves as a 

even 

an introduction 

Towards popular 

Taking note ofSharamon it is to 

discern a trend can give a Western employment of the ''''Lli''V'U of the cakras 

some credibility. This particular accords with a certain that runs 

the work and has JUdith, viz. The of the human 

a states towards some Being-ness beyond 

the present condition. In there is p_LU~tJ~ a correlation 

the hypothesis that Existence is a 

from the It is contended offers a 

through to a dominance of 

a return Tin>!"",',, this time 

of an '"',," ...... U' .. ""'·H 

from a 

adolescence, and 

with 
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another position, assumes a UV_UHJ'U;'UU -'--,"-<Olev'l"",", 

methodology some 

the author a similar r-""''''fW'Tl 

within' . 

To illustrate this a possibly synthesis of 

As with overvlew classical 

restricted to the as any 

must be seen to result an mdlltt(~re11t 

Hence, must on three 

which would remain on the periphery as only 

focus by a successful transmutation of the 

of 

authors is now discussed. 

of the tradition the 

of the 'energy' through 

capacity those 

regard for others 

'U.Fi'U'-'~ or potential brought 

diaphragm. use an 

education - without a solid, primary and sec:onaar education anything 

that is difficult. stage will be on general and the 

positively negative or enter the on 

The miiliidhiirii cakra : this cakra & aM'''':>':\'! ascribe a theme of 

"Primordial life p","' .. n-u and trust. Relationship to the earth and to the material 

Stability, power to They consider a 

"physical will to be" (ibid). Judith provides functions 

and corresponding verb of (Judith:60). Myss follows 

that mUliidhiirii corresponds to tribe' . says: 

principle' 

grounding 

with the 

"Archetypally the word tribe connotes group group force, group willpower, and group 

belief patterns ... The first chakra us. It is our connection to traditional familial beliefs that 

the formation of identity and a to a group in a geographic 

location." emphasis in 
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In this sense then it seems that a broad-based sense of within family 

community is a diffusion supports the child through 

vulnerable rudimentary »v,c1"a.'",,,,,,, to 

render a centre in Laing, the onto logically secure 

individual will be able to negotiate of Life It is a 

diffusion is to be and resolved by separation responsibility 

rU,lrl'LKU1' U (ego) of In the 

IS a mz,ltUI,UUu to become lost in the 

sviid41hiina cakra : 

"Primordial life of the II£U£UUf£U1 

person. 

flowing 

with life, sensuality, eroticism, creativity, awe, and enthusiasm", and a 

principle of """"""0:>1"."",, reproduction of (appendix 5); Judith with 

"",,","U'-', pleasure, sexuality, and a corresponding verb of 

feel" 112); Myss describes ,",vv'vU,,", cakra ....... vJiU .. ··U""', .. " .. 

" .... children start interacting with other children and adults, more independently of their parents and 

the home environment. .. energy shifts from tribal to other 

that satisfy personal physical needs." 1996: 129) 

cakra is a central point in this 

transition np'Uf~'p'n 

maIJipura with its sense of differentiation in 

is incomplete or In 

(or energy is deflected or dispersed) 

as it is argued it is a 

mUliidhiirii, 

journey 

levels are starved 

so lack a ,.."",.,h·".'; functionality; 

the 

behaviour that a more primitive or U\,I..l.:><;;;U bias with a 'primal', 

often individualistic worldview - put way, an inauthentic 

interface. It is argued a sexuality development that oro,mcltes 

flexibility along in 2 is the of 
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cakra. rigid identification with any to associated with closes 

or 'shape' ''''''''v'' and 

Now, as psychology has <""u,;U<, it appears that child begins to ne:rel)WUe own 

~_~,. ... ',.,~ as distinct from environmental factors; eroticism, sensuality, creativity 

, like 

cultural 

at brought to relationships. Unfortunately, the term 

on "<:I,'rr",,,, 

co:nniDl:aIlOins. So !V'U\.lUI". '",r'TA1'" above it that the 

and desire are on an ""5'_""""<.1. yet quite 

how fits in with fascination that 

Hinduism or UUI.l\,UH;:)IH 

The foundation a later sexual 

relationships in this cakra. 

it is 

development so 

entails a ..... ,o • ....,,o1tll of an 

of these women 

30 

an ascetic 

as it may the New 

Other, in 

is laid in an erotic 'joking' round of 

early stages 

unfolding of 

.,""""'-' .... ! experimentation; not to 

terrors of morality, especially that 'morality founded on a control of the 

body. interference with proper functioning this cakra 

""4JU. ..... llH5 created not III a ,-,V"'H!""" to syntonically n't",,.""I''t with the 

of the mullidhtirti either of two ~""Ua'~L~ there is a 

long-term dominance on physical se~:pn~SSLOn and its , promiscuity, 

any of its myriad or the a self-induced enforcement of ascetism, 

it alienative reaction to mores ofa 

One 25-year old female aspirant informed me that she was through a period 

a 

so as to, quote, "conserve seed" for her aspirations, There was no indication of what 'seed' 

meant away from the abstractions of her tp",'hprc 
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society. 

"'",,,, .. "'.,,,, to say, hypotheses are not part cakra; are simply 

ramifications that are read into during the n1'("('p,"", of this 

a the sViidi:$fhiina is held 

to the spiritual development individual, as moves towards 

differentiation from the cakra is not 

a waystation to surmounted on way to higher 

are addressed become part a continually armamentarium 

of experiential 'tools' that can be drawn on or refined in encounters. 

to growth area will entail a reduction 

fur oflnu>r~r'TI 

The ma1Jipura cakra : onto the third 

",,,",vu.,-, even more individualistic. uu.;, ...... u"' ... 

""""<£"''''',''' "Unfolding of personality. 

one finds that 

.1;'",5''''';'''''' bring an 

and 

being. and power, and abundance, wisdom 

to 

shaping 

out of " (appendix 5). Judith reduces this to will and with a 

corresponding verb (Judith, 1 nnJP"'~r brings this 

sums up '"" .. ",,,,JU.:>U'IJ of the cakras, thus: 

"It assists us further in the process of of forming a "self", ego, and 

separate from our inherited identity ... Where the first chakra resonates to group or tribal power, and 

where the second chakra resonates to the flow between self and the third chakra 

relates to our personal power in relation to the external world." (Myss, 1996: I emphasis 

ma1J,ipura can be seen as a culmination an individuation ..... "'"''''0 

onem 

from 

the individual differentiates environment, in the n1'I"'1""" 

In there a journey out a state of a J:jem{l~-m~ss of 
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HU.U""." relationships with 

"E>'.UU'H/,,;'" are in 

to the beginnings independent 

of being able to understand relationships. 

temporo-spatial 

(hopefully and 

barrier of 

able to understand 

diaphragm. 

to 

through 

With this the maSipura cakra TF'T'.T .. " ... n"" the level material It is 

culmination of the ahaAkara, the differentiation 

environment, which includes the 'tribe'. the normal course of many will 

judge to be of the Some branches of psychology 

psychotherapy even the notion that a successful detachment characterises 

psychological With may case, but 

concern here is those who are "'~,...¥"''' a to places outside of 

mQlJipura cakra, and, there concern the that this 

It is now that sec:uon of the characterised by the 

abdominal of the torso is but part a larger process, that is still more 

that can 

the 

Journey. 

rather than being the acme intra-personal work to 

actually represents the beginnIngs of an even more difficult part 

Symbolically, the U,,"".LVUL,.,U is by the diaphragm it and 

separates it the chest, which is numen. 

npT"'X1P,>n the cakras are not and the or 

for negotiating a V..,..,UL;::; of the diaphragmatic juncture is limited. 

diaphragmatic constriction : discussion is COIlcerm:a with the counter-

... LVU,",''''' in the of a through or flagrant materiality, 

'impediment of the diaphragm' is In a cakraic spiritual 
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image to psychological development. To help the impediment, it is 

worth noting anatomy of the It is a dome-shaped sheet of 

through there is but one allowing communication "F"U/F'pn 

abdomen. words, is one small circumscribed fJ""'"'''F;''' 

through wall that ..... "',,"' .. , .. .., thorax from of the of the 

abdomen. This 

childhood to adulthood 

progression 

adolescence Erikson's 1"ht>AT't'.t1 an 

aside, it can be noted in progression 

3: Diagram of the 
principle with 
indication of constriction at 
the waist. 

With respect to Albrecht DUrer 

could mean an 

undue reliance on 

hedonism 

three 

For moment it can be shown 

clinical population 

most is to be to mundane or 

maSipura a blockage mullidhlirli, restrained 

flow through cakras (it is 

configuration 

restriction is 

yantra 

former). is the use this Estern construction of the 

of 

that is both charting explaining a 

blockages to VV,",ll-U,.ll 

the case flow 

"TA'''-Pfl differentiation 'Ironment plus 

support (mUllidhlirli) with an ~~~u.~,~ ..... penchant for 

a knotted sVlidi$thlina) or even solipsism. 

PflJf"'"U'1 required personal is filtered the 

contractions or granthisation level below III 

acedia in present: thougl:l, being 

svadi~thlina can regarded as sexual only but not necessarily u,",,,,uu.,,-, 
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of "'''''''V'''L<.!.LJlVH with the 5".H .... UUJ the 

permeability/opacity, has a pivotal or even determining 

In The argument being is that even 

terms of 

.... ,,""'''''''''' on a polyvalent 

the maliidhiirii IS 

vital energies to flow, if the 

""",'.AU""""" as ill-conceived own-definitions of 

is still blocked by 

which oppose ",,,,,,.<,ron 

creating or U_~"~A"""I'> are 

It is argued possibility that an """AU''''''''''''''' this link of 

supports a sviidi$thiina of the and that of 

for rethinking and further investigating 

point that must as it has some 

Patafijali is that of a New 

an of gradual which can be 

line of the body from the pelvis to the 

the psychospiritual from the broad 

"'H'U1<.I."' .... of the individual. 

'""1""""'" (\7) to opposite, a 

"T,.!1ITpf1 is nexus. of the 

to be negotiated. Without the necessary 

task becomes a more than complex. 

of sexuality 

on discussion 

of the rnu"J"n<' 

illustrated by a!::.. the 

figure 3). is drawn to 

of the tribe to the narrow 

diaphragm the is 

or a u,"'."""" .... U.HF, 

malJipuraianiihata which 

of the reason for 

words, 

su~umlJii 

1S a 

an 

incomplete COllcentr:at1Cln 

exerts 

energy U.HU/LJrtU, which serves to clear the 

granthi in the maliidhiirii/sviidi~thiinalma1Jipura cakras (and +roor",,,,,,,,,, on that one 

aperture in the diaphragm), is a diffusion of energ1es, which, as 

been postulated is a less-than-spiritual behavioural as the person 

individualises. diaphragmatic 
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metaphysical aspects spirituality an 

......... 'UL'-' a between physical 

from a dominance of More 

the and the IS 

at transitional moment at the malJipuraiantihata junction. 

Above the diaphragm : contrast with malJipura aniihata cakra is on the 

of the diaphragm and is seen as introduction to a widening of personal 

vision, a broadening of consciousness to include others within personal 

sojourn through the three cakras involved a 

undifferentiated materiality to a differentiated self. passage across the 

that mcrenlenlau 

another C'T",·"", ... n point. 

IS sU(~ceSSI 

detachment from a broader 

en!;agement with a broadening spirituality (as 

It could as 

beginning a 

'"'5JHU1"5 of an 

next chapter, 

analogous Erikson's post-adolescent Intimacy in the Other is seen as a 

IS 

,.,."" ... "" ..... and not an object of self-gratification). In order to be able to transform from 

to it seem to be V<.4ALAY.LF,LJL>, to 

from enmeshed to distinguish between 

and prakrti (more of this in the '-'11'''1./"',",1 

complete the one .n"JLU,", 

order to 

material 

emcnrnerlt. Instead of 

able to re-«::ngage 

.... ,,,oJ .. ,.,,,,,,'" by now with PVlnpr'TPrlf'P or advantage 

'needing' an expensive car to establish now it is because one enjoys 

it - a but important difference. 

Summary: To round a 1"\1"n,roc>", transformation of the individual is 

depicted in figure 3 ie. the cakras materiality 
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influence of the or society on 

self .......... .. 

as a triangle in which 

as the individual to take more and more control of hislher 

configuration is a method for visualising 

the Self is now not some 

DOl]Iea within The value of 

manouevre is that a relatively can 

<AM""uc",,, fashion. and can share in a 

Conclusion 

topics, all taken 

Starting some 

of an Indian it was shown that it is to view 

as an emenation a Divine 'energy'. This topic is introduced as an 

1"1""''-1nr\1" to overcome an anthropomorphic view of popular in the 

classical One reason bringing this into is a 

a Western 

spirituality 

dualism; psychotherapy seen as one 

and effective source of CUA.,u., ... ,vuuv.,,,,,,,, in the West (a source that is being to 

cultures by Western 

...... "UM" spirit in the 

on~sente:a as a 

will be 

a 

promoting an 

into three ele:m(mts, 

context then participation 

no_,np,olO as an emanation the Divine) has 

as a panentheist construct 

next two v .. , .. .."',,,. 

model it was found that the Indian categorisation 

mind (manas), (buddhi), and 
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ofvv".",v'v",,,,,,.~,,,,,,. The on definite in the of the 

individual; for the moment is that of ego (aharhkara) which, as 

Dyczkowski includes a (in other a shadow) self (the 

is through and or 

avidya with the Again on content of next two 

chapters, in of a Sartre-ian consciousness of a ontological 

insecurity. hypothesis is that lower ego of aharhkara acts as a on progress 

with the next spiritual 

developmental step favour or profit some 

description. 

part discussion judged as too abstract necessary 

a less 

discussion 

model. The 

" ..... ~/'"'U.' .. ""L ...... ,-.. ... ,"'''''U-..1HI5 of 

emanatory initiative - the cakra moved on to an embodiment of 

developed principally within Indian tantric tradition which, 

does not seem to fit well 

the as those 

sharp critique the lack 

CT&>,'n&>'rc for cultural artifacts and their philosophical 

with the \AI """""''''r\ 

quoted 

'respect' 

are 

shown by 

Jung's comments 

Eastern mysticism seems to 

system, one of these 

It is argued, ... v· ...... '''. that 

mythopoietic evolution. 

the 

can be u'"',.H. .... ,'"'u 

the an aura 

water in 

artif~cts, 

the 

which 

point - that 

West, in the century, seems to be there is some 

evidence a mode that is appearing in its own right. It would appear that more and 

more PCT,prnprC are De~;mmnlg to view their spirituality in a abstract fashion. 
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can be seen by work of psychiatrists like Lee John Nelson, 

is some indication model is seriously by Western 

from is becoming to who 

are starting to In addition, Sharamon 

Judith, and are cakra new ways that doubtlessly 

a m that this new interpretation 

Western style is 'intuitive' or by 

in the Erikson. another is 

promises both functionality and understandability, and, furthermore, could have 

cross-cultural 'lUI.},",,_,aU'.}H;;) 

It is this last IS forward to next chapter to find how they rnprop with 

epigenetic principle of Erik Life Cycle. demonstrated will be 

the pivotal 

compulsion 

emanatory 

played by sexuality qua interpersonal dimensions in human 

the raIsmg 

of the cosmolO course, 

It is intended to to address a ,"'HJIUH.. that 

West. that with all that abounds 

a measure scholarship to able to ~.u"'~.u 

this is a return 

in most in 

it 

~UUI;;)U'lVl1 that are 

not abusive. It is repeatedly the investigations into the New 

phenomenon 

impressions 

much of that 

research. One 

makes 

is that there 

...... "', ... F-, on why it is people are so 

to empirically ground 

of 

++"'.'''''''+ and 

what '"'U<U''-'''5'"''' face them 'hodge-podg'icity is partly 

Judith's appendix 2). 

next work is to note the part by sexuality 
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Chapter 2 : Sexuality and the cakras 

Erikson's Life Cycle and bring the New Age formulation of the cakras to bear on 

his model. 

103 
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Chapter 3 

Erik Erikson, Sexuality, and the cakras 
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"It is often said in informal psychiatric shoptalk that there is a conspiracy of silence on two 

important facets of life in diagnostic interviewing and psychotherapy. They are not sex and 

body functions, which one could expect to remain veiled by a sense of privacy or modesty, but 

religion and money." (Malony & Spilka 1991: 119) 

Introduction 

Part of the impetus behind this investigation is a fascination at the ability of 

researchers, practitioners, and other writers to split life into compartments which are 

pronounced to be unrelated; it is an 'unrelatedness' that diminishes the value of the 

thing being compartmentalised. Child and developmental psychologist, Erik Erikson, 

is definite on this point: 

"Our thinking is dominated by this trichotomy [the disciplines of biology, psychology and the 

social sciences] because only through the inventive methodologies of these disciplines do we 

have knowledge at all. Unfortunately, however, this knowledge is tied to the conditions under 

which it was secured: the organism undergoing dissection or examination; the mind 

surrendered to experiment or interrogation; the social aggregates spread out on statistical 

tables. In all ofthese cases, then, a scientific discipline prejudiced the matter under observation 

by actively dissolving its tota/living situation in order to be able to make an isolated section of 

it amenable to a set of instruments or concepts."(Chi/dhood & Society (CS):36-7, quoted in 

Richard Stevens 1983: J J ; emphasis added) 

In the context of this reductive mode of scientific cognition, if it is true that there is a 

reluctance to engage with attitudes in religion and money, to section these issues to 

'appropriate' areas, then it can be said that two important areas of access to the 

sexuality of the patient/client are lost. 1 I have argued in preceding chapters that 

sexuality is (a) the positioning of the self along three dimensions - embodiment, 

cultural traits, and the ethical-moral or numinous - and (b) it concerns the erotic qua 

creativity. As such then individual attitudes towards religion and money are key 

research dimensions when locating an individual or community. In a sense then, the 

Both religion and finance can be seen to be integral to basic levels of psychic functioning. 

Levels of participation in religious and economic activities are to some extent coloured by levels of 

trust, will, competence and so on. It is said that they diminish when in proximity to integrity. I will be 

arguing that these religious and economic activities are linked with sexuality and so vital in the 

transformation exercise, if only as a hermeneutical key to the individual or community 
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or 

In 

and the cakras 

in a Freudian appreciation, life-affirming and expansive, 

as a result of therefore, can 

of positioning on 

of this there is, 

many a discourse. 

uvl.:>aC,lVli of belief (religion), 

(" .. VYYJnr,'u'o 

attitudes towards 

dimensions, 

concert with these renditions I that IS a 

and religiousness; a point ""T""r,,.t,,·rI by Malony & Spilka as 

a 

I 

coping devices, as, "Phobic reactions 

of at exposure to 

are Uv'~v"'''''U 

comes as a result 

I am as after some 

stronger the 

... u~u .... occur. "(ibid: 1 

the 

\<::,In('lr~Tllr interface "''''''''''';0'' 

material world', even 

religiousness 

extreme 

the 

106 

thanatotic 

money are 

of 

the stronger 

the lower the sense etc .. In other relationship 

sexuality and reduces the need for Needless to 

I'A~"""""TPlnT linking and spirituality negates a neat "'1'1"1'''''''' of 

questions concerns not so origin of the 
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rather what are the conditions that phobia (or withdrawal, or 

prevail in supporting 

situation, to consider 

lifeline to create an ~",L"""'''''''' 

in the present. It is a need to 

reactions to the catalysts 

is the 

ona 

of abusiveness or dependency or and 

so on. Rather than 

that caused the n1''''''''''1"'1 

es~;enuallSl route and search for 

Fromm and 

the 

a 

as complete a 

one which is often requisite 

a means; the understanding "' ... " .. "" ..... lS 

valences. 

I will maintain that this eXl0arlaea 

major 

Cycle is 

of view .that 

the syntonic or dystonic 

in Erikson's hypothesis 

the state of 

Cycle correlates with 

will show the cakras can 

transcendence. 

died in 1994, thus 

As 1 read Carl Rogers this 

like Erik Erikson, 

a picture as 

question. 2 Put 

and extra-personal, with 

the end, compartmentalisation 

understanding, but this is not an 

until re-placed into a context 

IS HH"_"~"H III 

I consider 

in personal development. I 

attract 

to 

concentrating on the first as a 

others. Then I will look at two 

concerns and 

time. Finally I will 

C,l''''F'lTl as a psychophysiological 

as a 

Working with Erik Homburger 

a window of opportunity for 

is he refers to as being 'client-centred'. 
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exploring views with him. means that we now have to through his 

various texts on secondary sources information on how saw sexuality 

Cycle. though, this is not so much an 

It is more an 

that will hypotheses 

With this in 

is a vital co]mr)Onlen establishing 

VIJ'vllJ:lJ"" a dialogue with personal it is more an exercise 

the ,,,,,"-'"1"'11 primary and secondary texts to explore the 

It is critical, , that the narrative 

seen earlier 

sexuality in 

against a 

on the New 

r'rttrVfJ<:' (and possibly of 

with Life Cycle is an ~a'~HA!tJ>~ of this danger). It is that this 

will seen to contribute to vIsIon. 

Biographical resume 

lV,",J"-lvUl career a 

with Anna Freud Although he a vv.""'''UJLF, 

was eventually accepted as a member into International 

Vienna. 3 In 1 his wife, Joan, to leave an 

was that was 

circles attached to Harvard and Yale. t'YIr,,,",,,, to California in 1 

of the '40's was a professor at University of still 

without any formal (Maier: 16; Stevens 1 

refusing to sign anti-communist loyalty California to return to 

Erikson had 
undergoing analysis. 

been an art teacher for chi Idren of parents who were in 
this he was drawn into the Freud circle during his 
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the East himself immersed in a broad set 

time he had contacts a range of people like 

109 

During this 

Konrad Lorenz 

and Julian Margaret Mead, Ruth tiateson, like 

Henry Murray 

widened to HlvIU\.. • .., 

Maier puts it, 

social 

the US at 

psycho-social 

scientific delimitation 

inclusiveness. a 

Coles:33) 

philosophical and 

to a" ... 

:6). The peculiarly 

move from a Freudian 

as 

developmental and 

cultural climate of 

to a broader 

is that Erikson was rarely ror"" ... Tr\rT<:l with a 

background predicated a ""1'.1"1"'1.'1"11" 

and isolating he r'lr,"tp1'rprl 

and constructing; ultimately, a to see what is to a to see 

what can be done 

It seems Erikson the field of was an 

needed to at 

though, that once 

forward the 

stumbled into it, so to speak, a case 

to have simply drifted into 

it was found that he had certain qualities 

to come. 

Erikson and a h .. l .... ,nt-h.'''' on 

~L"AV~."'U he regarded as an 'father' was not 

In 

developmental 

IS out, for instance, by 

adult years. Then again, a 

to work, he also ",,,C.T,,,,.,,,,,,.., to move a less-restricted space 

Note that the West Coast lost the 
reason. The McCarthy-ism of the early 1 in general, can be In 

It is 

Eriksonian 'psychosexual' terms as a to unresolved childhood tensions which colour 
adult worldviews, a point that still demands attention. 
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a classical the time. He instance, to the 

'phallicism' as ' , thus, as Hettie v~u,uuv, allowing 

female genital ~v",~,,",.lr"'T1/Yn" to play an 

developing 

"When it comes to Freud's postulation of an oral 

"incorporative"; instead of anality Erikson mlt,,"'lTlnp~ 

"initiative" and It" can encompass the Oedipus 

subtlety and 

Erikson would substitute 

lTr.'"'''''I'', and conflicts over 

of 

Erikson therefore of 

1]0 

having restated Freud's of infantile his psychosocial terms Erikson 

hopes to have humanised the so-called biologism of much Freudian theory. 

It is not case Erikson psychosexuality; it is 

<'<1'-11,-'_", thus creating a broader more Erikson environmental 

understanding of the of sexuality.5 paradoxes of 

is that whilst HLLUHLLU,HU"!5 much of Freudian nomenclatlLlI thus seeming to 

hold a classical I1p,,.,,,,rtpl1 from classical 

'id' the 'ego' 

" collaborators and Rudolf 

(Zock:52, also :9111). 

is an important deflection as it allows, amongst other ...... r-,'~, for a progressional 

to 

mature 

of the to 

in the young mind 

between an 

on the 

dimension with 

without 

(1 

of the 

point that is taken 

and sexuality. 

of the 

took 

one hand, and 

identifying an 

own work with albeit not as extensive as Freud or indicates the 
on the of children in their attitudes to their ergo 
further if Freud was right about 

the Castration there is a note that the young of today is of her vulva and 
(to be 'like Mommy') as a normal and positive part of 

hence it seems the terms of the castration complex do not of pertain any more, 
where the modern girl places herself on the embodiment continuum in terms of cultural traits is 

an issue that bears further investigation. 
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"U11''''Y\I'1'> Kohlberg, would later on this same when with 

Erikson, superego IS u' .... ,,'"-· .... a normal reaction to development 

to move from terror of the meret;[o to 

From point of view healthy In?rp(1,n dominance is 

6 to a more mature UU"Hl<Hh)'-'U 

broadening is reflected 

In concerns pathological derivations of 

behaviour (a variety superego approach) to and intentional 

of an ethical 

Responsibility 114) 7 

(Zock:28). In to 

Insight and 

~~'V~'U" more 

to identity the "''''"nv,''' 

concept identity and the 

unusual tack the rr.lco,...,>r.T in terms of cultures, including 

this sense he was 

to ofa 

of the 

concern for broader the question of sexuality is not lost, it is simply 

1 .. 1!~<v'vU into a broader context moment. 

Unfortunately, s style who are 

I will argue later that this has the effect of an inordinate tension in the individual 
between who s/he is and who would like him/her to be, This tension needs to be 

(the in adolescence and early adulthood if the individual is to 
progress towards and wisdom later. This is made in contradistinction to the 'self' 
which we saw in the discussion on ahwhkara can become aharhkilra or misdirected ego activity. 

Stevens maintains that Erikson was" ... firmly opposed to the of - 'the 
habitual effort to find "causes" of a man's whole in his childhood conflicts'. He talks of 
the 'genetic' of psycho-analysis as the 'curse' which too often 'leads us to reconstruct a 
child's development as ifit were nothing but the of his virtues or vices."(Stevens 
1983: OJ) 
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to deny the central place of sexuality in individual and community affairs, the 

opportunity to continue with the denial. In itself this is not problematic as the broader 

issues must be discussed. I argue, though, that working in a way that excludes 

sexuality leaves too many questions unanswered, and so this facet of life must be 

again brought to the fore. 

Sexuality in the Life Cycle 

Erikson's project of expansion first appeared in a coherent form in his extremely 

popular book, Childhood and Society, in a diagram simply entitled 'Figure T 

(CS:234). The chart, which later became known as the epigenetic diagram, 

encapsulated his early work and became the basis, with additions over time, for much 

of his later work. The diagram is made up of eight segments each signifying a 

particular stage or 'crisis' through which an individual metaphorically must pass on 

the way to maturity. Note that this does not imply passage in time into physical 

maturity and genitality. It is a psychological maturity that is insinuated. Although the 

first four of the eight stages mirror much of Freudian theory, material gleaned from 

forays into areas such as cultural anthropology provided a wider developmental scope 

than psychoanalysis was able to permit at that time. In the following outline of the 

stages I wish to show that (a) the major focus of any developmental formulation must 

be on the early phases as the outcomes, be they syntonic or dystonic, continue to 

manifest in later life, and (b) sexuality in some form or another is inherent in all the 

phases. 8 With this in mind, the first five stages of the Life Cycle will now be briefly 

It could be argued that it is not possible for the neonate or infant to be included in the 
category of sexual being as this impl ies sexual expression (sexpression). I have argued in chapter 2, 
however, that this last is only one part of the equation. The fact that caregivers respond in certain 

ways to the sex of the neonate is already part of the new person's sexuality (along, say, the cultural 
dimension). Although empirical evidence is lacking there is enough anecdotal demonstration to 
suggest that even the foetus incorporates attitudinal and verbal cues from caregivers. This cou Id be a 
factor today as more and more parents are resorting to ante-natal sonar scanning in which the sex of 
the foetus is noted and parental attitudes are subsequently shaped by this information at the early stage 

of child development. 
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the Being/Existence 

Stage 1 : 

restricted to 

breastfeeding 

ie. it is a 

enclosure 

cultural. 

Mistrust. This is the first 

birth to about twelve months. It covers 

traditionally is 

of 

toilet training, weaning, 

dependency and opportunity 

work 

demonstrations 

(CS:221, 

constantly fluctuating 

differentiation (ahamkara) 

the external 

"The infant's first social 

sight without undue 

well as an outer 

" ... forms the 

sense of being 

one will become. 1 ) 

enclosure 

factors is m 

" ... absolute quantities 

on the quality of the maternal 

thus, begins a life-long 

and outer forces, the 

from internal states 

there are rudimentary pf()cess(~s 

is his willingness to 

uv\.,('u.t,),", she has an 

negotiation of 

identity which will later 

of becoming what 

of 

" 

and 

out 

as 

a 

trust 

A of this baseline is addressed by covers the polemic 

the quality of which 

or a healthy trust development. 

interactions so Erikson proposes 

prohibitions (against nipple 

reDlres:ent to child a deep, an 

lack or loss of societal 

it is the of existential 

in varying "'''',." .. '''", 

in many 

n~:l1'pn't<;: must need work 

must ... be able to 

that there is a meaning to 

not from frustrations, but 

"(CS:222) As I read 

and an inherent 
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meaning which results in a frustration that belies well-being; it is the non-resolution, 

or continued existence of incoherence that is the root of many later psychospiritual 

dysfunctions. 

Frustration is tied in with the' to get' of this stage, a to-get that is a subtle change in 

circumstances from the intra-uterine situation where there was also a getting but then 

in a utopian state of symbiosis. Now that the neonate/infant is extra-uterine s/he 

needs to learn to get in the form of receiving and accepting (Identity: Youth & Crisis 

(IYC):99), a somewhat different modality. Now there is an interaction of mutuality or 

conflict. Erikson notes: 

"The groping and unstable newborn's organism learns this modality only as he learns to 

regulate his readiness to "get" with the methods of a mother who, in turn, will permit him to 

co-ordinate his means of getting as she develops and co-ordinates her means of giving. But in 

getting what is given, and in learning to get somebody to do for him what he wishes to have 

done, the baby also develops the necessary groundwork "to get to be" the giver - that is, to 

identify with her and eventually to become a giving person."(JYC:99, emphases added) 

If it can be held that the acts of giving and getting9 are creative (the constructive 

transfer of energy) and that giving and getting are also erotic acts (Fromm's giving 

and getting of sexual fulfilment is a metaphor for a wider application) then it stands 

to reason that the interaction between the mother and neonate is also a sexual act for 

both parties (some would say that the quality of body-stroking in adult sexual 
c 

foreplay is shaped in part by the quality of body stroking by parents). 10 This line of 

reasoning then leads us to beginning a perception of a centrality of sexuality in both 

the creation of the child (conception), and in the quality of the care of the neonate as 

a future sexual being with his/her own sense of sexuality. 

Hence, with an assumed total reliance on caregivers and their prejudices, there are 

I am reading Erikson's 'getting' in the same vein as Fromm's 'receiving' (see Fromm 

1985:26 for the sexual postulate). 

10 Note that the hormone, oxytocin, that is given off by the anterior pituitary gland to allow 
flow of breast milk also causes contractions of the uterus, an effect that many lactating women equate 

with orgasm. 
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of calm 

expressed in the 

waters I would propose 

'''' .... ,<".IU or sexuality of the 

later. For the moment I would to concentrate on the 

at this level is not only a mistrust of world but that of 

as a 

"To the newborn, the outer world with its infinite stimuli can be 

of which the sensations from its own body are a 

but a a chaos 

as 

a .if now the child experiences a severe shock in this 

boundaries remain 

,,"'.'"<>''''''''' as inner 

vague and uncertain, Stimuli from the outer world may then be 

may be as 

the environment are 

a new locomotive ability which 

Stage 2 : Autonomy vs. and Doubt. This next stage 

" ... experimentation two simultaneous sets of social modalities: on 

letting go."(CS the infant was concerned with u~.~ .. ,'''' 

to breast. The holding on was an reaction to the sequence 

dependent in so to 

there is a body 0-"'''''0 it comes the ability to 

of the if Mom disappears, 

crawling some measure trying to find her). Additionally, 

the the environment in many ways, 

a shift in focus from rights to caregiver to letting go 

IS 

while exploring. Erikson is also a heightening awareness soma 

as distinct from environment, a 

exploration. Finally, now is 

neglected during 

intimacy which may 

databank of impressions.(IYC:lOl) 

in the impetus 

the mother starts to withdraw 

neonate. Such pursuits IH'-"1<I\'l'-' 

some child to a 
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by the is not a the The just 

mentioned are continually emerging as to 

discover environment. and 

and at new attitudes C01TInetemcles are 

"''''<'''''11,,;1 and n<>l""".t", continually 

construct, ae(;onstrl 

In caregiverls are crucial 

allowing child to between a positivity and freedom 

exploration or a retreat into previous needs for This is a stage of 

control at the rudiments of discrimination between alternatives: stage, 

therefore, must be firmly rmne~;s must protect him against 

potential inability to hold 

on to however, 

111 and doubt, neuroses particularly of 

applies psychoanalytical outcomes to 

shame are vital • .H<.<HUJlUF, the unfortunate vU,,",,, __ ,, that 

are more an 

The infant is trying to an interface between 

....... "" H'-'''''-' and , and I 

will argue this terminological rWi,t",rpr,r' or 

prohibitions are '-'''''~'-''''H u~,."'~,~ existence to the 

of the will seen in the next 

is to emerge a sense of able to discern to 

hold on when to and to able to do so with safety to be able to make 

II Excessive control can also be manifested in parental insecurities which a constant 
need to have the child close a constant need to have the child clean and and so on. In 
other parental insecurities are onto the child to the detriment of the latter. 
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that with certainty,I2 of letting of course, concerns to 

a parent with the there is another introduction to 

the although parental intimacy is 

the of parental bed on 

allows exploration to the U","I,UU''''"' 
13 the 'I"'I"'""'ntc 

course, this is part and parcel 

Stage 3 : Initiative vs. Guilt. Eventually the begins to move n""fl"\r.r< mere 

starts to act with 

indication In influenced 

by the refers to sexuality as :224) 

and states that: 

"Infantile sexuality and incest castration complex and superego all unite here to 

about that specifically human crisis which the child must turn from an exclusive, pre-

attachment to his to the slow process of a a carrier of 
tradition ... The instinct fi-agments which before had enhanced the growth of his infantile body 

and mind now become divided into an infantile set which the exuberance of 

growth and a parental set which supports and increases self-

" (CS:225, emphasis added) 

This Freudian terminology not detract 

quote, is to reflect a state 

impetus. Erikson, in the 

phrase 'instinct 

the 

the and to as 

psychosocial (it is, however, preferred to translate' 

12 One female tendencies with one rather 
'habit' of being flatulent at . Discussions with the mother indicated 
a in the of the to admonish the child rather than the behaviour. 
when the girl transgressed the parents explained that the was offensive to 
child was loved. There was a drop in incidence of the behaviour and a week later it happened 
upon which she immediately informed the parents that she was loved but could not stand the 
smell and there was no further 

Not allowed on occasion to share the 
secretive intimacy; as an attempt to continue intimacy to the exclusion of 
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, infantile/parental into 'Being' and 'existential' ""'",,,,or,t. Now is 

an of of worldly participation into 

neonate at 14 

The soul to begin to make sense his 

out 

one IS of being 

developing a sense guilt. This merely vA"''-',",' the 

under Autonomy child more 

matters of with an """"A""", loss self. 

4 : Industry vs. Inferiority. With rapidly locomotor 

especially with use of hand/eye coordination, life task on a flavour 

, the IS the work 

going to some to ,",U!UH..t'CV them. In terms childhood sexuality now 

psychologically already a rudimentary parent, can become a biological 

to be a worker and provider. 

"He has mastered the ambulatory field and the organ 

" ... he now learns to win by 

It is important, in my to note that III 

'apprenticeship' so to 

the material world learning to but 

basic skills or socialisation. It has a Journey 

14 This 'cosmic In 1959 in and the and I would hold 
that this is a clue to Erikson's progression towards a recognition of numinous factors extant in the 
individual. In other words, the child is not set adrift into a turbulent in a state of tabula 
rasa but does seem to have some form hence the 'cosmic' ofILe and 
later and a popular concept within the ranks psychology, and the New 
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emulation of good those It has an emulation 

of experiments) who is 

ego boundaries include tools skills: work 

principle ... teaches him pleasure of work completion by 

"(CS:227, emj::lnas] 

Work is now generally purposeful towards of work 

to gel. exuberance that went just-doing as an infant can now to 

IS a tendency to work for of the intrinsic 

VA~'~"~H of that experiencing a 

knowledge that are still but 

are now becoming 

societal on the boundaries 

addition to becoming 

outcome to a 

period 

ntprnrif"t as a 

which are simply r.:tI'V·"''-'Tt>,.., as 

hislher is a fundamental 

at most times. 

been a COJnct:~ne:a 

to firm 

existenti al 

behaviours in 

calls 

physical 

is a particular 

area 

to 

explained by in part the 

ability to reason with .. un_~"'H 

to observe 

the 

individually build on 

to the 

myth that' I come 

mummy's tummy' therefore there is fundamental functional that is 

accepted the as a but, ..... ''' .. CH'~ facet 

life. 
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"I f not provoked into manifestation by Iy seductive or 
and threats of "cutting it off' or special customs such as sex play in 

groups of children, it [phallic stage of infanti Ie sexual is to lead to no more than a 

which soon become frightening and pointless 

and added) 

Whilst today with an open 

repressing or her llUUU"ll'-' sexuality it is the '-'lULll""'" in the quotation IS 

stern 

Three 

Erikson coming to this for when states 

"The child thus the prerequisites for masculine or feminine initiative above all, 
some sexual which will become essential in the and nPIT"tmp 

of future identity. 118) 

that ~UHY.UVVY. as a period preparation the 

ahead propagation of With thought a 

....... uuF> with to the 

"Naturally, the parental set is at first hand infantile in nature: the fact that human conscience 

remains partially infantile throughout life is the core of human tragedy. For the superego of the 

child can be and uncompromising, as may be observed in instances where 

children overcontrol and overconstrict themselves to the point of where 

develop an over-obedience more literal than the one the parent wished to exact; or where they 
develop and resentments because the themselves do not seem 

to live up to the new conscience which have installed in the child."(CS 

quotation is a theme 

I would 

for dormancy is now as children are exposed to more and 
, 

U"I,,-F-.'""" in the ll.1 •• Ul'o.<. would 

now continue late childhood. By 

UU.""'~U"'~>J are infantile it is a to 

continued deVelopment parental set the latency classical 

is a the it seems 

Erikson is a worse-case scenario " 

remains partially infantile throughout .. ". This nature of "VU':>''-''.,H'-'''' is 
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actually more common as many attest. This <opr,c,nn 

IS eteTeIlce to the partially-infantile nature 

another name for the IS a 

Death imposition on the the 

case one 

the imposition and the 

It is H"~UU""'U 

is just one area conSCIence 

development. I would that 

many children have a natural gender, 

is often by 

Being this the child is at odds .... AT'''''''''>" 

to him or and following the 

Birth by Erikson, inconsistent) 
Figure 1 : Schematic representation of 

between & Perhaps the 
the Life 

process I-I".u"., ... ,.u'" stages can 

which IS a state 

the neonate until 

mode is whole that can read 

" ... it is necessary to differentiate between identity and ego identity ... 

then, in its subjective is the awareness of the fact that there is a self-sameness and 

to the methods, the 's and that this 

coincides with the sameness and continuity of one's meaning for significant others in the 

immediate (lYC:50, his ",mnn;., 

It is this fit "'Plcnr~""n society or existential [NOD] and 

individual (ego [NOD] .'-1.'-''''''' that is through to 

the next stage which is ushered in puberty arrival sex 
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Summary of the 

the world in a state of 

for a view 

This, 

IS '-'''"f.lH.'',HHU),; 

comparable with that 

agaIn IS 

environment. 

and the cakras 

four stages: It is 

a 

to assume that 

so to 

childhood is to start from a point 

till the a broad 

neonate In 

old 

that can be equated with the now 

122 

part a Divine) is set 

been made 

to terms of 

in the child In many may be 

(an almost cyclical feel). Attempts to 

psychoanalysts (such as but once 

valences from the 

one IS to that is more to it is possible to 

note potential that 

but 

that 

one to the 

negotiate 

as a 

mindlbody dichotomy is not so a serlSOI'V 

from a as a to a 

world, a self-of-the-world. It is movement from 

A~U~U".V of the four being to 

such a way as to be able to 

Once, however, an externalised or is 

lenlatE:a from 

the imbalance towards 

psychopathologies 

constant 

a 

to maintain a 

is 

significant 

""",',VAJ"'-',, a with a concomitant 

vH\JV"" .. in searching 

is that 

(with, 

able to allow 

of 

with 

of 

and 

Erikson talks a technological In 

to my healthy of 
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sexuality is central to development. now to 

by producing " IYC:124) is tempered 

"It is as society 

knows now he is psychologically already a rudimentary to 

a biological parent" something of a worker and UVI<,",U'LHM 

123-4). the 

goal the 

It is 

skills for the 

apprenticeship. 

four 

as it's 

to a 

of childhood are (a) the acquisition of 

body which is designed to propagate 

care 

not 

species, and (b) to do this a that IS 

With the of secondary sex 

the individual begins to a 

can to 

a 

it can seen way 

the apprenticeship is over and now 

of journeyman/woman. In this 

to masters and 

apprentices 

Slhe can, course, "TTt>1'Y\, .. 1-

we may put it this way, must be ele:gatea to the status 

of 'backyard mechanic' . 

Stage 5 : Identity vs. Role diffusion. 

Now the of, on 

that is 

changes 111 new 

the potential biological 

mate for this 

parenthood, being 111 (b) the 

a position to able to care for the future pressures now being 

pv,>,.t,,·rt on the are such " ... samenesses and relied on 
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are IYC:128Y5 to as 

not 

as much of the world in and is questioned, and the 

a psychedelic theatre of new 

which is the call for a comfortable amalgam 

is unavoidable at a time of life when the body changes its 

floods body and imagination with all manner of 

with the other sex approaches and is, on occasion, forced on the 

young person, and when the immediate future confronts one with too many conflicting 

and choices, I added) 

to the psychic pandemonium that is adolescence, Of 

to be resolved are both rooted in the 

In the chart below the adolescent lessons are 

to illustrate this point (see Appendix 5) 

A dolescent lessons Epigenetic Polarities 

vs, Time confusion Trust V5, Mistrust 

vs, Self-consciousness 2 vs, Shame & doubt 

Role "'1"1""111'" vs, Role confusion 3 Initiative vs, Guilt 

Work 4 vs, 

IDENTITY VS, IDENTITY CONFUSION 

Sexual vs, bisexual eonfusion 6 vs, Isolation 

Leader- & vs, confusion 7 

Ideological commitment vs, Confusion of values 8 

The point to 

slhe is not 

is 

more 

where 

many areas assumed 

15 It is reiterated that the situation of the homosexual needs consideration, 
especially with to the and The adoption of children by 
lesbian and gay is an issue in the courts of many countries, including 
South Africa, 
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"In their search for a new sense of continuity and sameness, adolescents have to 

of the battles of earlier years, even though to do so they must appoint 

125 

people to the roles of and are ever ready to install lasting idols 

and ideals as of a final "(CS:261 ) 

re-examining 

of for the It is hypothetically a 

a for a 

common fruitful It is a locus 

can lose without' face,' so to Carl notes: 

"We are all familiar with the source of the problems which arise in the of youth. For 

most people it is the demands of life which harshly put an end to the dream of childhood .. If 

he to illusions that contradict reality, then will arise."(Jung: 1 

Clinging to illusions would .. , .... ,,, .... ,,,, a 

construct a 

importance resolution 

10 adolescent 

UH .. "''''\..U. towards the crisis 

relief in, or that life improve 

which could 

the future. 

stages is on the 

chart above) in one way or another 

up till now 

point 

notes this 

been 

"In their search for a new sense of continuity and sameness, which must now include sexual 

some adolescents have to come to 

can instal] lasting idols and ideals as 

Staying with the theme of maturity 

with crises of earlier years before 

ofa final identity." 128) 

mentioned, the ideal, "To a 

love is an attempt to of one's 

ego by seeing it thus 

reflected way to attempt to sense 

to ~""IJ"~u equally to childhood 

adolescent who 

reflections the earlier comments frustration) childhood can a 

I will that therapy, general, Pataftj ali , will 
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the there are few who are able to successfully traverse the 

course through adolescence, so the in developing a or 

discipline is to assume this is commence a from 

Whilst this can interpreted as 

when is of the 

these thoughts I 

attempting to embody 

is 

now turn to two 

I would it is only 

achieved. 

bear 

with the r/Tur"" 

concerns with existential can be to 

a mind this is 

synonymous with ethicality-morality continuum for then 

to explore notion of emanation from Divine hypothesis presented chapter 3 

111 terms. will lay groundwork for a marriage 

cakras. 

early 

(Maslow and 

layout point 

it is 

the moment. I now move to 

concerns and find 

concerns 

to "'AU""" the 

- Integrity) can 

somewhat argument 

his "H.,U~"UO for concrete 

notions 

from (particularly Ch3 

was drawn to the of the Zock that mode 

was one of against 

" ... the tr",t>m,F'nt:"hrm of real ity the between 

materialistic and deterministic of man ... Reality ... cannot be 

system, working with abstract notions, from cause-effect 

human existence cannot be understood analogy with an object as is the case in the natural 

sciences. - note the quote of Erikson at the of this 
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Later her discussion Man (ChA, 

lock investigation 

Luther a clear distinction between the v""j'':>C\.,H psychosocial 

were at play Luther's Man Luther] 

he both and 1'\("'1''''1"\ first 

uses terms like and 'soul', second, terms 'mind' 

and ."(lock:68, By existential, on 

the finitude human existence redemption 69, 

Here is 

that psychosocial 

IS " 

that existential concerns are best allocated to " ... can 

'heal' sense of 

redemption actually 

nonetheless, argued 

finitude and 

than possible in this It 

that detaching psychotherapy from both 

It is ensues a distinction 

between the of 

two, 111 I would hold 

as separated as lock would as they are 

and 1t'H,Pr_,(1pr,pn when wither, 

vitality. 

To dig a deeper into existentialist field, in her Jean-Paul 

Warnock "',,"LIlaH 

" ... nothingness was a kind of gap or separation which lay between a man and the or 

rather between a man's consciousness and the world of which he was conscious. The second 

sense of "Nothingness" was that almost of "futility", of the and of 

J~ It must be borne in mind that Hettie Zock is concerned with Erikson's contributions to the 
psychology of which could, 1 would argue, tend to overlook or a psychology of 

ity which is my thesis. 
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in the world. Without an awareness of in this sense, a man could not 

to move from inauthentic to authentic existence."(Warnock:93) 

this it can be postulated that, with 

world (note short on attachment in the previous "1H"I-'"';"" 

which will be in the next) (and our) 

1"\""'Hl~''''n consciousness (which, I contend, can be 

the one IS VVA",VJlV can be 

awareness which nr()mme 

thirdly, 

redemption (of, that 

by 'gap'). reformulate, the structure 

interdependence which is dichotomised by an 

a can be an 

by an 

interaction broken 

a functional 

usually, on the latter, 

along 

towards way, a is created which promotes an 

inauthentic "'f\.'0"~U'/'" authenticity ..:>U::.HAJU"".UU interaction ,",p,'""',,,n 

the two. dystonic nrp'''p", and V":>!JV,",' of a syntonic 

creates a for "'f'"uU'U/5 authenticity. IS 

He states that it is not the resolution that is 

but a 'middle path' with enough to provide a UU1Ull'_'"'U 

,...._,." ... ,.., that the quality functionality world. I would corltertCl that he is 

between and objects of which IS vV''''' ... ·AV'.'' 

that is being is only with from 

both poles in reaSOIlaD Equally, without such tension awareness is 

In the end, it is 

Rather than 

argued for a subtle shift in 

an 

ho.'",,<>on the two 

matter is that movement along the spectrum towards 

ease, even ,,,-,_'''',,,",_ in a psychospiritual state as a 

to Put without a 

of the term, 

it mean a lack 

upshot of 

polarity creates an un

qua lack of function-

between walls a 
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Returning to splitting of psychotherapy and '"''''''-'VJ'', If we were to 

it could found that an un-ease, or of 

a in which is 

back into this is a return to a call for 

therapy, or 

another tack, there is from Zock in her on existence as 

anummous the psychosociality It does seem that, as with 

she too is 

"The Tillichian idea of as a continuous of in is 

reflected in Erikson's idea that in each a celiain positive ration of a basic polarity must 

be acquired,"(Zock:67) 

Richard on ",nr>Tn'>T hand, casts another the at each 

qualities which .... ""'u'n.""' strength m 

"".:nJvvC;:) of inner and the person's relationship the social 

world. q.JU'''''H'' added), It could read that is a dialectical 

and others) 

in a gradual subsuming 

m 

adolescence and adulthood if intimacy is to 

to as a IS 

a new generation. "rconr,.., is achieved 

and enjoyed when the crests 

JOY 

m .. " to - removal as Existence 
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world with as a y>>>,.CAn 

to the questions finitude and IS 

from existence-in-the-world to (or, more '-'fJ'","'UHA.,H a relation 

the two) two can be opened. Firstly, the Cartesian dichotomy 

npruIP"" psychotherapy IS 

intervention, and boundaries can become 

as both are capable 

blurred or permeable as a 

further shift can be effected away as an exclusive a combination 

of a psycho-spirituality, or 

Crucial is Zock, out the objective is to 

than psychopathology 

(Zock:50). Secondly, Tillich's an 

perception a nrYrpl1,n pathology, HAU',-,"'''AI', to 

'not being a dysfunctionality npn'>lPF'" Being and .L.J'~A'-'C'vU"'''' 

being in thrall of UnL"f£II.LU all of which are states that can be rectified. 

or angst can 

relationship 

become an interplay promoting 

emphasises a 

within an 

manner eXl:Jresse:d 

orgamc, 

not by accentuating 

to 

In this situation 

, but 

and what in 

soma, ego, 

former, wholeness, is 

functions and 

fluid."(IYC:80-1, 

added) It is the mutuality the soma, ego, that is UUJl"'kI',",UC'Ul.)l'-' to 

a sexuality of cultural Without this mutuality, which 

mother to infant (need to the 

polarisation subsuming by 

As 

17 Note the potential of a neat fit between soma, ego, ethos with the culture and 
of the sexuality 
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a "whole" can vouchsafe to the thr,('Il1crh the mother, an inner 

conviction that all the diffuse somatic and all the social cues of early 

life can be accommodated in a sense of continuity and sameness which urn'OWIIJ1) unites in 

inner and outer world added) 

It is discussion a 

is well thinking. "'-"'AU'>'" it would be this that allows him to 

acceptable to is digging into 

subject I would to this point which is 

hypothesis 3 which I each 

can as a radiation of 

The epigenetic principle as unfolding 

adds to the hypothesis of spiritual unfolding (emanation) in this 

to unfold by developing, not new 

but a of locomotor, 

quoted 

and social capacities .. . "(IYC:93, 

notion importance to this 

can borrowed to del 

unfolding or U";'UULLA'S which, as was out in the previous is not 

of a physical nature, post-partum lS
, but spiritual and social. 19 

In (:61-2) the unfurling as an analogy 

of psychic Crucial is that talks the potential of 

psychic activity <-<U<--'v<,<L ma (b) at a 

its (c) each building upon or UU,""H.'''H that 

I use the term 'post-partum', rather than , to the physicality of the 
event. The former indicates a into the world, a which is less evident in the latter term. 

19 This, of course, is not to body change. Further evolution does take place 
childhood (it is said that femoral for close during adulthood). 

here is that and cultural events are more to the point and can, with little stretch of 
the imagination, be argued to effect the in the the argument here is that 
once the various organs are formed it is 'soul-mind' that determines courses through life worlds, and 
sexuality qua internalised erotics is a base. 
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"'-''''"\.I.'''' behaviour qua intimacy, for instance, "''''",''',." would not 

appear tri parti te set back to the 

intimacy is difficult Detore 

embodiment secondary sex hormonal activity) at 

puberty; oerore opportunity to align oneself along the 

continuum (this VV'HLUh"''-',", demanded by hPT",-'" a sense 

a self-accepting self 

the: 

these differently as 

"" .. somatic process or constitution the physiological processes on which behaviour and 

pv~,pr,"'nr'p depend), social context (ie., the and which provides) 

and ego process or identity (ie" the way a person resolves conflicts and makes sense of him of 

herself and the situation), 10, emphases in 

this I would add that or identity is also reliant on the manner in which 

the first 

the 

psychosocial 

principle is that 

importance of the 

IS an 

to improvements the 

conditions tripartite factors. "'1"\,=>ro" of the next stage however, 

how 

is always resolution a 

without the quality (constructive or delayed) resolution within 

body mind have a point 

impetus towards Competence (Industry v. Inferiority) will surface of 

quality resolution Will (Initiative vs, or 1-'11"""£"'''' 

(Autonomy vs, Self-doubt). Non-resolution 

will be deleteriously effected, 

merely means that an 

stunted (to use a biological 

metaphor), and will held in solution in a m (a 

phenomenon of so often seen in the individual, and can be interpreted as 

an attempt at resolution). therapy or vV""''''Jlvu:sm:::;::;-][CI 

some or 
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line to is that, although or 

overt 

(stage sexuality 

sexual technically only 

the earlier 

at puberty 

mainstream the child girl or by 

school so on. on it's own, 

line, devoid of responsibility. And I would that we need delve r!P''''nF'r than this. 

will be shown pre-pubertal child to act the role of the observing 

, psychologist' will and/or adapt exhibited by 

others as part of an experimentation idiosyncratic to m 

a particular ."H10.\."0-

pre-pubertal "",,,"'nr,"'''' 

continuum. 20 no call for U.U.VY.UVH m 

it is an behaviours observed in order to test, 

on one behaviours and, on the own 

erotic With, it is valences in databank 

creativity mundane matters is enhanced, and, some, would have IS 

likelihood of attachment to (or physical se). 

as a inclusive of can be seen to be 

an ".,.rrpnr·" that not stop at one but is continually evolving 

to new 

Now one comes to crux matter unfolding. combining the UU~VIUU 

hypothesis (of chapter two) with the argument above (that Impmges on 

is a picture an at some in non-

as thought and through level of hiranyagharba (,golden 

20 One young child reported to me that she had observed her mother with her lover in 
bed at night. When asked whether there was any she said no and to deduce that 
mum and lover actually loved each other. The adult actions were observed and conclusions 
internalised. At a later the mother reported that this child had taken to into bed with the 
mother and lover in the and had positions in relation to the lover similar to 
those observed in the mother. The mother repOlted that there was no attempt at any form of 

as may be of a pubertal in similar circumstances, in fact conversations were 
the child; it was more of an of bodily attitudes. 
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womb') to the 

in Divine 

dimension embodiment In 

This 

IS a 

that to then ,",V"UH 

into the world v<..L,_U'-'", in an ideal sense, a pinnacle 

'-',\.1;"'-""'"''"' is at it's just to a re-

evaluation of the relationship between and existence. Such .. "'-,~"" 

again ideally, the beginning of a return to Divine and a more spiritual life as 

by the return is by a from an 

to an 

widening to an inclusion of children. 

inclusion of a initially, and 

Marrying the cakras and the Cycle 

It may have noted that 1 (p 115) bears some pictorial resemblance 

to 3 similarity to human body. 

discussion of the New In 2 it was argued that start off at a 

broad which Caroline Myss tribal then is the svadi:'f?hana 

cakra where scope of relationships narrows. Finally, the malJipura cakra is one 

C011ce:rm~u with IS a 

apex-up 

taken to 

which in bodily tenns 

an UIHUl/<,Ulll Being and existence. 

this /)" is the diaphragm which is ,.",,,.,, .. rl 

that spirituality. 

The now is how 

to the hips- to-waist area. /)" is 

is 111 child to 

as a to next phase 

is another In own 

with formulation of 

embodiment. 

argued 

one proposal two) but it is 

as to add to 

is little to show that this is warranted; it would appear that it is 
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more a question reshaping the Cycle to fit some 

This not mean that the Judith model is to 

shown in the discussion of the NA conception the cakras 

value. 

are 

I would that than to 'start at with a 

135 

item-by-item and to adopt a 

functional focus. In this I would that ma;Jipuralaniihata junction 

1,-",.".,,11"1.- are synonymous and pivot on which quality the future 

I proposed 2 that is a psychospiritual balTier to a spiritual implied 

at the Similarly, a prospective to the 

In sense, Erikson's 

with of the l1'la7;ipura 

cannot be directly to 

Competence can 

the thought 

Both 

"peTP<1 with a U"",UvJ'UU'-'U' a way that 

to 111 with to 

reproduce oneself physical and cognitive objects. this endeavour it must be 

neither are truly independent of world; in it is only an 

an existential the it is the of a 

ma7;ipura/ 

adult world. 

granthi of puru$a and prakrti. Both have to contend with the test 

as an to 111 an 
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In 

junction (which is seen as an 

end of the aniihata cakras) and adolescence. 

a manner 

U.ULfl.LUl.U. cakra, for >U"",,U.lVv, 

and Life 

themes 

other words, sexuality for 

136 

is at 

sexuality 

is an ongoing permeates the 

development, but many the .1.'-''-'''''''''-'' ",,,,,vv,.u<\..,u m pelvis. In 

aware 

sation 

call 

a theory 

to 

adequately 

was found 

control in a of some 

and an HIUUvC«Ul 

so a call for appropriate IS 

with a number of 

Life with the /'/1"-.-/)'" LV,"',,","',",' two 

models. former helps to explain a valences that 

some clarity to various 

such an inauthentic 

a childhood 

as a 

Conclusion 

set out to that can seen to 

sexuality, as fonnulated in chapter one. 

of the 

by the individual any 

with a view to 

IS a 

is 

sexuality development it 

(or 

crt>'-'l't> (consciousness-of). 

so the next task was to validate 

a constant throughout work so far, 

1 .... '-"!!.:>, taking Hettie 

as a it was deduced that was aware of a 
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',",U •. HV·U between Being 

extent in adolescence and 

and the cakras 

a tension that has to resolved to a large 

adulthood (this is inferred in the 

emanation-from-Divine postulate in """ ...... n·"'. two was shown to in the 

background on page 115 attests to a metaphoric 

".I\.'!'.""""~" of life of 

137 

when 

that 

is a redefinition of the mechanism 

to incl ude In doing this, 

identity-formation, a redefinition 

it is surmised that a shift back 

is from 

towards third of dimensions of Finally, the 

was where it was shown that importance must be attached to the 

malJ,ipura/anahata junction which well with adolescence. 

to 

to the of embodying the and 

so '-""'-''-'H"" a number of abstractions. But is still another dilemma - that of 

in a route out is of 

the next "'"""'v''''' .LBU.AU", yogasutras Patafijali. It is intended to show that 

model both 
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" ... Patafijali's properly speaking, was especially directed to co-ordinating philosophical 
material - borrowed from - around technical formulas for ('.n'1('pntr,~tl(ln 
and Thanks to which had been a 
"C\,·ctp1m of philosophy. 

Introduction 

Up till the on an 

n"""",ni"P'f1 as an intra-personal of 

were used to an argued-for flexibility 

explicated in a manner spectra. The cakras 

structures the 

Erik 

holding in potential 

metaphorical 

trans formative 

closer to some 

'-'''-'-UHfS''' of Alice in practical level 

Wonderland, on 

individuaL 

reader H'-'U.~L'" to the 

moment all of are little 

significance to those are VV"'-UJF, for a route from a limited, perhaps 

unsatisfactory, U~.'U~H condition; especially 

reason, 

be 

forty 

luxury a teacher. question that 

'knowledge' developed so 

IS L«vi'-U.'!". in trust which 

for 

over discussion is what can 

told at the 

in a state of .. Pflllr·"'''' 

autonomy in tum, has meant that crucial J'-'''''''JAh'> 

(such as presenting clinging to an or an unproductive ethic, or an 

worldview) yet to at best unhelpful, 

at worst, that this is often un1en:~d in the setting, it 

though, a commonly implied reinforcement amounts in popular 

a Age I I am that 

(with Maslow Fromm) is vital in the a 

In my association with the NA it has been found that it is not uncommon, especia\ly in New 
Age 'therapeutic' circles, to be advised to look for some that is reflected in 
some undesirable behaviour of intimates. Profound advice that is decontextualised in the hands of the 
naiVe 'counsellor'. 
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client comes to sitting consultation in place, 

is 

these 

client or parishioner, 

for self.2 

there is 

it is all too to fall 

intellectualism of 

a ba~:;k(lrOip for realistic 

a propensity to restrict v'n."",. 

trap of corlce:mnltl 

difficult job 

one is to 

to "' ..... ·nrl'·(' 

the 

and 

can in turn 

impede 

include a 

attempting to create a 

or aspirant -centred Whilst a range 

may 

for 

there is a 

in approach accordance 

creativity a literal reading 

client/patient 

situation an ideology 

or theory is paramount, as '""""''''', Jungianism, or even 

Catholicism, or Ramakrishnaism. in a more patriarchal 

it is not unusual to is placed a on 

the for interpretations of np~''''"'''''<l dynamics, a 

relationship to incursions transference and counter-

an Uu.uu',,,, regress anew 

Thus, an imposition a barrier of a anClDomt. there is a double 

,,,u .• v,",,-,. not being allowed to restructure his/her life 

to a dialectical negotiation; the within a 

('leader' dominated) therapeutic milieu periods. Both 

dangers are becoming recognised unacceptable to who are 

for more mainstream psychotherapy or ....,Uj"'.vu can or IS 

at present. ,....,."'AU" .. I would is a budding 

An is is in contradistinction with the oft-resorted-to originology of the 
exhortation to a future of some description. 

or some 

The use of 'Iabels'in may be just one of this. 

who 
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not the 

an for a 
financial, is ."~"',", much support in the popular literature. 

\JUIIIU~A.t on T'\P1"'('Pt'lTl L-J .... J • ..., ... ...... ,.uuv •• .., that are now 

of reasons -

this 

hold 

in the "'U"'"5i .. U."""." 

advice methodology. It is worth noting that 

are incorporating £"\""",-....1',, into 

the 'expert' 

religiose 

this 

could the a Roman Catholic 

vaunted as in the called particular are 

hhagavadgftii and ofPatafijali. Both are popularly 

a fabricated aura does to 

authority a Western mind that to look backwards inspiration. Both texts 

contain me:m(~s that seem to be attractive to an apparently CUH_UUC'-U and 

Western mindset. It is 

mediocrity born of 

in the 

qualified their unravelling. 

are 

I would now look to 

to note human propensity 

.... ".U>UVH is at play in a current 

many 

being to by 

yogasutras in the hope of exhibiting a 

stand 

which to a 

journey towards fulfilment; a "...,." ..... L~ that 

a 

to 

to 

circumvent some of present therapeutic or 

the 

some 

a 

through 

twists. A third 

that could smooth path 

will add to the on the 

is that is a Western or 

other-worldly the question of sexuality, dominant of this 

dissertation, becomes veiled in obscurantism similar apologetics. an 

outline of my reading will to tease out a spiritual! 
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Eastern with a 

and while doing will show that any call for a 

recommendation the sense of, appropriate delay 

Renunciation is seen here as a much that is applicable 

m facets 

post-modern 

a return 

actually is IS lTI1Ssmg human life, 

OrIS sought such an 

. Finally, I will correlate the a$tii1igas (limbs) 

a 

name 

Patafijali's yogasutras cakras order to show, in same vem as m 

the 'VU<;<!-I"'"" on 

a$!iiligas so 

a 

latter can be used to meaningfully 'VUJlLJVU. the 

also progress, or can gainfully appraised. Doing 

link nF""LX1P,'n a an 

problem of instability 

been U!l'UU'-AL to and will 

phenomena 

out more this 

one serious draw-back as an investigation 

applied to human psychological or spiritual Centred a phenomenal 

world it is to fluctuations existence. Fluctuations that out 

new experiences, new information, constantly 'VWi.4H/"l1J!'S modes thought and 

... '"''''''''''. It is 

and 

condition. 

seen, for 

fluctuations of 

the 

this 

that modern 

the a 

flux that can ensure a devoid 

for improved human 

they are still fluctuations deny many an 

a stable course. it can 

seems also to immersed the 

new' churches' appear disappear, and as 

In some cases 

appropriation techniques taken, at times from 

business and popular psychology, in 

that are m 

name religious 'science'. 

way. It was pointed out in 

is not to 
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one young 

on path to 

"-''-''''''",-4H soteriology, 

very well 

whereby some 

church; until, that 

often that church. 

psychology new 

IS laudable, to the .LUW''''HHACJlVH 

mood. a constantly can on first encounter 

misconstrued, often counter-productive by into an with 

fundamentalism Riesebrodt, 2000), or, even contribute to a 

generalised scepticism directed Trnlf':"'" 

it is 

one that is 

fabric an post-modern (attention is to the 

possibility of a that another is being to the - it is hoped 

that would circumvented by choice of two well accepted and arguably 

compatible traditions - and In a way, could one 

mechanism Perhaps one 

to measure up to test of in/compatibility the rise 

century had to 

leaving some fragments that still be 

Before on this 

is no preterlSlcm to U<.H.h>l'\J. 

for via the 

Certain conceptual issues 

with the it must clear 

This implies a reliance on sources 

of transliteration possible. to 
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overcome the states found many uau.:>,:a care will be taken to note 

the use words and IS a that is 

at the same 

can variously translated 

'mind'(Whicher,1995), :xii) or, more usuaUy, 

'consciousness' (Iyengar, 1 This can lead to 

not of however, are transt)arl~nt 

A argument to can to the word I 

continue to through chapter although to 

translate to mean 'celibacy', the general tone of the is more towards 

in general, .., ... ", .... ,", continence. 5 In 

other focus is on erotic broadest sense of interpersonal 

IS or The New Oxford Dictionary 

"Citta is a technical in Buddhist psychology. In the Lankavatara a 

Buddhist text, citta constitutes the basic in the idealistic doctrine that there is no objective 
is constructed ofthought alone "(Miller: Ill, n 1) Miller later 

between citi as consciousness and citta as thought. This is unusual but she cites 
IV.34 in which the word appears the of pure consciollsness' and 

then, for instance, 1.30 where one encounters cittavikrepa(1. which she then translates as ' .. that 
distract ' Iyengar, however, stays with the consciousness translation 
" ... oscillating mind causing distractions in the consciousness. In 
translates citi as "(the individual) intelligence, or intelligent being." (Whiteman:31 0). his 
transliteration is of interest as he ". va citilakter iti" but the Sanskrit 

which transliterates as vaciti§aktiriti but renders this as va citilaktil1 iti It does 
seem that Miller has a so, while noted for further it would not find a 

ready home here .. This I ittJe exercise illustrates the value of some 

As an example, Miller translates YS 2: 1 as such: "The active performance of yoga involves 
of sacred and dedication to the Lord of "(Miller:44, emphasis 

see also Eliade:51 who also translates tapas as 'ascetism', as do Tola & As 
Miller does not provide a transliteration one wonders from where 'ascetism' is derived. The 
transliteration is actually kriyayoga(z. The operative word here 
is tapas which is generally taken a rather than ascetism. Iyengar then translates the 

aphorism thus: "Burning zeal in practice, and study of and surrender to God are 
the acts of yoga. 102). To add to the in his glossary, 

or simplicity' for consideration. (Venkatesananda:372). Finally, Whiteman denies that tapas 
can be translated as ascetism - "In the Veda and the it means the self-

(in general) which must accompany faith the spiritual 
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(1993) T(Vr1Y1pr (celibacy) 

from sexual .. ' and 

temperate; 

the supplies a 

"My all continent impediments would 

motif fact, that I 

to to continence, 

will that judicious 

an extreme position of attempted total rpnnrnlC> from society, a de-humanised, 

to 

and at times 

that 

scholarship 

presented 

their possible 

hope 

to deflect 

life through 

brought up is 

it is recognised 

with any New 

reproach, even 

celibacy. 

with comment about 

the 

'mis' -appropriation of Eastern 

I 

of 

Iyengar who warns: 

position 

is sound 

"Ultimately, the yoga system ofPatanjali cannot be compared to other traditional or modem 

structures of 

and is not to 

knowledge or wisdom. His work has absolute 

the outside. Only the practitioner, if he 

and permanence 

with faith and 

Some background to the 

Who was Patafijali: IS some around who wrote the 

It is agreed were compiled during 

200 and it is someone called 

Ian Whicher argues that the term does not, as is imply cessation of 
the functions of mind will be touched on but rather control thereof (Whicher:online). In 
the same vein, I would propose that does not involve loss of sexpression, but is more a 

of contextualisation. 
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was inspiration. It is now mooted that the the exposition of 

methodology which as this have been 

by but the was, 

in the who was a yogin, 

it would there have 

are, ease the common 

ascription 'Patafijali.' 

An overview the yogasutras : Authorship is academic '1'"\1''''''-''''01' although it is 

to note that 

prayer In a marmer 

yogasutras to 

is that ethos of the 

are 

saints. More 

of 'Patafijali' 

IS 

included injapa or 

the application 

is much debated today. Certain 

to for 

limitations of human as it was two millennia apart 

fixed there is a certain dynamism inherent aphorisms that allows for 

contextualisation. More importantly, I am arguing that it is the structure of the 

as that could vital a secular-based psychology of 

contra other the 

state psychological development new lights onto psychology 

philosophy of India with, it is maintained, result a ,.., .. ".,,>1-,.,.. understanding 

and equity can be reached both cultural constructs. The West an opportunity to 

and the becomes a touch more 

The 1 aphorisms the 

(padas) 

are ofa chart 

four piidas or chapters of the yogasutras 

have 

the 

chapters by 

into 

Stoler 
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Miller - see aot)en,QI 9 for full as are accepted 

piida Theme' 

samiidhi Cessation of Thought 

and Contemplative 

Calm 

"The first section of the text presents a set of definitions and 

2 siidhana 

3 vibhuti 

The Practice 

establishes relations among the different modes of 

mental tranquillity and spiritual Iiberation."(Miller: 18) 

"The second section of the text presents the practical 

teaching, whose core is the eightfold 

19) 

Perfect Discipline and "The third section is devoted to detailing the power 

of 

of 

Extraordinary Powers one by of yoga. The concentrated 

4 Absolute Freedom 

en.ergy that accumulates contemplation and spiritual 

control gives the thought a flexibility that allows it to 

transcend the constraints of ordinary 

limitless powers."(Miller: J 9-20) 

"The about the powers of yoga is a 

and attain 

to the 

fourth section of the where examines the 

aspects of thought and action that constitute the final obstacles 

to absolute freedom (kaivalya)." 1) 

"Although the titles of these section appear in most Sanskrit editions, they were probably not 

of the original text but a commentator's addition. The traditional titles of the first and 

fourth sections, and kaivalya-pCida, are' drawn from keywords in 

but the titles of the second and third and are not 

of It is not moreover, that the division into four sections 

is the work of a commentator."(Miller: Ill, n27) 

essence four chapters are to a 

extant at the time of compilation. In a 

philosophy 

age, Miller to being 

" 

by 

it is this view practice that seems to have 

as can 

text for the past lUlUvlllHJ,Ull in India and 

As can be seen 

the 

seen in note 4 

above, 

ending 

debate around 

r',,,,,'pnTC has tended to cloud an essential 

last hundred or so 

been made by 

a coherent sch~ma 

at hand, the road 

appeal 

the 

compilers to 

stalis with 

Unfortunately, 

(Miller:xii) 
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as 

and the cakras 

taking note not -uncommon projected 

even at a popular 

and disputed nPT""p<'n 

in adulthood adolescent 

at a popular 

on the higher solution, 

"',",'vu,.,", is often 

of an adept are 

of 

dependence, 

reclpe 

a 

and samadhi (contemplation on Divine). 

Eliade a with: 

"The point of 

determined and continuous concentration, called ekagrata 

integrating the psychomental flux "variously 

attention")."(Eliade 1958:47) 

1 on ekiigrata is III 

the 

7 The VU".-U.l of this the yogasutras is 

(page l37), 

the practice 

, are 

on the 

to 

is misted. 

is an inordinate 

dhyana 

so eminent a 

.. This 

schools of 

or 

much of 

developmental is overlooked. Huxley a point: 

"They (many 

meditation, a 

forget that it is for a man or woman to achieve, 

of mental concentration and even a kind of subjectively 

while remaining at bottom an unregenerate ego. It is not an uncommon to 

meet with who hours of each day doing exercises and in the 

intervals, display as much spite, jealousy, and silliness as the most 

'unspiritual' of their neighbours."(Huxley: 1 09; see also Whicher 1998:online) 

theme an much of this It 

is not unusual to find not a about, 

Perhaps one might find here a with the Western approach to tantric yoga, where the 
in on sexual intercourse to the exclusion of the other four 

five 'M'akaras - (fish), marilsa madya drink), and mudrcl (body 
positions). Even Eliade devotes space to maithuna with one or two short references to the others 
(Eliade, 1958). One must assume that come as an esoteric and to emphasise 
one aspect is to break the spell; this could be with emphasising the of the 
wine in the Catholic Mass with the Credo, etc .. 
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with little if granted 

point one would continue by 

as 

'insistent on or 

instance, deals mainly with the 

dedicated to business of 

healthy or 

possess some or 

these people until the rest 

with on 

as they are more applicable to 

floorplan on the 

adopted 

discussion on four 

to forge a 

foundations for practice. Having made this 

that sections yogasutras do not concern us 

by the East'). 

of 'powers' those 

a requmng a 

are naturally 

to the problems 

so to 

here restricted to earlier 

of the a 

has 

conception of of (or sexual 

and much the usual 

practice omitted. 

The astal;1.gas of Patafijali 

contained 

tone. It is almost as 

not seem to 

nature be a real 

the cela 

new 

torments 

or siidh.aka (aspirant) is 

a state avidyii 

as a constant; so it is assumed 

As all 

unequal 

is to adopt a programme 

are subjected to the 

assumed that that is ne~;es,saI 

it is 

counter the 

effects of a misplaced ego. It is this reductionism that is seen to the principal 

thrust 

2 

'limbs' or 

yama moral 

niyama moral or 

3 lisana postures 

of 

or 

observances 

are: 
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4 breath control 

5 pratytihtira withdrawal of senses 

6 

7 dhytina meditation 

8 pure or absorption 
consciousness in the (yogasutra 

In complexity of technical and naIve approaches of the levels of 

scholastic and popular what is not em,ph;asl:sed is the 

nature of the asta~gas.(Eliade:39) can be seen from the 

is a sense of pn)Q:lreSSlrlQ: basics of change, to control of 

body, to (which is a fundamental u'"""'"' .... ,J. for to 

and beyond. If only for practical reasons of having ~H"'H.',",~ 

undergoing process initiating redemption, 

(the ekagrata includes pratyahara to samadhi) is ... '"' ........ i) meant or 

for Much as the living in a computer-

world, some cases, uU.u"' ...... LVH it 

would or yama -

p r a1].ayama meditation is something a chimrera. '-'H'CU"'''''''', 111 

1 out: 

This concentrated mind will run after sensual 

and with a for 

to handle it in the right way, it becomes a 

and all kinds of worldly distractions 

become concentrated. So if we do not know how 

danger. It is far better not to have the 

concentration if one does not attain sublimation and purification at the same time. Therefore 

the necessity of non-injury, truthfulness, in thought, word and 

has to be stressed very much ... The concentrated mind, if it is not purified, becomes a veritable 

demon and creates untold troubles for the spiritual 1963 1 also 

1979:2 

reflections of the assertion that 

nature yogasutras is that all the are engaged a 

This daemon is often reported who possess certain such as 
clairvoyance, which they find a burden until understood and controlled. 
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systematic, perhaps 'disciplined', fashion there can be little expectation of abiding 

benefit. Included, and pertinent, in this argument, of course, is critique of the over

arching focus on ascetism by many Western, and now Indian, practitioners.9 In much 

the same way as Erikson would hold that until trust levels are improved there is little 

sense in attempting to rectify intimacy levels (though certain applications of the 

Masters and Johnson sex therapy technique may try this), so it is warranted that, until 

attitudes towards the Other (yama) are internalised, meditation, or even, for that 

matter, the asanas can be disappointing and, even, counter-productive. 

The ethics and observances.ofyama and niyama 

The first two a]Jgas of the asta]Jgas are termed yama and niyama and each contains 

five elements, as set out below. 

Once again it is not difficult to read a progressive format into this list. ahirhsa, for 

instance, is possibly the most important and it is appropriate that it is placed first. If 

we are to view ahirhsa in the light of Erikson's first level of trust, then it is perhaps 

yama restraint ahimsa non-violence; nOll-injury 

yogasUtra satya truthfu Iness 

II.30 asteya non-stealing cultivation of attitudes: 

brahmacarya continence 

aparigraha freedom from avarice; "yam a is cultivation of 
non-covetousness 

social practice, niyama 
evolves from individual 

niyama observance §auca cleanliness; purity practices necessary to 

build up the sadhaka's 
yogasutra santo,~a contentment own character." 
II.32 (Iyengar: 136) 

tapas rei igious fervour; zeal 

svadhyaya study of self; of 

scriptures cultivation of practice: 

f§vara surrender of self to God 

prw)idhana 

Note that in this particular context 'Indian' generally refers to 'Brahminical'. 
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reasonable that in order to be able to 

to learn (a) to trust oneself to be 

one would need to be 

work through a situation 

that do not include violence, and (b) 

result in an equitable solution 

aeons promoted violence as a 

that an adoption of this virtue will 

In a Western world that has for 

virtue as a community 

it is perhaps worth "V',JJ,''''''J 

UVl.HH..'ctl symbol. In addition to this it can 

that the '-'UJ''-'ULvU by an non-

others in terms 

as 

!-'Vl'l)'-'''''J.'llH, brahmacarya as 

physical others, especially in a gerlQerea sense .. 

In a similar vein, ahimsii can 

others, in whatever is a 

niyama entails an effort to 

community around, but 

artifacts that would 

in response to 

(vrttis) 

other can ",,,rt,,,,,,,,,,,,,, It is a 

1.'-'1.« .... ' .... to self in the sense that violence to 

Development of both 

standing towards oneself and 

Instead of the acquisition of 

good-standing (acquiescing to illusion or 

injunction is to work with 

aura of good-standing in which 

is not meant to on 

sustenance but 

an external to an 

foundation 

between the 

pellJetmlt1IJlg energy of it's own. 

of 

a middle path 

such then it now V'-",Vl1.Lvv 

'-"'-'PH''"''", Relating this to 

and the interpretation 

a development of yama must imply a 

for instance, violence and non-violence. 

Finally, correlated with Erikson's discussion on it is 

is a thwarting of desire, which to so on, 

non-violence should be seen to 

or to remove frustration a an 
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anew Once again, though, 

to simply without for it is 

unfortunate. It can in psychotherapy violence is a 

positive introduction to road to integrity. In the it is not the 

violence per se but quality and underlying is relevant. 

brahmacarya and sexuality 

With this on I now move on to an F,"UUY"" for a, perhaps 

term it is listed as 

fourth in is enigmatic at 11 

scholarship that it denotes celibacy or moreover, IS a 

celibacy that is demanded in a spiritual pretcnce, If"f"''''r'I,Pf'tnlP of stage in life. In a 

this seems to supported by more serious ~~L"J""'L 

forget and other' gurus' . 12 

linking 

to be some Uh"':>V,UU,ll'-''-' 

like Miller and Eliade, not to 

though, does require a 

for instance. It has 

translation, with 

to this 

to reserve tapas 

au.:>""", tendency, he also to nr,'!nr11{J'ca in the following terms' 

10 From the viewpoint that the ethos of this dissertation to some extent, guided by the needs 
and concerns of a public, I would justify the act of reformulation of some sanskrit terms in the 
interests of those needs. To remain rigidly to the scholastic sense is perhaps counterproductive to the 
commonweal of the lay public. The intention here is not so much to assault the term but rather 
to be able to explore essences that could be extended out towards a 

II It is to be assumed in this dissertation that this 
There could be a reason that the attributes of 

<l"pn'1Plnt in the rankings by 

truthfulness and 
is 

of.,vA.,.Hu,," nrr,n{)'~pr1 here that this is because once the former 

is 
p"p·rrw'<: is put to use. In other 

truthfulness is analogous to putting the cart before the 
as an 

strengthened and LlV",",""«' 

to focus on 

12 Note Swami Yatiswarananda: "An is made in the case of for it is not 
to live a life of perfect continence in married life ... Sri Ramakrishna used to say that after the 

birth of one or two children husband and wife should live like brother and sister. But in order to attain 
this kind of both husband and wife should for it right from the " 
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and the cakras 

"It should, however, be noted that sexual abstinence (brahmacarya) is not only 
sexual acts but carnal temptation itself The instinct must not remain 
diffused the subconscious, or be "sublimated" as with the mystics, but simply 
destroyed, "rooted out" from consciousness and the senses."(Eliade:50) 

It is this be opposed by Ian 

Whicher, who that it would seem a 

impulse is ne<:essary transcendence, "'''lfJ''''wU .... H light of slUras 3 

for instance, 

rnn'l1r,rJUlrmUl muditopek,~liniiJiI sukhadubkha PUFyclpuFyavisaylinc1/71 hhc1vantltab 

Iyengar as: 

and pain, 

virtue and respectively, the consciousness becomes favourably ""'I-'V""'''' 

benevolent."(Iyengar:81 - note Whiteman's translation on p 160 below) 

"He moral and emotional perfecting friendliness and other virtues towards 

or see 

one and all. J 95) 

"The five afflictions which disturb the equilibrium of consciousness are: ignorance or lack of 

wisdom, ego, pride ofthe ego or the sense of '1', attachment to aversion to fear 

of death and clinging to life. 105) 

subtle changes Whiteman's offering: 

v1a;';'UlIvU as kinds [specifically] drive to 

and " (Whiteman: 186) 

there is no "Pi'"",,·,... to evils of J'-","Y'.U there is no 
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proscription on In ... ' .... '''.u 

contested. Pleasure 

and the cakras 

It is hn1,pn1"' to IS 

the phenomenal world is a Dn(~nOmenal world and the 

are not inherent in the but are a sign of an ~u.u~ .. vu 

seer. yogasutra II.17 

I1P)JI7MPTIUn (ILl 7) 

The cause of pain is the association or identification of the seer (mma) with the seen (prakrti) 

and the remedy lies in their dissociation,(Iyengar: 117) 

"'","Aun as an activity is designed 

Architect) to 

replaces ~V"V""" within the 

on the object of as an object of pleasure, or 

(personal participation the divine as exemplified by 

could be the former person-ness) 

self-gratification. explains, "He tries to 

attachment, in draw the intelligence 

enticed an 

in terms 

the most 

As 

relationship with the external, seen 

added) Again, 

F.~'2V'''HV a potential 

with a view to gradually 

with an Other. Moreover, 

of universals, non-violence, 

brahmacarya is seen as an 

a Great 

individual 

person-ness 

be(:onles an object for 

material 

and the self is 

provoking 

is not necessarily 

value of the 

to sort through 

are debilitating 

is constructed around 

so on. 

against an 'evil', 

it could be said that there is a measure violence in 'rooting' it 

with 

.LJ .. ,,,,y.~ prescribes. Swami V enkatesananda, one is a little more circumspect 

on 

heart and whole are absorbed in this search for "When your 

towards oh1"'~nlTIPnt then does not arise and continence On the other 
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suppressing all these emotions is dangerous because it is violence, it is untruth, and there is no 

brahmacarya there."(Venkatesananda: 199) 

If sexpression is seen in a kinder light then brahmacarya could be re-translated as a 

bringing of this part of sexuality into a perspective of ascesis. In this case, 

perspectivisation requires or is predicated by the promotion of the faculty of buddhi 

or the discriminative intelligence of the gestalt, which of necessity includes 

acknowledgment of Being-ness of the Other. 

Now one would need to differentiate between the dremon of sexpression per se and 

the dremon of attachment to sexpression. Once again I would take issue with a 1958 

Mircea Eliade when he says that "The word yoga serves, in general, to designate any 

ascetic technique and any method ofmeditation."(Eliade 1058:4, emphasis in 

original). This may well be an attitude projected over the years but it does not 

necessarily imply Patafijali's intention (it is well to bear in mind it is said that 

Patafijali was collating and codifying yogic information in his day, and that much of 

the discussion on ascetism has modern origins; some say in a colonialism of 

Christianity). Eliade, in fact, compounds the issue with the introduction of 'ascesis' 

into his debate. Here perhaps is a clue to a less-acedic approach to brahmacarya. 

Teasing this out a little further it is useful to return to the New Shorter Oxford 

English Dictionary (1993). Ascesis there denotes 'the practice of self-discipline' and 

is derived from the Greek "askesis exercise or training, f. askein to exercise". 

Whereas, ascetic follows the line of "med.L asceticus or Gk asketikos f. asketes 

monk, hermit, f. askein to exercise ... " which denotes "1. practising severe abstinence 

or austerity, esp. for religious or spiritual reasons ... " There does seem to be a subtle 

difference in approach which can be discerned in Eliade's text. With the rise of 

Western psychology there has been a turning of attention away from the ekagrata 

(one pointedness) of a possessive traditional religion towards a 'client-centred' 

spirituality that is prepared to give cogniscence to the experiences of others. In this 

sense, the difference between ascesis and ascetism becomes robust with a focus in the 

former on self-discipline and expression (the process is driven by the individual), and 
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not necessarily an abstention fram the field for what can be somewhat dubious 

motivations (where the process is driven by an ideology derived from culture). 

Moreover, ascesis, by definition, implies a potential for inclusion of more people 

from various walks in life into the hoary business of transcendence. More 

specifically, ascetism projects an aura of exclusivism by rejecting those involved in 

intimacy and generativity. 

It is well to convey that much of the material on sexuality and psychology that is 

being appraised in this dissertation is of recent production and from a singularly 

secular quarter. But as mentioned in the Introduction the number of people who are 

distinguishing between religion and spirituality is multiplying; as are those who are 

looking beyond scientific medicine, psychiatry, psychology for relief of symptoms, so 

by the same token attitudes towards sexuality are in a state of flux. With this the 

approaches towards the topic in religious and spiritual practice of how to cultivate an 

attitude of ascesis, rather than a blanket ascetism, would bear re-examination. 

Ignorance as a basis for suffering & yogalJ, cittavrtti nirodalJ, 

yogasutra 1.2 reads yoga/:l cittavrtti niroda/:l, which is generally translated as "yoga is 

the cessation ofthe fluctuations of consciousness" and is seen here as the seminal 

sutra of the entire work. It is held in sarhkhya philosophy that the twin realities of 

purU$a and prakrti are opposed in that the former has a tendency to be static and 

unchanging, and the latter is subjected to, even could be the instigator of constant 

change, giving rise to fluctuations (vrttis) in existence, of which thought is a part. 13 

Consciousness per se is generally associated with purU$a but must, in the human 

condition, be plagued with a disadvantage of being bound by prakrti into an endless 

13 Tola & Dragonetti prefer to interpret vrtti as 'processes'(ToJa & Dragonetti:3), I am 
uncomfortable with this as it seems too broad-ranging, It is argued that to restrain (nirodhal1.) the 
processes of the mind implies also the restraining of discrimination and life-enhancing aspects, 
Surveying their examples of other translations the idea of movements or fluctuations, or even 
modifications, seems to be more appropriate. As I see it the taming of the dysfunctional wildness of 
the profane mind is at issue not the mind itself or its functional processes. 
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distractions (vik$epa) and ....... "'''.uHJHu which impinge on 

and leave traces in turn become buried in 

subconscious as subliminal 

samskaras drift into the unconscious, 

In the end, it is said that the 

the subconscious to become habits. 

This implies that the more embroiled 

ability to become consciously 

pertaining to 

prakrti the more tenuous their 

distinction happens that the 

leading to harmony. 

UV"'L","'''- the to be the cause a 

(pain, state. 14 

reasoning being that with v""""".uuu." ... 2nmthl~;atllon encountered 

3) comes loss of vitality (this can 'enmeshed' couple are 

incapable of independent 

proposed in the previous 

incursions into Being (puru!la) 

Relating this to the existential 

translate it to mean that the """'<)1-<.,. 

.L_u, • ., .. wu'-.... (prakrti) the greater the potential 

psychopathology (dubkha); in the case of consciousness being 

with prakrti. sutras to bringing this abstraction 

convoluted explanation, I quote situation, and as an 

Venkatesananda : 

tada u.n", Wi" 'vastlulnam 

"]n the and therefore and choiceless 

awareness, the undivided with its apparent and passing modifications or 

within itself is not confused with nor confined to any of these. 

=-"'="'- - or the homogeneous 
~pn"r"1tp p''''Plnpn,(,pr of sensations and emotions, and the 

into one or the other of the states or of the 

exists",-,,-=.:.t. 12, italics added) 

itaratra (fA) 

!...>.!:...:::..:;.,.'-"'-==, when yoga does not happen and when the mind is 

movement, there is a cloud of confusion in the undivided, homogeneous 

and 

In the 

14 It is said that lacks consciousness just as pUru$Cl lacks ]n this the 

of 

the less the levels of consciousness. This is not to be confused with a 
Western "nr"nl,('h 

with consciousness-of 
of consciousness being equated with 

not pure Consciousness. 
which has more to do 
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shadow of that cloud, there arises false identification or cognition of the movement of the 

mind-fragment and hence distorted understanding. The single concept or idea or the single 

movement of thought is mistaken as the totality." (Venkatesananda: 15-16) 

159 

Iyengar is a little more economical with his translations, which stay closer to the 

Sanskrit: "Then, the seer dwells in his own true splendour" and "At other times, the 

seer identifies with the fluctuating consciousness." (Iyengar:48-49) Whiteman tends 

to be a little more specific: "At the time [of checking] there is a 'standing off within 

the sUbjective awareness of the experiencer. .. Otherwise there is 'identification' with 

the involvement."(Whiteman:l64) Important here is Iyengar's 'fluctuating 

consciousness' of the profane, and Whiteman's 'identification with the 

involvement.'. Venkatesananda does make things clearer in his second commentary -

"when the mind is busily occupied with the movement, there is a cloud of confusion 

in the undivided, homogeneous intelligence." From this it is deduced then that the 

yogasutras are concerned with a methodology for clarifying the relationship between 

puru:ja and prakrti as separate aspects which are in accord only in potential, ie. 

contain a potential for integrity. In other words, the predicament lies in an 

identification by the individual with the fluctuations of a prakrtic 'consciousness'. It 

is when s/he is able to 'stand-off and discern the situation as a matrix of 

heterogeneous elements, of which observation is one, that clarity begins to dawn (this 

refers to a development of Gennaro's HOT consciousness mentioned in the 

Introduction). The clarity is not about what is consciousness, as such, but a simpler 

task of returning it to it's rightful place, in terms of the yogasutras. 

To explain further, in Patafij ali's view this is explained in sutras IV.23 - 25 : 

dra~tr drsya upamktw71 CittW71 sarvartham (lV.23) 

"Consciousness, reflected by the seer as well as. by the seen, appears to be all

comprehending."(Iyengar:254) 

tat aswikhyeya vasanabhih cUmm api parartham sm1thatyakac1ritvat OV.24) 

"Though the fabric of consciousness is interwoven with innumerable desires and subconscious 

impressions, it exists for the seer on account of its proximity to the seer as well as to the 

objective world."(ihid:255-256) 

vi.5e.Jadadina(1 atmabhava bhav(lmlnivrtti(l (IV.25) 
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For one who realises the distinction between citta and titma, the sense of separation between 

the two disappears."(ibid:256-257)IS 

My reading of these three sutras, in their translation, is that consciousness, although 

not essentially part of prakrti, is, in the profane state, so interwoven by and with her 

that the situation tends to take on a metaphoric form of a storks nest J6 ('Though the 

fabric of consciousness is interwoven with innumerable desires and subconscious 

impressions ... '). One reason for the confusion is the' ... proximity (of impressions) to 

the seer as well as to the objective world.' Hence the much advertised need in the 

yogasutras for detachment (in the form of disentangling and distancing), and it is 

again argued that it is not a detachment from or renunciation of prakrti herself, but 

from the confusion brought by the mind's association of the consciousness of puru~a 

with the activity of prakrti. Miller seems to capture a variety of lay perplexity that 

can arise from not being clear on this point: 

"However, Patafijali's worldview differs significantly from that of the Buddhists in his belief 

in an idealised state of undifferentiated cosmic equilibrium between two enduring primal 

principles, spirit (puru.ya) and material nature (prakrti). In this state, spirit is absolutely distinct 

from material nature and is free within itself."(Miller:5) 

On reading this translation there does seem to be a contradiction where Miller talks 

of' ... undifferentiated cosmic equilibrium ... ' and also of spirit being' ... absolutely 

distinct. .. ' from material nature. Then, on another hand, of spirit being free within 

itself. As Whicher points out it is not nature that is tying spirit to the body of nature 

but the avidya or ignorance of the individual. 

"Vyasa explicitly states that emancipation happens in the mind and does not literally apply to 

purusa, which is by definition already free and therefore has no intrinsic need to be released 

from the fetters of samsaric existence."(Whicher J 998 :onl ine) 

15 It is not clear how Iyengar manages to juxtaposed cilla and {Uma (consciousness and Self). 
Perhaps Whiteman is clearer in translating sutra IV.25: "[In the case] of one who perceives the 
distinctness [of co-mind influences on the personality], there is cessation ofthe dwelling on self." 
(Whiteman:290). Here he refers to knowledge of the effects multiple personalities (now more 
accepted in psychology as being prevalent in the 'normal' individual) have on daily affairs decreases a 
predilection to focus on self vis-a-vis the Other. 

16 It is believed that the European stork's nest is untidy, unpleasing to the eye, but somehow 

does the job required. Furthermore it is often built on top of chimney-stacks which restricts the use of 
that fireplace. An unsatisfactory arrangement to the occupants of the house. 

\ 
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In other words, spirit is free but the individual is bound by illusions of maya to 

misidentify with prakrti, so giving rise to a delusion of a 'prakrti consciousness'. 

161 

"Afflicted identity is constructed out of and held captive by the root affliction of 

ignorance (avidya) and its various forms of karmic bondage." (Whicher:online - here 

are reflections of the argument of how kw:u;iaifnf is kept in bondage in the muli1dhara 

cakra by an avidyic individual) Elsewhere he further explains: 

"Avidya - the root affliction (k1esa) in Yoga which gives rise to four other afflictions: I-am

ness/egoity (asmita), attachment (raga), aversion (dvesa) and the desire for continuity or fear of 

death (abhiniveja) - is a positive misconstruction of reality which mistakes purusa [or 

consciousness] for prakritic existence."(Whicher:online, interpolation added) 

When the stork's nest of vrttis (fluctuations) is untangled by a nirodha/:l (restraint) 

and there is some understanding of the effect of the sarhskaras (traces of subliminal 

impressions - possibly Whiteman's 'co-minds' or multiple personalities) accrued to 

date then avidya is dismantled and 'the seer dwells in his own true splendour.' 

(yogasutra 1.3) and this is the purpose behind yogab cittavrtti nirodhab, to allow 

prakrti to be liberated from the grip of ignorance or avidya. Whicher again: 

"It is my contention that nirodha denotes an epistemological emphasis and refers to 

transformation of self-understanding, not the ontological cessation of prakrtik", rather, nirodha 

involves a progressive expansion of perception which eventually reveals our true identity as 

purusa, "(Whicher:on line) 17 

To go one step further, it is noticeable that although Patafijali outlines the forms that 

the vrttis take there is little attempt to clearly discern how they come into being in the 

first place (I would here repeat a contention above that Patafijali is concerned with 

the is of a situation of the sadhaka (aspirant or practitioner) so developmental theory 

is left to the psychology of others, like Erikson). sutra 1.30, however, gives the list of 

'obstacles' (antaraya) to authentic existence: 

17 It will be remembered that I proposed in the previous chapter that Erikson's epigenetic 
diagram showed a constriction in the body of life at the waist of adolescence and that there was a 
gradual widening of perception with the stages oflntimacy, Generativity, and Wisdom as Existence 
and Being were brought into a workable accord, Within Whicher's narrative I would be casting Being 
as puru!fu and Existence as prakrti, 
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vyl1dhi styl1na safn.l'aya pramlida I1Zasya avirati hhrantidar§ana alabdhabhumikatva 

anavasthitatvl1ni cittavik.yepl1(1 te antarayal7 (1.30) 

To which the following are three translations: 

"The obstacles that distract thought are disease, apathy, doubt, carelessness, indolence, 

dissipation, false vision, failure to attain a firm basis in yoga, and restlessness."(Miller:37) 

162 

"These obstacles are disease, inertia, doubt, heedlessness, laziness, indiscipline ofthe senses, 

erroneous views, lack of perseverence, and backsliding."(lyengar:78) 

Sickness, apathy, indecision, negligence, idleness, non-cessation, erratic perception, the 

absence of initiative, inconstancy - these dispersions (vik.)·epa) of the mind are the obstacles 

(antaraya)."(Tola &Dragonetti: 1 04) 

Iyengar grounds the list by categorising it in the following way which brings some 

perspective to the discussion: 

a. vyadhi disease 

b. styana lack of interest or sluggishness 
physical 

c. sam§aya lingering doubt 

d. pramada pride or carelessness 
mental 

e. alasya idleness 

f. avirati sense gratification 

g. bhrantidar§ana living in a world of delusion 
intellectual 

h. alabdhabhumikatva missing the point '8 

l. ana vasthitatvani lack of perseverence or not being 

able to hold on to what has been 

undertaken 

Anavasthi inability to maintain the progress 
spiritual 

J. 
attained due to pride or stagnation 

in practices 

(yogasutra 1.30) 

To which are added 

a. du!:zkha pain, unhappiness 

b. daurmanasya dejection, despair 

c. angamejayatva physical unsteadiness 

d. §vasapra§vasa!:z irregular breathing 

vik.~epa (yogasutra 1.31) 

18 It is worth noting that for some reason this antarl1ya/7 is missing from Iyengar's list. 
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From this is can be seen that Patai'ijali a broad range of afflictions 

the obstructions (to 

-,,>JUl."""' .... (iidhyiitmika), imbalances of 

into human existence. He 

integrity) according to " ... three 

~L~'U~U'u in the body (adhibhautika) and 

(iidhidaivika). "(Iyenger:79) 

LUV~"'J'" about by fate, ego F,V"'VL'''' 

one can construe that the first is 

more to with avidya, two are more orientated. The 

are common 

both 

it merely a 

back to the first table, 'Lack of ntplrpct or 

rectified 

does not 

more 9ifficult. 

is also often 

can be demonstrated 

( one cannot psycho-

with poor dietary practices, and dramatic 

by rectifying this often in the simplest 

influences here but this requires another c. h. of the firsttable 

are a 

siltras 

iividya. 

more 

Moreover, 

arrive at a 

(possibly as a ,",VL',","''' 

as they can often be 

choices in Life Cycle 

outlined by Erikson can 

appear to be more 

as 'spiritual', 

rnn,Tp(,! in pre-pubertal and as are 

before. Thus bringing Erikson to bear on 

categorisation and further explicates the problem 

psycho-historical method, one can eventually 

many community problems could 

mass of ignorance). 

"''"'".c<.;[' .... ''''r1 with antariiyii/:l to spiritual 

too find 

as 
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there is a 

Tunwrr, nirodha/:l, which be restricted to some 

transcendence can unfurled to society as a 

this form of Cividya is not amenable only to treatment by education; 

In short, 

can, in 

fact, today's accent on skills in 

t>""~A1J:r.3';J..' ....... enmeshment. Patafijali is 

education psychology and ,",,,,,,·v\. ... 

workplace, complicate matters 

theoria and praxis by 

"v"'v<u restraint 

of the is seen as being "'","' ..... 1', the education 

Sexuality and brahmacarya 

To to this dissertation, Hun.HILE> 

ynJ1w>.nrl'lY1J!n is V",,'VH""' to the progress 

held 

have 

is a 

that as sexuality is an 

and nirodha/:l 

As 

development right 

it is 

I 

childhood, so in spiritual sense it can as perhaps the most basic all 

the 'enticements' prakrti can continually 

seeker. Following on from this statement, ~ ..... ~_ ....... 

emphasised as a towards redemption, 

context, is 

an unwitting adult spiritual 

attitude of ahirhsCi can 

qua bodily 

this is one reason most brahminical 

to 

will make sure is well-imbued with an to freely enjoying 

any form of sexpression. 

In a way 'aversion' could ll"\l"\,n",,:'/i by sutra HAD : 

saucat (HAO) 

is where one to so with text. 
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"Aversion to one's own body and avoidance of contact with others comes from bodily 

purification. "(Mi ller:5 5) 

But Iyengar ""('I'tl'l",,. tack: 

"Cleanliness of disinterest in contact with others for self-

145) 

Piquant is plays 

his main he includes averSIOn, 

abhorrence, " in his translation (ibid). Also, addition 

of' ... which not in the sutra but Dermms reflects a 

modern including other more meanings in 

although 

reflect 

spiritual kingdom 

touched. It must be understood that 

as is a valid 

to account for 

more abstemious to be U .... HUll with so 

possibly influenced 

more austere who in certain 

includes not or being 

even for more reasons such 

towards liberation. 

the 

the 'VU·\"A' .... r ascetism is not reC:OITlmlenClea by even the most Western 

or, as will be 

of faculties as they 

to integration (by 

of 

to above by 

of prakrti can 

seems to weave through the 

but expansion 

1"\",-"",,,,,,,,n kle$as (afflictions) 

Patafijali . It is contended 

according, say, to the 

I mean guided 

.... IU<.<11"'-' implying a 

'."'''ALA''''''' and 

and a painful 

is not polarisation 

appropriate 

principle, is a 

in the early 

As has 

not 

constructive understanding, not peripheralisation of 

a approach ,",UIJl",;:,,, through 
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and the cakras 

Once again, if sexuality is seen to be integral to the 'normal' development of the 

individual (as proposed in an Eriksonian psychological style) then the discourse on 

brahmacarya needs to be revisited if one is to make sense of the wisdom behind 

Patafijali. And a suggestion of a link with sexuality and transcendence is hinted at in 

siUra 1.33 (see page 139) where it is held that tranquillity of mind (cittaprasiidanam -

seen as an outcome of nirodha/:t) is assisted by positive interactions with others. 

Whiteman is candid on this point: 

"Dwelling in this way on loving fellowship as a response to others' welfare, on loving 

helpfulness as a response to their illfare, on mutual joy in recognition of their merit, and 

dispassion in recognition of their demerit, promotes tranquillity ofmind."(Whiteman:140, 

emphasis added) 

The first three emphases are seen as being integral to the erotic in it's broadest sense. 

To talk of 'loving' implies intimate interactions 19 with others and rather precludes a 

common interpretation of sutra II.40 as aversion to the body. The erotic or 

acknowledgment of intimacy points to a relationship with the body that has little 

place for rejection. In this sense brahmacarya takes on another meaning. Whiteman 

brings this more clearly to light when he points out that: 

"First comes the world of Agni - which, as we have seen, means the divine form of dedicated 

self-discipline, in facing the inner contests until some releasing illumination comes. This leads 

eventually to the brahmaloka (divine way of life, equivalent to what was later called 

brahmacarya)."(Whiteman:39, see also :3) 

"Brahmacarya means, literally, a "divine-going", and from the earliest times the word was 

used in the sense of "religious studentship" and all the self-control which should go along with 

that. At a later stage (among Hindus as opposed to Buddhists) the term was commonly 

understood to mean sexual chastity in some sense of the term (not necessarily continence or 

celibacy)."(Whiteman:208?O 

19 One does need to be specific with these terms, Intimate is seen as being open, transparent, 

and with interested relations with at least an other. But it is not restricted to this. It is not only an 
activity or attitude but a relationship. A teacher or priest, in order to be effective, must allow an 
intimacy with his students or parishioners in promoting mutual caring and understanding. 

20 Note that Joseph Alter raises a point when he says that the rise of ascetism to the popular 
levels can be rooted in a middle or late nineteenth century Indian reaction to a perceived puritanism of 

the British Raj (Alter 1994). Abdelwahab Bouhdiba also makes similar allusion with regards to 
Muslim sexuality (Bouhdiba:23 J -232) 
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Thus it is in ascetic usage of term is 

problematic Tun ... Tn nirodhalJ in today's rapidly 

it is 

acc:epted as a not a 

behind nirodhalJ be 

,","'''.Vi!. Actually, there would be 

a for some in order to compliment 

advances in psychological 

Introducing the brahmacaryiisriima 

In ':\."''"'IJU.'''' with a proclivity for Following on from Whiteman above 

understanding through _~'_""'J' 

to the fore the tisrtimas or 

that it could be useful to keep 

are as follows - student life 

includes (brahmacarytisrtima ), 

Erikson's Intimacy and non-attachment when 

the children are reaching or 

moving out of the family circle 

from the material 

(sannytistisrtima). Although it is 

are 

as 

U""H.'V"'''''-'- above) it can also be a whole-

spiritual necessity in that the individual is afforded 

the Other, initially in the form of the it 

is said, are initiators of adult spiritual grow1h. 22 I would that 

21 This, of course, also means emotionally detaching from the children as they and 
allowing them the freedom to evolve in their own ways. 

22 Penelope Washbourn points out that children represent an opportunity for and 
spiritual growth for both women and men: "Women need children in the same way that men need 
children, not to be their ultimate fulfilment but to be the possibility for the nature of the 
mv<:tp'r\/ of life in its wonders and tragedies. Living in relation to children may be 
see ourselves for what we are, accept that knowledge, and find hope in the very 
both in ourselves and in our children." (quoted in Ursula 129). 
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and the cakras 

opportunity for growth-through-generativity produces a being/existence reverberation 

that often precludes the cittaprasiidanam (favourable disposition) of yogasutra I.33. 

Seen from the perspective of the effect children have on the evolving psyche the 

philosophy of the iisriimas could be seen to accord with the developmental process of 

Erikson as he traces the psychoevolution of the 'whole' individual through to 

Integrity. Similarly the problems encountered by the individual in an Eriksonian 

paradigm can be found in the yogasutras as can be seen from the table on p143, 

where a similar set of polarities could be extracted. Furthermore, psychohistorical 

analysis of attitudes of communities, or of people within them can show a propensity 

towards propagation of vrtti samskara anisam cakram, a cycle of vrttis creating 

samskiiras which in turn give rise to more vrttis, which in turn create ..... . 

(Balslev:online) 

Applied to the question of sexuality, this round of obstacles can be read into the 

'tragic' case of Mahatma Ghandi's (or Martin Luther, for that matter)23 approach to 

his sexuality which has continued to pervade Western thinking on the great man: 

"These same principles were the basis of Mahatma Ghandi's nonviolent campaign against the 

forces of British colonialism, in which every freedom fighter was to use thefarce aftruth 

(satyagraha) to overcome physical and psychological obstacles. Ghandi stressed the pawer af 

celibacy ta facus the energy af the individual."(Miller: 113, n 12, emphasis added; again note 

Joseph Alter hypothesis on reactions to colonialism) 

It is proposed that, if Miller's assertions are correct, the 'tragedy' of Ghandi' s 

'experiments in truth' was an inability to really consider the needs of intimate others. 

It is possible that his stressing of the power of celibacy was an misunderstanding on 

his part of the situation of brahmacarya (one similar to that expressed by 

Yatiswaranda earlier, n 11) and a withdrawal of certain creative powers (this 

argument is mentioned here but is really a topic for another time). It could be seen 

that his early marriage with the many years of separation from his young wife had a 

23 Both Ghandi and Luther were subjects of psycho historical reviews by Erikson. 
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must, 

the r",f·""".>nr·"" to the 

culture were experienced by colonial Other. 

was an overall some description to 'nation' does not 

from a'''''''''''· ..... that Ghandi's of his ""',,·,.... .... =-"""l( .... n (not to mention his 

mode of sexual mvam. 

truth were, 

a for celibacy to 

one interacting with in an appropriate even at a 'national' 

level. Once I return to a theme it is not celibacy is at issue, it is the 

individual worldview that re-examination. 

24 It is also necessary to consider his relationship with his parents, so this 
as portrayed here. 

is not as 
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aC(~enltmnelj, Ignorance only because a 

full range of life to not face the full range 

that only with an ~Ul"'~F,~U.~ 

"'U'J>""~'-' capable of dismantling 

the full range of 

and promoting the 

highly-prized (tranquillity of the mind). 

To sum it is here that brahmacarya has to do o.')\~'-"L0'H in the 

accepted sense, it is more a period of ascesis during which 

erotic, or the evolutionary nrr,('p"", can to 

community. 

brahmacarya in the context of the cakras 

These now to final section of this a 

and context the cakras. As has been 

represent a embodiment of psychospiritual 

used to visualise 

made in brief to 

the spiritual aspirant. In this aW;mpts 

"'."'"","~"" and modern interpretations 

this will be 

In the light of classical 

trope of the K,Ui'lU£U 

"""1-",,..., is misdirected or 

lack of direction and 

avidya commonly experienced by 

image of 

in the context of this is 

channel spiritual, 

With the blockage in place 

diffused with little prospect of It is 

that is captured by an image an 

The image is of two parts; a 

25 This is not an easy statement as there are people who 'naturally' gravitate to the celibate 
whose ethos is beyond that of the norm of the four it could be said that have a 
an innate, perhaps pre-logical for the (the detached life). The 
distinguishing feature ofthese is their levels of detached intimacy - they are comfortable 
with without embroiled in their lives and issues. It is hypothesised that who 
are celibate but lack Whiteman's criteria are still subjected to antaraya despite 
protestations to the contrary and claims to 
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with it's head at entrance of the channel, snake being ""","/-""""",11 to as 

of to of 

the so the a 

in terms. is not necessarily 

a sleeping kUyt(ialfnf as if it is an a priori 

role of will and 

is that the as a 

or, an 

which emanates choices made at 

is not nature to block the but she is plainly 

psychic structure of individual. 

cittavrttinirodha/:l starts to effect 

been 

may seem a 

case. As mentioned 

defect is to be 

in the human 

psychic choices 

to a limited or 

gradually 

It 

often painful removing personal 

avidya.26 to much popular and some scholarly the shift from 

the sacred is a at times a physically psychically 

r\r\' ...... p"r Previously ..-v."'n.-,r." cittavrttinirodha/:l is not a 

the than not comes when the 

and antaraya are painfully evident, yogasutras assume that the 

adult aspirant is afflicted and in to redemption. The creates a theatre 

for the '-'''''''''''''' of the a$tangas, mind that these with the yama 

group attitudes', and ~v ... ,~~,.~u 

to in mind made in nIl the 

placement brahmacarya in the Hence, even classical sense, 

26 demonstrated with the use of some of the aVClnt-£Glcae 

and the New such as Rolfing, hrp<>thw()lrlc some 

that can evoke 'cellular ITI""mn, ... ; 
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and the cakras 

brahmacarya, 

course of events. 

personalities 

hence ideally the 

not pose a problem, as it will be dealt with in 

events may, and usually dealing with 

'co-minds' or multiple r'lPl'Q(\n which 

If the 

or adjusts 

classical method is 

a suitably qualified 

the daily 

must fall into 

chosen by the 

and not 

In the light of modern theory: As modern 

the become 

through cakraic matrix. 

accent on attitudes towards an Other, applies to both 

their hypotheses that cakra applies to 

a concerted and, at 

UlJ.I'lUI<.l.I. then, as 

and sexuality 

Needless to 

faint-hearted. 

hand, 

accessible, 

the yama, with an 

and Sharamon & ~~.,", ... un. 

'tribe', etc .. The profane 

Of(~nestrate:d compulsion individual tends to be 

to indiscriminately as the perma,nellce as 

all of which are cultural 

sustenance of the vrtti 

a centripetal action by , 

individual's nP,"Qn,'(,Tl 

, ..... "".".,...",." of 

Conceding to can account 

anisam cakram (vrttis to samskiiras to vrttis ... ) 

general, but it must that the action 

is centrifugal as and 

into a number of directed courses. propagates a 

Carl lung 

not 'things of 

the immortality 

'UU.UVH of confusion the individual 

thus: "While man still lives as a 

own; nor save the usual 

"(lung:202) 

e!1ec1ts of yama and hold within the influences 

to erode, to 1J ..... ·"''"'u by an 
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is not necessarily to with spirituality but effort.27 As the of 

erosion however, locus activity 

around 90° to a sense self-within-the-world, of 

etc. pn,"'ro'" is made 

more projects. sviidi.$thana calera to come into focus 

."' ...... u.,"" of sexpression as an intimate participation world through 

with an Other on new proportions . 

. "' .... '''AT'UlfI (here equated with erosIon 

a 1 

level the 

various elements 

the individual 

At this stage it 

with distinct 

it's own 

erroneous to try to 

or even the 

yamalniyama hierarchies as proper. In fact it is 

U.U.I"';:'''1 to the neophyte is that an 

the early angas 

will be to «" •• "",u. in parallel; 

emphasis to others, as can 

not the case one must complete one 

it is more a understanding 

an attitude of ahimsii inherent in nYI·JY"",,.., 

anga) before 

one is able to 

minimised. In sense the can seen to be 

maybe 

without this 

As course 

so the provide a method the ravages an overblown 

incursion by on Being. Again to use the epigenetic principle, 

within the framework allows a '" nOT ""t ...... evolution of <AW.H'-.U" 

As to 

will to which, and care, will non-

27 This statement in many ways contradicts Jiddu Krishnamurti's contested contention that 
or can be instantaneous. 
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and the cakras 

and so on in a mushrooming out of and sorrow (dubkha) 

kli!jtavrtti (afflicted states 

to the previously argued inability to the Life Cycle elements 

correlation between 

from the spiritual 

to the cakras the a1Jgas also have a 

two comes in noting the 

cases can 

the a!jtanga in this 

the diaphragmatic barrier, are _'~'J_A J 

groups can be envisioned as pn~parat.lon 

This asrama is the final 

this implies that the other four 

dhyana and samadhi) are really meant 

a!Jtangas in that both 

the sannyasasriima. 

four a!jtiingas to prepare for 

sQlhyama group of dhiira1Jyii, 

in life. Following this line 

through to some sort 

(brahmacaryasriima or 

grounds or sources 

application of, say, 

now one could consider the first two iisriimas 

the to 

children are 

for 

is that 

grhastiisriima or householder) as .. ,-,-" .. u.'!=. 

this then would mean 

'tribe' of the mflladhara, to the 

would, hopefully by the 

a Being/Existence interface 

at will. 

VJ"Hl1<. the diaphragm 

allows 

can The _.,..,_ .. _. 

only be 

other, which 

turn has won 

ac(~OrnpJIISrlea with a healthy sense of self, in ""'''''<''''''U to 

which in 

In order to do 

promotion 

Whiteman 

IS 

-...UJ, .............. '" out an appropriate relationship with 

fJ'''''~''''F> society into a mutually 

cultivating of attitudes (yama) in conjunction 

practice (niyama) which is associated with a 

with the body (asana), and, 

developing an internal and (sukha). 
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Such pv,",prT'prl for states of 

a-vis The routine asanas and pralJayama are 

directly involved body, therefore control and setting a an 

emergence of an to 'withdraw the ~~H"'''''-' (pratyahara) which then, as a matter 

of course with allows the individual to nN'on.r1 human 

n1""·1"""'P1".'rl as the switch physiCal and 
, 

exercises to the is equated with the malJipuralanahatajunction and 

preceding levels, 

epigenetically Prr1'P,.,'rP<1 

It is argued that without a 

all are functioning 

nirodha/:l in 

COlrlCe:ntlratllOn or LJVAULA'""",_ and so on up the 

pratyaharaITH/A-I.uUTlLI.' U-UIUU 

direction can be 

opposed to a straight 

equating the 

creating a 

course, is ...... ,"'tV,'" 

a 

IS a to be paid for 

measure of ekagrata, is 

to sustained. It is not 

to encounter the temptation to 

in 

t'\T'J,T1t-.n can be overcome 

is required to be able to 

hedonistic and 

comments complete 

terms of on the 

junctions, "'\."'.U,,'I-' with which 

Moreover, by 

of the a.$!angas 

two models is 

creative thought. 

to a parallelling, as 

enticement to 

thus, it is 

are dangers of 

however, is not the case. 

kUlJfiatinf. Firstly, accompanied by a 

to bring cittavrttinirodha/:l 

in 

and judicious 

yama 

society. 

a review of '-''''fL'''''''' 

next, the 

or psychotherapy, 

it (Iyengar:78), 

it to happen as 

Thirdly, trust 

of an 

light of the 
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Conclusion 

the '"''''''1--'''''' I argued that certain praxis In I 

have aw;motea to show that Patanjali caesura. I have argued that 

principle H~"",",'" in the phrase, yo gabcittavrttinirodhab or 'restraint of fluctuations 

In 
, , , 

owmess', 1S prImary In Dr2lCnce: I have also alluded to an ovi'''''''"" 

of this into psychotherapy. In examining ('eight limbs') 

it that it is yama/niyama 

of commencement attempts to 

preference for 

(one-pointed concentration or 

a life contra-

distinction to a , usually associated 

'level', 

In so doing, I noted that brahmacarya is fourth in the list of yama 

Taking this point, it been shown, contra instance, who 

ekiigrata that ahirhsa (non-violence) is springboard 

towards life. Without this are 

Hence one once ahimsa begins to brahmacarya, for one, ceases 

to be an issue. In constant attention to celibacy as a tool for a 'spiritual' 

becomes spurious, 

express the erotic, 

I would argue there is a 

in mind the pivot of 

to have a space to freely 

Going a step to the asramas I set out to show that, in keeping 

period in 

for instance, calls for 

spiritual, as something 

or 

interference with 

marital relationships, 

than spiritual. There must 

there are people who seem to 'naturally' celibate, but 

able to conduct 'loving' relationships, whilst 

other words, can be """""P'r! 

a affliction, an 

IS a 

in this period, with, 

just count as non

caveat though that 

'Whiteman rule' 

celibate, applies, 

as a 

as fear of 
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and the cakras 

intimacy. 

Finally, Patafijali's a$tiiligas were related to As with s Cycle 

it was that to relate each is erroneous. 1J,.".h"l'<1 was 

or withdrawal senses with 

malJipura/anahata junction. "',",".AU,", this is as 

adolescent were an apprenticeship adolescence and onwards, so the 

m:zgas mentally and physically prepare sadhaka contingencies of 

All of course, on the premiss Pataftjali is not a developmental but more 

ofa means that 

cOl1Cernl::a with ....... u-.,,'''F. his/her finding an 

""v,,",UU,,- Being/existence interface, a reumon. 

is that (a) inclusive of is an accepted 

...... ..,.,,"'. of (b) that the are a 

practical to Cycle of especially if the cakras are brought 

as a form work on to display both sets 

dissertation which the 

I now move to the 

section arguments all the will 

be brought together as a whole. 

. 
'. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary: sexuality & spirituality 
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the Introduction 

an admission 

it appears that more 

to better understand 

can 

on sexuality. It 

some beginnings at a 

spirituality in 

work-in-progress, 

a approach to 

that 

for more 

vision. Even 

model is not 

in the future. 

1 

Review of the "',..'T1 .. "" 

dissertation it was mooted that IS an 

psychotherapy, elements 

more people 

influences 

to investigate their 

on their 

in an attempt 

practices; again, 

as they the ",H·",,,"C' 

be possible to follow this out to there are 

!o see an introduction of psycho-

dissertation, which 

actually, been about all By 

a context cakras, 

psychotherapy by implication, 

of sexuality spirituality within 

IS has in 

with a certain sector people who were 

though, it is contended that 

outside that group 

"''''!UiU! J sets out to 

will have to be 

vanous 

be seen as a 

Erikson 

made 

more 

redemptive 

some 

is little to say 

,v,,,,,~'H'~L into what is to be a 

1 ('Introduction') considered the 'raising ~V".J~.'V "",,,,-,.J.J 

and it was that is a possibility that in this to a 

'''''''"'r'ln''"" to '-"JUU.i''-'" Rocco to as HOT , ___ ", __ "'_ ... _r ..... r1'''' .. 

situation one finds VH' ....... "'U. some paradigms, thinking) to 

at a more level, an of HOT is seen to a source 

thought "'PTI"' .. r~'rl to as 'intuition'. While the scientific is beginning to take 

both and intuition more seriously, it was that a "'",""'o.r""'" 
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180 

the lay community is IVV',,"U,'t:. to intuition, viz-a-viz ""'IV",,,ll 

inspiration or to 

communities are an over-emphasis on 

the exploration of thought. 

It is that while the HOT is it would appear that it is not 

there is some factor or set factors that hinderls 

as an 

It is 

and 

as 

individual development. a with ordinary were 

it was found a common complaint was U,Hl,lV\.'''' 

was an awareness that they were own behaviour they were not sure 

what was as there were so contradictions. Eventually it was 

established complaint is based on impediments 

of reactions to 

influences themselves. 

it was that they were not 

external it is 

to be 

was to 

thinking, to ascertain or not is what they were 

with transcendence. 

to begin to 

a 'causation' hypothesis was accepted, the next question was 

points for the production each group of hindrances. 

As mentioned 

as a key point 

began to broach 

confused 

working at grass-roots 

Chapter 2 ('the 

a perceived peJrCeptlon 

it is generally 

sex, and gender. 

tended to 

sexuality') 

IS to 

misunderstood, 

then set out to create 

a model of sexuality in which it was proposed that can be separated from 

the other three and applied to an intra-personal matrix of these 

being biological sex gender 

two (tagged as ""''''1'"\T.",,,,,'(;" and spirituality (a 

that sex and "'-'-"''-''-'. are reaSOllab accessible to 

easily for intra-personal, not nr"'",,,,,,,J-

an expression of 

!twas 

being 

to the 
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of the 

mature adult to 

~_~AU"" to this, 

the three 

is a propensity on 

and the 

matrix means that measurements can be contradictory, HH\.L"''''HE, some 

reified, 

a situation 

Finally in chapter, the phenomenon 

"'0'''0 out some complexity of an 

selected texts it was 

along of the ,",V>">H could be 

nrl,n("\CP'rl is not meant as a 

rather it is merely a means 

for an 

orgasm was 

a few 

as 

an acme 'r"'('~'r''''''''r1 to 

genitality. however, some that it could actually be a ofa 

process of inter-personal, relations, it is 

homosexual relationship; but this is another 

subject that but another that 

the 

reqUIres 

circumstances and 

is predicated 

orgasm is an ., .... " ....... "',. to overcome two 

separation that of 

something. is to overcome both 

can to be a more 

the end, an over-riding of the 

domain, way as to release term from a 

of the 

the 'stable' relationship 

by the 

Ultimately, it was proposed 

alienation - of a 

of 

alienation orgasm 

avenue open to dyad. 

sexuality such a 

a (translated as erotic) 

culture, how does one 

for a 

influence. 

ill areas culture as economics, or religion, for matter? IS a 
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question of one creates some with which to 

between sexuality and other socio-cultural factors. It was that the 

the to be one construct. 

cakras') explored 

an embodied model for 

possibility 

would 

held promise validating a connection nP1UlI"pn 

H"''''AU'V~ to sexuality as being a 

bound a stultifying cultural en(lerlCV on one 

of on another. to 

as it 

spirituality. In so 

to which is attached 

or 

that would counter a that is 

through colonialism, often seen Western system 

in no measure on other <>nr,rUf"rJ or adapted the 

Indian sarhkhyan philosophy, proposed a fJU.LVUU."AU of the individual 

an emanation a source. A the archives of the late 

swami Nisreyasananda, was used to propose a the individual as participating 

m Divine, as an ,",Ul.au,un.'" a view that an of an 

evolution out along a loosely circumscribed path. The 

physical 

a emanation. A goal 

n .... '\MF·pn an inherent 'p",prfTPt1 

assumed post-partum, l"'l\~H",'" 1 Steps were 

swami shows to be 

out a contrast or parallel 

fT_np<><> is similar to that rpt,"rr~'rl to as 'Self', as in some -,-," . .:,....",u and H/"'''''',''''~ 

as 'self' 

a 

The term "POST-Cia! 

as to one of 

authors would refer to an 'Ego' and a 'false-ego'). 

distinction is that the ,"V'HH'JIV can some way to 

the Introduction. If 

has been used here to convey an 

a new life'. 

ofc",,<>,..<>,r.rm from the womb, 
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connotes an "''''",'Ll,',", a Vv~'''V'U along a .L.J""JLHI",1 

then 

dissertation, that it 

"""""""wU",,-, functioning (through 

If, as has 

'rising' to a new or higher 

it 

is possible to note that IS an a which an of 

is erected, both, state, in harmony to provide a 

productive life in world. In to understand this it is to note 

is as those functions adopted post-partum which facilitate an 

participation 

or 

material world. Hence ,-,,,,aAl;;;. H'~" "'''''J''''',,' partici pation 

man world, that Divine, or 

purU$a, and 

the 

one or 

psychological 

denotes participation a sensory 

and it is possible to see that 

in' term is medical 

With 

emphasis on 

popular 

words, it is proposed 

an inauthentic of dominance by which in turn can a 

harmony between an Being-ness 

line of system in it is held the 

to 

of 

pranasakti, or vitality (also the kUl:ujalfnf), is a situation 

of separated from a harmonious relationship with opposite siva. 

It is when a is cleared through a series 'knotted' (granthi) stations, 

as the cakras, a beneficial two principles is ultimately 

achieved. 'reunion' seems to be mechanism 

In is not an escape from or denial of world, as some 

takes on more of an in and 

the world. transcendence is a rising-

above commonly held imposed and which to promote 

The the cakras as metaphorical constructs 
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in structure. It is are excess 72 000 cakras distributed through 

and 

"".OJ ...... ,..., is 

starting in the 

of this 

'higher' levels. 

these 

on an area the 

H'''''fJ'U stations allocated to 

culminating in the brow 

In 

as a granthised per se, but as 

context, though, 

along 

<'''''''" .. ,'''' at 

culmination 

other 

dissertation is to begin to the enticements or 

to bind an individual to the material planes of 

have 

"""..,'V'lL,,!". behind 

there is little reason to 

.1-"" .... ..,.,"''"' .... to 

there is no 

.. "..,., •• v •• .., will manifest any 

Cycle purposes 

thrust 

dissertation it was the and ma;:lipura cakras (with 

rellerence to the IU/lUTI.'HU or that were used illustrative 

purposes. 

In '-'uE' .... o."o with the rnUTrtC it was to distinguish Det'wef~n the 

UJJj, ...... u is 

and, as 1930's, not really to application 

seems to be that the 

lacks a IS 

."U."''''] Existence-denying (hence a domination Being). This is 

not a approach to it is meant as a 

statement that of 

Eastern 

of that the this, though, what 

some are genume at 

the system praxis. measure work is being ana 
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I 

I 

II 

II 

academic 

One 

blocking 

but most of practical material is emanating a non-

which an interesting component is the Age. 

to 

is portrayed as a 

AH~"~L tantric 

some 

central channel (su,yumTJa) along which 

is that the 

perineum with 

1 

pass. kUTJ(ialfnf is n",r\.",,.,,, as feminine (Sakti) potentially III 

comparison to at the other end of channel who remains at rest until merged 

with sakti. Of particular note is that: 

• It is a that is being activated (shades This 

• 

• 

Ull'J\.>'-'ll to commonly held Western belief it is 

it is or feminine seems, at the moment, to be 

perhaps as a startle to a imagination, or bounded paradigmatic structure. 

the kUTJ(ialfnf can be seen to blocking the to the central channel, it 

is important to able to translate this blocking action as a on part 

the individual rather an inherent purpose of 

IS 

""'Yr'lf-I" that 

then it is 

a 

to 

(avidya) is a root cause of pain or 

to 

root of worldly 

must 

individual. 

finds 

last is not in essence nel:::essaI 

it can arguably into it. 

a 

the matter context this 

cakra theory, that 

the milladharti 

IS a 

a samkhyan 

of the individual nature -

~LL'~LU.'''' in the world. When 

viz. avidya is at the 

but 'she' 

by the 

philosophy, 

notion, 

transcending the human 

"LV"' .... "'""" kUTJ(iallnf which 

traditional Uu.I..iva and to 
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As do not well with a 

to this is nature 

Understanding relationships between yantras (mystical drawings), mantras 

(mystical ,H-".U""'''',, the of the various deities, male and female, so on, 

can What does seem to 

the of been taken and 

other, more inclusive ways to manifest it are in New Age 

in terms of cakras, problems are encountered 

able to at some measure of consensus on quite constitutes conception 

New some threads of synthesis with Western 

psychology/philosophy can be discerned. From this it was found that 

VEU,"ULU"'" tenOE:O to 

ml,lla.'lnl1ra to 

middle cakra, 

a 

autonomy in existential at 

sva.di$fhana (commonly termed 

level of the ma;Jipura. 

IS 

as requiring especial understanding as it is central to between the 

muladhara the malJipura. It is in this way that the can seen to assist in 

developing an portrayal course spirituality that is acceptable to 

The outcome this "',,,,'''''''',,,'':> was twofold. Firstly, to accentuate possibility 

is a in some New Age 

a new meamng could 

is certainly 

for many people of 

many Secondly, it was deviation 

to broad to a possible of narrower uU'.VU'Ul 

as the kUlJ(ialfnf cakras) another picture - of 

a constriction being at what was found to be a 'diaphragmatic 

of point is 

in helping people (especially those regard the as a seat oflove) to 
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a difficulty of IS 

that them to love effectively (especially when it comes to some 

'unconditional love' which is frequently as a to an assortment ills) 

they are required to negotiate a through the diaphragmatic 

known as the junction. It is held that negotiating this of 

achieved in a 

modern, through 

substantial 

practice through 

.. H~U~"UI'> of the countervalences at the 

With this it was taken as to use cakras as an imaginative and 

guide to what is happening in what is spiritual 

the 

the 

who are 

to be 

on 1 "'''''1'',''''' 

question, one that was continually posed by 

the their 

people 

did I 

for place? 

In this the discussion returned to 

structures the West Chapter 4 (' Erikson, 

answer type of 

that 

and the cakras') 

work of 

to 

Erik 

purpose competance, and 

the discourse to 

adolescent 

spirituality are 

pre-pubertal 

his 

of hope, will, 

of fidelity, it was found that there 

is a and weaves his work. Additionally, it 

was found 

can also 

the compression of level of autonomy, 

neonate is very much a part of 

into s/he been and is totally on that environment 

sustenance situation of the mUladhara 

intellectually step out into the environment and 

differentiation self other so is a C0I1CCimltan 

culminating in 

and environment to own ends), a culmination that 

begins to physically 

In 

(to 

the factors attributed 
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to a Western 

again it was shown as with 

of worldview as differentiation takes 

pnmary 

In 

IS a 

it was 

188 

interpreted that the narrowing was an on 

other words, a 

but is clearer on 

New 

as the 

the environment the ,","';U1\.,11 IS a 

of sole condition the neonate, 

tool culture, on a dominance that allows 

expression. 

pathological 

"""'~'''''H'''''A to 

resolutions of 

appropriately 

Being-expression of the 

relationship between 

is not 

as an 

the of 

psycho-spiritual development 

life; it is seen, certainly 

a crucial period an 

when previous 

when foundations for experiences are reviewed and and ('r.,n('""....,o"t 

resolutions are laid. It is this sense that ""'"'JAY"'V'~An'Y IS as 

being synonymous with mafJipuralantihata junction of the 

Furthermore, 

In 

an apprenticeship, so to 

distinguished as a 

'journeyman' ,nyu .... '''' prior to masters 

(care). the 'journeyman' "'H'~A~fO. 

will to at than 

which take to 

people 

'enquiry' 

Two factors that arose from investigation Erikson were approach to 

concerns, 

With regards to the it was found 

that is integral to 

is reason to that 
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Erikson would not 

.... "',,','<,"', .... to 

individual 

found that 

Erikson's 

been averse to 

an interface 

on 

interpretation of a 

sacred 

189 

an 

with her, it was 

confining 

fact, it was shown that is cyclical feel for instance, 

m f. and g. of the chart in Completed (see appendix 8), he 

contrasts 

'philosophical' in 

and 

aged. 

the infant is met again but with a 

of Important here is that in to 

to be found 

and dialectical of an authentic 

useful of the 

Hl·ne~;s is an integral 

health, hold 

with 'wisdom' 

read the 

added a 

a harmonious 

m 

a dynamic 

is essential wisdom is to 

U'~H"'V"J IS a 

what is more, would, in 

In to understand this it is to Life as an 

unfolding to that in the cosmology in chapter ld est, 

child can considered to of an 

'participation the Divine' and that the and formalism is a 

skills 

it is but a short on 

, for 

little 

is to ensure a relentlessly 

to acquisition 

as relief insinuates a denial of 'participation in 

to 

Divine' thus a denial a part 

agam, 

argument to unfurl 

a 

when 

not 

and so on and on. To allow this 

nature a 

technc)loglCal bias to be 

se, an interface np,rUI,·,..n and 
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towards a 

attitude towards 

and so productive utilisation of 

It is 

hope than In nrr'''P'CII sociologically biassed 

religious theory. much socio-political 

to 

that without a .. n.,,'HU1" 

a spark 

such as is found in 

to incorporate 

a broad of are Furthermore, it is 

spirituality qua a moral-ethical dimension is integral to an individual ~VCAVU of 

In order to understand it to helpful to employ a 

particular 

that 

of developmental stages. Here it is 

a gate to 

each it is sm~ge:ste:Cl 

an impediment to meaningful spiritual is what is termed as 

diaphragmatic In U"')"'U~f':>Hl'l". 

can be 

influenced or \.<HJll.<Ul"',",U by 

childhood, which, turn, 

and ... ",,'pnt, stuff 

views on non-/participation in 

an 

this 

of 

at a foundation for further lessons 

to some extent a product of individual 

Promotion of non-participation the 

a 

'AL,,",',HAV life, whereas acceptance participation the Divine 

an 

for a 

nothingness to a between a 

can be 

This theoretical UH'.LUll!". of the In world been noted to of little value 

a concomitant the light of this is an aosenc:e 

Chapter 5 sexuality and IS an to 

commonly attributed to a hypothesis that bears consideration on 
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a 

Firstly, analysis of promulgated by the indicates there is 

a configuration to that of the cakras 

lacuna this case is to found at 

statement is on a """_""':>':>1. 

is a central 

(or withdrawal of 

this 

tasks. Patafijali created a hierarchy of development 

with attitudes towards the 

the In 

reading cleanliness, and so on), 

control and (in 

and, 

(pra"(layama ). 

(asana ~ incorrectly 

the most vital aspect 

configuration is 

(yama ~ non~violence, 

is structured (niyama ~ 

to ensuring the body itself is brought 

Alexander in a oJ"J,u.JJ'''' 

'yoga' common Western 

the control 

to be ".H)lULU 

compreSSlOn attention interactions 

by 

the broader 

public 

attentive to the 

situation) to the confines of 

...... UHl''';' and rhythm of breathing. 

withdrawing senses is facilitated or 

In and practice about earlier. way there is purpose In 

U'" ... U\.4H''-''' or some 

this sense, there is no 

yama and niyama are fully understood and ~U._~,,",,","". As Huxley pointed out 

with a sense of the 

is verging on ' 

attempt at meditation without proper 

Patafijali's analysis 

signs and C"mnnTf"oY\"l 

a set encumbrances to spiritual life is seen to a set of 

the one 

the 

svrnptorns, however, 

can linked to s Cycle lessons. 

can explain how symptoms came about, on 

symptoms are laid out Patafijali. This pre:se11ce 
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H . .u,-"U'_" that any spiritual activity In to is part adult 

and is the spiritually is 

an awareness of such awareness not normally, it is 

being intellectually immature. a psychospiritual developmental 

vV •. H'-'f),h though, it is that can be in an which 

includes the yamalniyamalasanalpra1Jayama future 

would 

certainly by who maintains that of so-called 

encountered and yama, are not the 

end. consistently a 'middle path' which means that for 

instance, ideally contains enough mistrust to provide a balance Being and 

In (non-violence) is self-

there is that there are times some forms 

are appropriate. not 

model is based on simple statements of to a 

moderating that excludes potentials. 

Conc1usion 

purpose been to approaches to sexuality and 

serve to explain from past as well as 

unfolding at present contribute towards a 'transcendence' IS 

becoming a been 

IS u,-".uu",. In order to 

illustrate this a dip was into philosophical va.:>!,-,-" the 

system was as a paradigm. this sexuality, in form 

cakra, was firmly 

Moving back to West it was 

the centrality of sexuality his the 

spiritual development. 

a 

addition, it was 
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found that the 

still problem 

well with his ULVY..,'. In 

this information. 

193 

though, one is 

a return to the 

was postulated and the of Patafijali were shown to In 

a redemptive role away the limitations a purely 

The V,",'''-Hlci'', back and fowards between West and has to ca number 

conclusions. 

Firstly, 

an productive 

both and sexuality is 

it is to remove 

a principle from Attempting to return it back to 

and implications of the term; 

and to some extent a review of ideologies. For ..,,,,,uu • .!,, •• to 

on an is useful a dimorphic 

diverting attention «>L.n"",,,,,,, of embodiment to a permanence a 

spiritual 

it is postulated 

implicated in a lack of .L<U'''''''V.''.''''''', 

Lu'-"',."u", .... Symbolically, the 

as intellectually respectable tnen it is 

life can diminish. 

~ntra-personal stress and strain is 

an mner vU'''''-'''''''''' and an outer 

aspects of in the perineum, the 

or 

aspects 

pain and the facial brow. It is said that these domains are not 

ensues; it it is 

But brought 

harmonious life in 

into a harmonious functionality there is a productive and 

Life can interpreted as 

conjunctio mysterium Carl 

'middle path' 

indicator of 

"""lll'''-1 connotations). With 

Ani''''',",T (the 

there is a 

hypothesis that if the a balanced interaction np1'lA,p,'n ""''''-\..''''''''1 

can of the of be equitably 
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Continued doom is seen to accompany a continued separation sexuality 

Thirdly, crucial to the "''''''H,d,'' is that and spirituality are intimately linked 

to each other. 

Normal functioning is not 

demonstrated by interpretation of 

back to the image 

as a 

eros. 

continuum, 

incorporating it into a matrix with such as embodiment and 1">"''"''-'''''' 

to a situation in which Other is either person (Divine-participatory) in a state of 

ethicality or in a state of morality (this argument is 

SUl)er-CCITIS'ClO~...,,,,,,,,,,,,,, of 

a component of childhood). 

physicality it is the 

can be said that 

whatever 

is a link with spirituality. An is that it 

a loving Other (in 

~~','''''H''''' spirituality creates a 

u"'~'U1JlUlS.l) the same, are ne(;es!,af'l 

rp"npl~T for 

a fully 

it can be seen all of the point same 

functionality between is normally seen as a 

Other; 

life-

affirmation and the than at os life-denial. Both are essential an 

and quandary is how to create a inclusiveness. 

sense 

of 

OVt~r-~~ml)nalSlsea. This iividya (ignorance) that has nPT'",..rlf'fT 

is not a it is "r,,·"'t~·rf 

of so can be .. ",rn""",,, are a 

number in a removal, and it is 

U"'''''',.''h,.,,,U around eros and TVlEl'JI>f1J'n 

that is a possible first step towards 

This now leads to some comments 
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must be seen as a of a W()rK-m-DTOQ:re 

Future prospects for a theory of sexuality and spirituality 

set been on PYlnPT'IPT\(' 

individuals who were an alternative to the 

whilst 

ofuv,-,,",,,, 

with 

last 

being more widespread than hitherto So standing in background 

the discourse the individual. One of the has to 

which an individual can to gain some 

human 

extJre:ssl()ns of and culture as essentially a of 

individuals. can only proclaim those or behaviours to which a 

mass Placing this simplification the 

seem to allow an of society or 

that sexuality/spirituality is to 

of individual. 

It is IJV')lUJ.UL\.,U that ,","',;UUUJ.\.U Moses, and was able to do 

something similar with Ghandi, Luther, to be 

to order to extract 

that promote conflict or communion. Britain, 

in the century may bring out how of that 

country were Northern Ireland, Southern Rhodesia, some say, a 

manner. consider the V,",",UU"HH." (;U,"'..:>\."UW.U..:> may 

shed some on how it is that 

of while Jewish 

of Wallacedale in South 

generated by their 

to live in some no 

claim to be the 

can demand human rights 

builds up around them. 

It is that the kw:u;1alfnf in nations or 

measure 

the 

the filth 

is 
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by a collective avidya to block a _~AA_~" sUoJumlJa; basic 

trust deleted such 

forces as I refer to 

~ ... u ..... "_~ Churches). turn, perhaps this could indicate that collective 

psychosocial 

ideology 

is 'V"",,,VAn or even Dn~-a(101ieScem level 

on misogynistic is 

1-1"""'''''-''-' above a an spirituality 

Stepping out afresh, perhaps to attribute the In 

to reactions to rates of social "'>A'M'''.V is to Erikson's 

vHJ,i'.ll.lVU'U or core withdrawal in 

critique of on their 

own, spiritual development of a '"'VA,>AU ....... ,. 

even possibly, some how community or national could 

find out a particular as corruption. In it is proposed 

that this be utilised to indicate a of community 

"'C'.ll'n1\_"VV'u., development; outcome of which even, in a;:);:)":;;:);:)Hl~ 

for of community national 

With this line questioning it would that this 

be further refined some of the above contradictions 

of to commonweal some of 

the people author. 

conclusion, have to that (a) spirituality are 

indissolubly linked, that (b) when this is recogIllSe~Q it is to 

problems exist an individual striving for transcendence, 

and (c) once this been c>"'r''''n~'''ri it is a short step to "'V~1'"(lr.1"\ 

methodology out to a community mayor may not 

at transcendence; although in this 

health, and/or needs (Maslow'S two In 

to the 

Hierarchy 
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Needs), With this then it is pr",.to.'P postulated that 

~t">!""0'CL, It is hoped 

be with benefit to some 

197 

in human affairs must 

hypothetical 
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Appendix 1: 

Thinker unmoving 
no guons 

[ 

YJfll/llfHln" by 

BRAHMAN -Absolule. All 

Puru~a -Alm,n 

-------------- ~ --------------------------------

Prakrli NaMe 

24 ) 

(Iinga hinted at 2:1 

Space Air 
21 20 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
sound pressure light liquidity sOlidity 

~ {- ~ ~ ~ 
Mind {rnanas) Touch Taste Smell 
16 14 12 II 

I 
~ I 

t y • 
Ear Tastebuds 
W 7 

Tongue Arms Legs Excretion 
4 3 2 
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Nisreyasananda 



University of Cape Town

.n.J.IUI..u;;;a 

Anodea. 1996. Eastern Western mind: and the Chakra 

For the sake of the rows with and Psychosynthes! have been omitted. The rest, are as 

Chakra 1 - Muladhara 2 - Svadisthana 3 - 4 - Anahata 5 Vissudha 6 

Emotional Social Creative 

Age Womb to 12 mos. 6 to 24 mos. 18 mos to 3 yrs 3 to 7 years 7 - 12 years Adolescence 

Freud Oral Oral Anal Phallic Adolescence 

Erikson Trust vs Mistrust** Trust vs Mistrust** vs Shame and Doubt Initiative vs vs Role confusion 

Maslow 

Punishment! 
obedience 

Instrumental! 
Hedonism 

* This is Maslow's order. To more 

Guilt 

Self-esteem* Self-actualisation Transcendence 

Good Nice Law and order Social contract Universalism 

reflect the Self-esteem would correspond to third chakra and to fourth chakra 

** I would add a stage to COI're~;pondllng to chakra 2 called vs. Attachment leaving Trust vs. Mistrust to chakra I. 
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7 Sahasrara 

Universal 

Adulthood 

Genital 

Intimacy vs 
Isolation 

Transcendence 

Universalism 
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Chakra 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

(Myss, Caroline. 1996, 

Organs 

Physical body support 
Base of spine 
Legs, bones 
Feet 
Rectum 
Immune system 

Sexual organs 
Large intestine 
Lower vertebrae 
Pelvis 
Appendix 
Bladder 
Hip area 

Abdomen 
Stomaeh 
Upper intestines 
Liver, gallbladder 
Kidney, pancreas 
Adrenal glands 
Spleen 
Middle spine 

Heart and circulatory system 
Lungs 
Shoulders and arms 
Ribs/breasts 
Diaphragm 
Thymus gland 

Throat 
Thyroid 
Trachea 
Neck vertebrae 
Mouth 
Teeth and gums 
Esophagus 
Parathyroid 
Hypothalamus 

Brain 
Nervous system 
Eyes, ears 
Nose 
Pineal gland 
Pitu itary gland 

Muscular system 
Skeletal system 
Skin 
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Appendix 3 : Caroline Myss - Energy Anatomy 
the seven stages a/power and healing London:Bantam) 

Mental, emotional issues 

Physical family and group safety and security 
Ability to provide for life's necessities 
Ability to stand up for self 
Feeling at home 
Social and familial law and order 

Blame and guilt 
Money and sex 
Power and control 
Creativity 
Ethics and honor in relationships 

Trust 
Fear and il1limidation 
Self·esteel11, self-confidence, and self-respect 
Care of oneself and others 
Responsibility for making decisions 
Sensitivity to criticism 
Personal honour 

Love and hatred 
Resentment and bitterness 
Grief and anger 
Self-centred ness 
Lonel iness and commitment 
Forgiveness and compassion 
Hope and trust 

Choice and strength of will 
Personal express ion 
Following one's dream 
Using personal powcr to create' 
Addiction 
Judgement and criticism 
Faith and lo"'wIMp,,.. 

Self-evaluation 
Truth 
Intellectual abil itics 
Feelings of adequacy 

to the ideas of others 
Ability to learn from experience 
Emotional intelligence 

Ability to trust life 
Values, ethics, and courage 
Humanitarianism 
Selflessness 
Ability to see the larger pattern 
Faith and inspiration 
spirituality and devotion 

Physical dysfunctions 

Chronic lower back pain 
Sciatica 
Varicose veins 
Rectal tumors/cancer 
Depression 
Iml11une-related disorders 

Chronic lower back pain 
Sciatica 
Ob/gyn problems 
Pelvic.low back pain 
Sexual potency 
Urinary problems 

Arthritis 
Gastric or duodenal ulcers 
Colonlintestinal problems 
Pancreatitis/diabetes 
Indigestion, chronic acute 
Anorexia or bulimia 
Liver dysfunction 
Hepatitis 
Adrenal dysfunction 

Congestive heart failure 
Myocardial infarction {heart attack 
Mitral valve prolapse 
Cardiomegaly 
AsthmaJaliergy 
Lung cancer 
Bronchial pneumonia 
Upper back, shoulder 
B'reast cancer 

Raspy throat 
Chronic sore throat 
Mouth ulcers 
Gum difficulties 

problems 

Brain tumor/haemorrhagel 
stroke 
Neurological disturbances 
81 indness/deafncss 
Full spinal difficulties 
Learning disabilities 
Seizures 

Energetic disorders 
Mystical depression 
Chronic exhaustion that is not linked to 
a physical disorder 
Extreme sensitivities to I ight, sound, and 
other environmental factors 
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Appendix 4 : Sharamon & '-''''.p;;,ux.,n.> Development 

Shalila & Bodo .I. 199 J. The chalera handbook. Wilmot: Lotus 

cakra and theme 

1" cakra : Primordial life energy and trust 
to the earth and to the material 

world. Stability, power to achieve. 

2nd cakra : Primordial feelings, with 
awe, and 

enthusiasm. 

one's Influence and power, 
abundance, wisdom out of experience. 

4th cakra : Unfolding of the qualities of the 
love, 

5th cakra : Communication, creative self
being open. cxparlse, 

inspiration, access 10 the subtler levels 

6,10 cakra :Functions of realisation. Intuition, 
de'veloDluelnt of the inner senses, mind power, 

of the will, manifestation. 

7th cakra : Pf'f·ff'l'.ticlO 

inner Unity with the omnipresent 
being, universal consciousness 

positive power basic principle 

will to be 

purifYing, starts things creative 
to flow 

opening, 

communicating, 

of being 

devotion, self
abandonment 

resonance of 

knowledge of 

pure 

sensory Junction 
and element 

Smell - Earth 

Taste - Water 

Sight Fire 

-Air 

Hearing Ether 
(akasha) 

All senses 
extrasensory 
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\.ppendix 5 : 

Erik H. 1968. /;'jPYltth; Youth and Crisis. New York: WW Norton 

VIII 

VII 

VI 

V 

IV 

III 

[I 

vs 
Time confusion 

TRUSTvs 
MISTRUST 

_ vs Role 
Self-consciousness expenmentatlon vs 

Role confusion 

AUTONOMYvs 
SHAME& 
DOUBT 

2 

INITIATIVE vs 
GUILT 

3 

nnrpnti .. "chin vs IDENTITY vs 

INDUSTRY \IS 

INFERIORITY 

4 

IDENTITY 
CONFUSION 

5 

INTIMACYvs 
ISOLATION 

vsbisexual 
confusion 

6 

GENERA TIVITY 
vs STAGNATION 

Leader- &. 
vs 

confusion 

7 

Note: in the row, V, the lessons in the shaded 1-4 represent revaluations of the lessons I-IV. Those in the shaded 

will unravel as adulthood is encountered. Positive resolution ofthe shaded lessons are necessary for a 

to be effective. The same lessons can be seen on a communitv/societallevel. 

individual who. of necessity in 

INTEGRITY vs 
DESPAIR 

vs 
Confusion of 
values 

8 

hypotheses that 
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P""UUIA 6: (1959) 
ErikR 1959. and the 

l. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 

L vs 
INFANCY . Premature Self· 

Differentiation 

II. 
EARl,Y vs. 

CHILDHOOD Autism 

Identification 
III. 

PLAY AGE 

IV. 
Work Identification 

SCHOOL AGE 

Time Role Sexual Identity Polarisation ldealogical 
V. vs. Achievement vs. Polarization 

ADOLESCENCE Bisexual vs. 
vs. vs. vs. vs. 

Time Diffusion Consciousness Work Confusion 
Diffusion 

Diffusion of Ideals 

VL 
YOUNG ADULT 

vs. 
Social Isolation 

VII. 
ADULTHOOD 

VJlL 
MATURE AGE 
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II 

III 

IV 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

Appendix 7: : Life Cycle 
New York: International Erik H Erikson. 1959. Identity and the 

A B C 0 
Psychosocial crises Radius of significant Related elements Psychosocial 

relations of social order modalities 

Trust vs Mistrust Maternal person Cosmic order To get, To give in 
return 

Autonomy vs Shame, Doubt Parental persons 'Law and Order' To hold (on), To lei 
(go) 

Initiative vs Guilt Basic family [deal Prototypes To make (=going after) 
To 'make like' 
(=playillg) 

Industry vs Inferiority 'Neighbourhood' , Technological To make things 
School Elements (=completing) To make 

things together 

Identity and repudiation vs Peer groups and Ideological To be oneself(or nOl to 
Identity diffusion outgroups; Models of Perspectives be) To share being 

leadership oneself 

Intimacy and solidarity vs Partners in friendship, Patterns of To lose and find 
Isolation Sex, Competition, Cooperation and oneself in another 

Cooperation Competition 

Generativity vs Self- Divided labour lind Currents of To make be To take 
absorption Shared household Education and care of 

Tradition 

Integrity vs Despair 'Mankind' 'My kind' Wisdom be, through having 
been To face not being 

205 

Press 

E 
Psychosexual stages 

Oral-Resp i ratory 
Sensory-kinaesthetic 
(Incorporative modes) 

Anal-Urethral 
Muscular (Retentive-
Eliminative) 

Infantile-Genital 
Locomotor (Intrusive, 
Inclusive) 

'Latency' 

Puberty 

Genitality 
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8 : Life 982) 
Erik H Erikson. 1982. The omDletea- A review. New York: Norton 

A B C D E F H 

Stages Psychosexual Stages Psychosocial Radius of sigllificant Basic Core-pathology Related Prillciples of Social Bintiillg Ritualism 
relatiolls Strengths Basic Dnier Ritualisatiolls 

Alltipat/lies 

Infancy T rtlst vs Mistrust Maternal person Hope Withdrawal Cosmic Order Numinous Idolism 

(lncorporativc 
modes) 

Anal-Urethral Autonomyvs Parental persons Will Compulsion 'Law and Order' Juqicious Legalism 
Muscular (Retentive- Doubt 
Eliminative) 

III Play Age Infantile-Genital Initiative vs Guilt Basic family Purpose Inhibition Ideal prototypes Dramatic Moralism 
Locomotor 
(intrusive, Inclusive) 

IV School Age 'Latency' Industry vs 'Neighbourhood', School Compctence Inertia Technological Order Formal (Technical) Formalism 
Inferiority 

V Adolescence Puberty Identity and vs Peer groups and outgroups; Fidelity Repudiation Ideological Worldview Ideological Total ism 
Identity Confusion 

VI Young Genitalitv Intimacy vs Partners in friendship, Sex, Love Exclusivity Patterns of Cooperation and Affiliative Elitism 
Isolation Competition, Cooperation Competition 

VII Adulthood Generativity vs Divided labour and Shared Care Rejectivity Currents of Education and Generational Authoritism 
Stagnation household Tradition 

V III Old Age Integrity vs 'Mankind' 'My kind' Wisdom Disdain Wisdom Philosophical Dogmatism 
Despair 
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Lessons 

Childhood 

Trust - Mistrust 
HOPE 

mutual recognition autistic 
isolalion 

2. - Self-doubt 

4. 

WILL 
10 be oneself - self-doubt 

3. Initiative Guilt 
PURPOSE 

role-

COMPETENCE 
task identification sense offutility 

Adolescence 

5. - Role confusion 
SELF-RESPECT 

a. Temporal perspective Time conjilsion (1) 
b. Self-certainty Self-consciousness 

c. Role experimentation 
d. Aoorenlicesi1io - Work n/m?/l1<i< 

conjilsion (6) 
/ollowersmp Authority (7) 

g. ideologicat commitment - Confusion (8) 

the lessons in 5 (,identity vs 

9 : 

. - the adolescent consolidates the lessons 
relate to the lessons of 

in childhood into a new set of 

6. 

7. 

8. 

s 

Adulthood 

_ - Isolation 
LOVE 

COMMITMENT 

WISDOM 

\-4. This is the reason that 

6-8 in 5 relate to 6-8 and In other 
new wisdom. 

the adolescent tends to 
of childhood while settinl! some pvnPr;mpnt" 
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Appendix 10 : Ch,mters yogasutras. 

(adapted from Miller, Barbara Stoler. 1995. Yoga, Discipline 

to Patanjali. 

Sutras attributed 

of California Press) 

samiidhi Cessation of thought and 
Contemplative Calm 

"The first section of the text presents a set of 
definitions and establishes relations among the 
different modes mental and 

18) 

sadhana The practice 

"The second section of the text presents the 
body ofPatafijali's teaching,whose core is the 
eightfold discipline of yoga (a.'ffiinga. 
yoga)."(Miller: 19) 

vibhUti 

kaivalya 

Perfect discipline and 
powers 

Absolute freedom 

"The warning about the powers of yoga is a 
to the fourth section ofthe where 
Patafijali examines the aspects and action 
that constitute the final obstacles to absolute spiritual 
freedom (kaivalya)." I) 

Dedication to the Lord of 

Towards seedless ('.(Hltl'llln 

The purpose of 

Definition of the forces of corruption 

the forces of corruption 

The observer and the phenomenal world 

The limbs of practice 

The moral principles and observances 

The moral principles 

The observances 

Posture 

Breath Control 

Withdrawal of the senses 

Perfect 

The transformations of thought and material 
nature 

The powers of extraordinary knowledge 

Further powers of perfect disci pi ine 

of the spirit 
Mastery of the physical world 

Other powers 

Transform~tions of rebirth 

The transformation 

The transformation of action 

The reality of materia! the structure of 
thought 

Thought and spirit 

Thought and the observer 

The cessation of actions and forces 

The knowledge that ends in freedom 

1-4 

5·11 

12·16 

17·22 

23-28 

29-32 

33-40 

41-46 

47·51 

1·3 

4-9 

10·16 

17·27 

28·29 

30·34 

35·39 

40·45 

46·48 

49·53 

54·55 

1·8 

9·15 

16-20 

21-34 
35-37 

38-45 

46-49 

1-3 

4-6 

7-11 

12-17 

18-22 

23-26 

27-30 

31-34 
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11: of 

or Main Subgrol 

yama restraint a. ahimsii non-violence or 

b. truthfulness 

c. 

d. continence 
cultivation of attitudes 

e. freedom from avarice or non-
covetousness . .................................................................... t· 

n nivama practice or observance a. §auca cleanliness or 

b. santo~a contentment 

c. fervour 

d. study of sacred of cultivation of 

Self 

e. f§vara surrender of self to God 

t III {isana control active combination of attitude 

IV focus on breath control ! V focus on mind control 

VI dharana concentration 

VII meditation t VIII sam(ldhi union of self with cosmic 

•••••• _~ •••••••••••••••• ~ ..... u •••••••••••• ~~ •••••••••• ••••• w ••••••• 

2 3 4 5 6 

the use of the lower cases in the is to the 
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